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Abstract 
The vision of this PhD research project is to create a microfluidic system for controlling 
the locations of suspended particles in order to form three dimensional (3D) objects on 
demand. The author developed a set of objectives to realize this vision which include: (1) 
Forming a system that can apply suitable and desired forces on particles on demand in 
microfluidic units (2) Placing particles of various refractive indices close to each other in 
order to form a media having reconfigurable and tuneable properties (3) Coupling light 
into such well-controlled particles and testing the concept of forming dynamically tuned 
objects suspended in liquid by forming optical objects such as optical waveguides.  
The author reviewed and considered several active particle manipulation mechanisms for 
controlling the motion of suspended particles. The dielectrophoretic (DEP) force was 
selected as it is capable of focusing and scattering suspended particles from pre-
determined locations in the microfluidics by the virtue of the polarizability of the particles 
relative to the suspending medium and vice versa. Additionally, when combined with 
hydrodynamic forces, the DEP force was able to form densely packed areas of such 
particles with non-turbulent boundaries. Consequently, using the DEP force, the author 
showed that the regions of the packed particles in microfluidic channels could 
demonstrate dynamically reconfigurable optical properties.  
The author implemented the research in a staged approach in order to achieve the set 
objectives. In particular, the research was divided into three stages. In the first stage, the 
author developed a platform consisting of a microfluidic system integrated with DEP 
microelectrodes, microfluidics and optical peripherals used for the coupling of light. The 
author demonstrated the direct coupling of light into the densely packed silicon dioxide 
(SiO2) particles with diameters of 230 and 450 nm, respectively. Light was transmitted 
via the closely packed 230 nm particles and in contrast was significantly scattered by the 
450 nm particles. The outcomes, which were resulted from this initial stage platform, 
were the first ever demonstration of a dynamically tuneable optical waveguide based on 
the DEP focused particles in microfluidics. 
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In the second stage of this research, the author developed a multi mode polymeric 
waveguide and integrated it into the microfluidic system combined with the DEP 
microelectrodes. The goal was to couple light into the densely packed regions via the 
polymeric waveguide to avoid the inlet and outlet scattering. The author used two 
different types of particles, tungsten trioxide (WO3) and SiO2 with diameters of 80 and 
450 nm and refractive indices of 2.3 and 1.47, respectively. These refractive indices were 
either much higher or lower than the refractive index of that of the polymeric waveguide, 
which was 1.592, formed by a photoresist polymer known as SU-8. It was observed that 
the densely packed WO3 particles were able to couple light from the polymeric 
waveguide, while the SiO2 particles did not affect the transmission of the optical signals 
significantly. This was attributed to the fact that the media formed by the DEP focused 
WO3 particles had attained a refractive index larger than that of the polymeric waveguide 
causing the optical waves in the waveguide to couple into the particles. Conversely, the 
refractive index of the media formed by the densely packed SiO2 particles could not 
exceed that of the polymeric waveguide. The investigations of the second stage platform 
resulted in the first demonstration of optical waveguide tuning based on DEP focused 
particles. 
In the third stage of this research, the author implemented a quasi single mode polymeric 
waveguide integrated with the microfluidics and the DEP microelectrodes to enhance the 
platform’s performance and to observe the behavior of optical guided modes. The author 
used WO3, zinc oxide (ZnO) and SiO2 particles with diameters of 80, 50 and 72 nm and 
refractive indices of 2.3, 2.0 and 1.47, respectively. Under the DEP force influence, the 
packed areas of these particles were able to interact with the optical guided waves of the 
quasi single mode waveguide and alter their behavior. Interestingly, the author discovered 
that when WO3 particles were packed, they became capable of forming resonant and anti-
resonant layers when focused under the DEP force. In particular, the fundamental mode 
of the polymeric waveguide could be strongly coupled to the regions of densely packed 
WO3 particles. However, under certain DEP focusing conditions, which resulted in 
specific particle concentrations and media refractive index profiles, the first order mode 
of the optical waves remained largely isolated and was anti-resonant to the layer of 
closely packed WO3 particles. Such interesting behavior of the third stage platform 
resulted in the first demonstration of the dynamic manipulation and coupling of optical 
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guided modes using DEP focused particles. Additionally, it was also the first 
demonstration of establishing dynamic layers consisting of packed particles using the 
DEP force, which exhibited resonant and anti-resonant behaviors towards the optical 
guided optical modes in a polymeric waveguide. 
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Chapter 1 
 
 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivations 
The field of optofluidics refers to the integration of microfluidics and optics into the same 
platform, where fluids and light are driven to interact [1]. This integration has led to the 
realization of a wide range of applications which have impacted upon different areas of 
engineering, chemistry and life sciences. Such applications include platforms for forming 
liquid optical components [2], microscopy and imaging systems [3, 4], flow cytometers [5] 
and optofluidic platforms incorporating Raman specstroscopy analysis [6]. Optofluidic 
systems have also been used for biological and chemical sensing with extremely small 
detection volumes (femtolitres to nanolitres) [7-9]. This is possible because many optical 
properties, such as refractive index, fluorescence, Raman scattering, absorption and 
polarization, can be exploited in microfluidics to generate and enhance the desired sensing 
signal [10].  
One of the most researched types of optofluidic systems are those which are categorized as 
“multi-phase”. “Multi-phase” optofluidics refers to a system that consist of homogenous 
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liquids of varying physical, chemical or optical properties [11]. The advantages of multi-
phase systems include liquid mobility, large ranges of index modulation and abrupt 
interfaces that can be easily reshaped [12, 13]. The development of such systems has 
resulted in numerous liquid optical components such as liquid waveguides [14-18], 
attenuators [19], lasers [20, 21], filters [22, 23], switches [24, 25] and lenses [26, 27].  
However, the implementation of multi-phase systems is not perceived as representing the 
most flexible or elegant approach, as liquids either do not easily mix or when they are 
miscible, they are not easily separated or reconfigured. Moreover, these systems generally 
rely on homogeneous liquids with fixed properties. One means of addressing this 
shortcoming is to use liquid with suspended micro/nano particles, which is the aim of this 
PhD research project.  
The properties of a particle suspension can be tuned from those of liquid to that of the 
suspended particles by adjusting the particle concentration (Figure 1.1). When suspended 
particles are dispersed at low concentrations (Figure 1.1A), the physical properties of the 
media such as the refractive index (n), permittivity (ε) and permeability (μ) values are closer 
to that of the suspending media. Alternatively, when they are closely packed, then these 
properties are close to that of the particles themselves (Figure 1.1B) [15].  
 
Figure 1.1: Tuning the media properties using suspended particles: (A) Properties of a media 
with particles dispersed at low concentrations are close to those of the suspending media. 
(B) Properties of closely packed particles in a suspending media are close to those of the 
particles. 
A                                B 
Media 
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Particle dimensions play an important role in their interactions with light [28]. Relative to 
the optical wavelength, and depending on the particles’ dimensions and inter particle 
spacing, light incident on an assembly of particles can either be deflected (reflected, 
refracted and/or diffracted) and/or absorbed (Figure 1.2) [29-31]. For instance, if particles 
are randomly dispersed in a suspension and the particle size and inter particle spacings are 
comparable or larger than that of the wavelength of the coupled light, the incident light will 
experience significant deflection (Figure 1.2A). Conversely, if the particles are much smaller 
than the wavelength of the coupled light, then light will not be deflected by the individual 
particles. In fact, when they are closely packed (such that the inter particle spacings become 
much smaller than the wavelength), they can be perceived as a single phase homogenous 
medium [32] that promotes the transmission of light (Figure 1.2B) [33]. However, the 
challenge associated with the implementation of particles is the ability to control their 
location: placing them, precisely where they are needed, when desired. Therefore, there is a 
need to have particle manipulation mechanisms that are able to dictate the particles’ motion 
accurately in liquid.  
 
Figure 1.2: Scattering and transmission of light via a suspension of particles: (A) Light 
incident on suspended particles with random inter particle spacings, ds and diameters, dp, 
much larger than the optical wavelength. Incident light is mostly scattered (B) Light incident 
on closely packed particles with inter particle spacings and diameters, much smaller 
compared to the optical wavelength. Incident light is mostly transmitted.  
  A                              B 
ds << λ 
dp << λ 
ds ≥ λ 
λ 
Incident light 
λ 
dp ≥ λ 
Incident light 
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Particles can be manipulated either “passively” or “actively”. Passive manipulation forces 
include Van der Waals attraction [34], self assembly [35], stearic interaction [36], Brownian 
motion [37] and charged dipole interaction [38]. Unfortunately, such passive manipulation 
techniques [39-42] are not capable of high levels of control, consistency and 
repeatability [43]. In contrast, active forces are externally applied and are able to provide 
particle displacements and motional trajectories which are consistent and precise to a high 
degree of accuracy. The opportunities for realizing optofluidic systems incorporating such 
precise particle motions are therefore much more promising. For example, in 
biological/chemical sensing, active manipulation forces can place suspended particles at 
desired locations in the fluidics and sort or separate them according to their properties as a 
preparative procedure before the particles undergo some form of analysis or interrogation. 
Such active forces are classified into mechanical [44-48], electrical [49-53], optical [54, 55], 
thermal [56-58] and magnetic [59-61] force categories. 
Among the manipulation mechanisms that can be integrated into microfluidic systems, 
electrical forces have widely been implemented [62-66]. The two electrical forces used to 
manipulate suspended particles are electrophoresis and dielectrophoresis. Electrophoresis 
refers to the process of manipulating charged particles using applied electric fields [67]. 
Dielectrophoresis refers to the manipulation of neutral particles using non-uniform electric 
fields [50, 68].  
Dielectrophoresis was first discovered by Herbert Pohl [69] in the 1950’s. Since then, 
dielectrophoretic (DEP) systems have been used for a wide range of applications that among 
others include particle separation [70], trapping [71], sorting [72, 73], detection [74], 
characterization [74, 75], filtration [76] and patterning [77]. DEP forces can be either 
positive or negative, depending on the polarizability of the particles and the suspending 
medium. Positive DEP forces attract particles to the regions of high electric field gradients; 
negative DEP forces repel them from such regions [78]. The DEP force can be used to 
concentrate or disperse the particles at predetermined locations depending on their 
polarization and the magnitude and frequency of the applied electric field. 
In this thesis, the author has used the DEP force to manipulate the motion of the particles. 
The DEP force was chosen as the author found that it could provide the best form of applied 
force for manipulating neutral and semi-conducting particles efficiently. For instance, by 
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applying DEP forces of varying frequencies, the author was able to focus and repel particles 
from regions of high electric field gradients based on their permittivity and conductivity 
properties relative to the suspending media or vice versa. The strength of the applied forces 
can be simply adjusted by tuning the DEP signal amplitudes. In addition, in the early stages 
of the PhD research project, the author was introduced to the curved microelectrode design 
[79], which was capable of concentrating particles in between the tips of the microelectrode 
pairs where the electric field gradients are highest. The author used the concept and 
developed an improvised microelectrode design which was capable of producing dense 
particle streams, imitating optical waveguides within microfluidics, when combined with 
hydrodynamic forces from the microfluidic flow.  
Through his investigations the author found that under positive DEP forces, the distribution 
of particles across the microfluidic channel formed a refractive index profile resembling that 
of a waveguide, with smooth and well defined boundaries. In particular, the author 
hypothesized that the dense particle stream could represent the “core of the waveguide” 
having a higher average refractive index compared to the “cladding of the waveguide” 
composed of media surrounding the particle stream (which may have consisted of dispersed 
particles in low concentrations). 
The author intended to investigate whether the dense particles acted as waveguiding or 
scattering channels in the liquid. He integrated a microfluidic platform (“Platform 1”) which 
consisted of DEP microelectrodes and a microfluidic chip with an optical apparatus used for 
coupling visible light into the focused particles. Visible light (λ ~ 635 nm) was chosen as it 
was easily observed under the microscope and could be captured by charged couple device 
cameras. The author conducted the investigations using silicon dioxide (SiO2) particles of 
230 and 450 nm diameters. He chose such particles due their inert nature and that they could 
be easily suspended. The sizes were chosen as the dimensions of the SiO2 particles were 
either smaller or almost comparable to the wavelength of the incident light to see the 
waveguiding and scattering behaviors. When light was coupled into the DEP focused 
particles, as anticipated, the smaller particles promoted the transmission of light while the 
larger particles deflected the light.  
Despite the great results achieved using Platform 1, the author felt that the demonstrations 
were rather crude as light was coupled directly into the microfluidics via media interfaces 
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and particles flowing into and out of the fluidic reservoirs causing significant deflections of 
light. As a result, he devised an approach to improve the platform so that light could be 
coupled into the densely packed particles more efficiently and with minimal interferences.  
Hence, a multimode polymeric waveguide was designed by the author. He used a polymeric 
waveguide as it could be integrated into the microfluidic platform relatively easily using 
advanced microfabrication methods and such waveguides could be enclosed directly by 
liquid media to enable the highest interaction between the optical waves and the suspended 
particles. “Platform 2” was developed by the author such that the waveguide was positioned 
in the center of the curved microelectrodes where the particles were found to be densely 
concentrated under the positive DEP force.  
Implementing Platform 2, the visible light was coupled into the multi mode waveguide and 
particles were dispersed in the microfluidics and subjected to the DEP forces. The author 
realized that in order for light to couple out of the waveguide, the refractive index of the 
media formed by the particles had to be higher than that of the waveguide. He chose 
tungsten trioxide (WO3) as a suitable particle candidate as it had a higher refractive index 
compared to the polymeric waveguide and also was readily suspendable. The author also 
found that, just as in the case of the SiO2 particles, the WO3 particles could also be forced 
into forming dense particle streams and then be repelled using the DEP forces. For 
comparison in the second set of experiments, he used WO3 particles while SiO2 particles 
were used for benchmarking, since SiO2 has a lower refractive index compared to the 
polymeric waveguide. The outcome was that the author was able to couple light from the 
multi mode waveguide into the DEP focused WO3 particles, while light was not coupled in 
the case of the SiO2 particles. This was a great demonstration for the versatility of the 
system.  
At this stage of the research, the author had established that light can be coupled into the 
DEP focused particles and in fact, a crude version of a tuneable waveguide based on DEP 
controlled particles was realized. The author decided to further enhance this platform as a 
template for accurate optofluidic waveguiding and sensing incorporating well controlled 
suspended particles. Considering the limitation of Platform 2, allowing the propagation of 
multi mode, it was difficult to trace the behavior of individual modes, extract information or 
obtain definitive evidence regarding the interaction of the optical waves with the suspended 
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particles and media surrounding them. In addition, modal dispersions and propagation losses 
were high in multi mode platforms, hence inhibiting the potential development of this 
Platform as a sensor with low detection limits. To make the system more robust, the author 
decided to introduce a quasi single mode waveguide into the subsequent platform 
(“Platform 3”). 
In this platform, the author again took advantage of the WO3 particles as they were proven 
capable of coupling light from the multi mode waveguides, due to their high refractive 
index, and the control of their motions were well established in the preceding experiments. 
The developed platform was a quasi single mode system. Using such a platform, the author 
was able to observe distinct modal behaviours, which was previously unnoticeable using the 
multi mode platform. For instance, under certain applied DEP conditions, the fundamental 
mode transitioned into the first order mode and gradually faded away. The author then 
correlated the experimental results with simulations of the particle packing concentrations 
and the waveguide modes in the fluidics to understand the phenomena. The author 
established that under certain particle packing concentrations, the fundamental mode was 
completely coupled into the DEP focused particles, while the first order mode remained 
isolated in the waveguide. The analyses also reaffirmed that DEP focused particles could act 
as waveguiding media and that light could be coupled into the dense concentration of 
particles. The author managed to show that by manipulating the concentration of particles 
using the DEP forces, specific waveguide modes could be coupled into or isolated from the 
packed particles.  
All in all, the objectives of the PhD research project were accomplished adding significant 
and novel discoveries to the body of knowledge in this field. The results obtained in each 
stage of research led to the significant achievements for the author which is described in the 
following section.    
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1.2 Achievements 
This PhD research project has successfully produced a significant contribution to the field of 
optofluidics and dynamically controlled particles. The major outcomes from this PhD 
research program may be summarized as follows: 
• To the best of the author’s knowledge, the manipulation of SiO2 particles and the use of 
optical lasers to investigate the transmission of light via closely packed particles was 
demonstrated for the first time using dielectrophoresis. The work demonstrated the ability of 
DEP focused SiO2 particles to act as dynamically controlled tuneable particle waveguides in 
liquid. This work was published in two journals, “Electrophoresis” [80] and “Applied 
Physics Letters” [81]. 
• The author designed and fabricated a multi mode waveguide integrated with DEP 
microelectrodes and microfluidics. The work demonstrated that multi mode light can be 
coupled quite efficiently to the DEP focused WO3 particles under specific particle assembly 
conditions. The demonstration of such a tuneable waveguide based on dielectrophoretically 
controlled particles has not been demonstrated before in literature. This work was published 
in the journal, “Microfluidics and Nanofluidics” [82].   
• The author proceeded to fabricate a quasi single mode platform in the final stage of his 
research. WO3 particles were used to couple light from the single mode waveguide. It was 
discovered that resonant and anti-resonant layers of packed particles were formed using DEP 
force. Further, it was established that selected modes were strongly coupled and isolated 
from dense particle concentrations. Both, the formation of resonant and anti-resonant layers 
of particles using DEP forces and the coupling and isolation of modes of quasi single mode 
light into DEP focused particles were demonstrated for the first time. This work was 
published in the journal, “Electrophoresis” [83].   
• The author published a critical review paper entitled “Optofluidics Incorporating Actively 
Controlled Micro- and Nano-particles”. In this review, the author presented active particle 
manipulation forces in microfluidics and the application of controllable particles in 
optofluidic systems. Particle manipulation forces include electrical, mechanical, optical, 
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thermal and magnetic forces. The applications of such controllable particles include optical 
components, particle detection and analysis platforms, particle transport, plasmonics and 
Raman systems, thermal and energy related platforms and bio-related systems. This review 
article was published in the Journal of Biomicrofluidics [84].  
To summarize, out of these achievements, several key outcomes have been published in 
referred journals and presented at international conferences. These include: 
A) Three first authored and five co-authored publications in refereed journals, which include: 
(1) Electrophoresis (3 papers), Microfluidics and Nanofluidics (2 papers), Applied Physics 
Letters (1 paper), Lab on a Chip (1 paper) and Analytical Chemistry (1 paper). 
B) One first authored critical review paper: (1) Biomicrofluidics (1 paper) 
C) Six first authored publications in the proceedings of international conferences. The author’s 
work has been presented both personally and on his behalf at several international 
conferences as follows: 
• 2nd Nano Today Conference, Waikoloa, Hawaii, USA, 11-15 December, 2011. 
• 1st European Optical Society (EOS) Conference on Optofluidics 2011, Munich, Germany, 
23-25 May, 2011. 
• Conference on Lasers and Electro Optics (CLEO) 2011, Baltimore, Maryland, USA, 1-5 
May, 2011. 
• SPIE International Symposium on Defense, Security and Sensing, Orlando, Florida, USA, 
25-29 April, 2011. 
• 2nd European Conference on Microfluidics 2010, Toulouse, France, December 8-10, 2010. 
• American Institute of Chemical Engineers Annual Meeting 2010, Salt Lake City, UT, USA, 
November 7-12, 2010. 
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1.3 Thesis Organization  
This thesis is primarily dedicated to investigating the manipulation of suspended particles 
using the DEP force and the coupling of light into the DEP controlled particles. The major 
sections of this thesis are listed as below: 
Chapter 2 provides the literature review of this thesis. This chapter begins with a description 
of active particle manipulation forces in microfluidics. Subsequently, the author provides 
examples of optofluidic systems which incorporate suspended particles and an extended 
review of the DEP force. 
Chapter 3 describes the design and fabrication of the experimental platforms used in this 
PhD thesis. There were three platforms developed and each of these platforms were used for 
each stage of the PhD research project.  
Chapter 4 presents the direct coupling of light into the DEP focused particles using 
Platform 1. SiO2 particles of two distinct diameters, 230 and 450 nm were focused using the 
DEP force. Subsequently, light was directly coupled into the densely packed particle 
concentration and the optical responses were recorded and investigated. 
Chapter 5 presents the coupling of light into the DEP focused particles via a multi mode 
polymeric waveguide using Platform 2. SiO2 and WO3 particles of 450 and 80 nm diameters, 
respectively were focused in close vicinity of the polymeric waveguide. Light was then 
coupled into the DEP focused particles and the optical responses for both particle types were 
analyzed. 
Chapter 6 presents the implementation of a quasi single polymeric waveguide used for the 
coupling of light into the DEP focused particles using Platform 3. WO3, ZnO and SiO2 
particles with diameters 80, 50 and 72 nm, respectively were used to analyze the interaction 
of optical guided modes with the DEP focused particles. The coupling and isolation of the 
optical guided modes were investigated.   
Finally, chapter 7 presents the concluding remarks and suggests possible future works. 
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Chapter 2 
 
 
 
Literature review 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the author reviews the active particle manipulation forces, which can be 
applied for controlling the motion of suspended particles. This review is of utmost 
importance as it identifies the most suitable force that can be used in this PhD research. The 
author divides these forces into mechanical (hydrodynamic and acoustic), electrical 
(electrophoretic and dielectrophoretic (DEP)), optical, thermal and magnetic categories.  
Subsequently, the author reviews the application of optofluidic systems which incorporate 
suspended particles, as this background knowledge is necessary for understanding the type 
of optical wave interactions with particles within each applications. These applications 
include optofluidic devices used for realizing optical components such as waveguides and 
lenses, particle detection and analysis platforms, Raman systems, platforms which 
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incorporate plasmonics, thermal and energy related applications and platforms which 
incorporate bio-particles.  
In this PhD research project, the candidate justifies the selection of the DEP force for 
manipulating the motion of particles into forming three dimensional (3D) suspended 
tuneable objects in liquid. Hence, at the end of this chapter, the author provides an extended 
review of dielectrophoresis. This extended review briefly describes the derivations of the 
DEP force theory, the “DEP spectrum” concept, commonly used microelectrode 
configurations and the justification and strategies for implementing DEP particle 
manipulation in this PhD research project.  
2.2 Manipulation of suspended micro/nano 
particles  
Particles can be manipulated either “actively” or “passively”. As described in chapter 1, 
passive manipulation forces (e.g. Van der Waals attraction, stearic interaction, Brownian 
motion, charged dipole interaction) [1-4] are unpredictable, inconsistent and not appropriate 
for accurately controlling particle motions [5]. Active manipulation forces however, are 
capable of moving particles with motional trajectories which are precise, accurate and 
repeatable. In this section, the author elaborates the fundamentals of these active forces. 
2.2.1 Mechanical 
Particles can be manipulated in microfluidic systems using mechanically induced forces. 
These forces are categorized into two types which include “hydrodynamic forces” induced 
motion, and those forces induced by varying pressure profiles, commonly known as 
“acoustic forces”.  
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2.2.1.1 Hydrodynamic 
Hydrodynamic manipulation in microfluidic systems refers to the control of particle 
displacement as a result of liquid motion. These forces, which are used to manipulate the 
movements of particles, are known as hydrodynamic forces. They are imposed on particles 
using liquid motion against them or around them, such that liquid motion is able to control 
particle displacements and their trajectories [6].  
Two types of liquid flows which are important in the definition of liquid motion include: 
“Laminar flow”, which corresponds to the flow of more than one liquid media exhibiting 
minimal turbulent mixing at the liquid interface; and “non-laminar flow” (also called 
“turbulent flow”) which refers to the flow of multi-phase liquid media when it is turbulent to 
the extent that there is a mixing of two or more liquids at the liquid interface [7]. Laminar 
and non-laminar flow behaviors are important characteristics of multi-phase liquid media as 
they govern the motion of suspended particles in microfluidics.  
The Reynolds number, Red, describes the presence of Laminar or non-laminar flows. This 
number represents the ratio of the inertial force to the viscous force and is expressed 
as [8, 9]:  
Re md
m
UL

  
                     (2.1) 
where ρm is the fluid medium density, vf is average velocity of the medium inside the 
microchannel, L is the length of the equivalent diameter of the microchannel and µm is the 
viscosity of the fluid. Generally, an Red of less than 2000, corresponds to the Laminar 
regime, while an Red of more than 2000 corresponds to the turbulent regime [6]. 
The drag force, Fdrag, refers to the force propelling a particle as it moves through a body of 
fluid (Figure 2.1). It is proportional to the particle size, dynamic viscosity of the fluid and 
the difference in fluid and particle velocities. The drag force, Fdrag is approximated using the 
Stokes law as [10]: 
6drag mF rU                      (2.2) 
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where r is the particle radius and U  is the average velocity of the medium inside the 
microchannel, respectively.  
 
Figure 2.1: Drag force acting on a particle under microfluidic flow 
One of the most common applications of hydrodynamic manipulation is the flow focusing of 
particles. In this process, particles are focused using a pair of liquid flows that sandwich a 
stream of liquid containing the particles. The liquid that focuses the particle stream is known 
as the sheath flow (Figure 2.2) while the process is known as sheath flow focusing [11]. This 
method is used in the sorting, counting, separation and detection of particles as it provides 
reasonably accurate and reproducible particle trajectories in liquid.  
 
Figure 2.2: Sheath flow focusing 
Sheathless particle focusing is another method of manipulating particles [11]. This process 
does not rely on a pair of sheath liquid flows to focus the particles. Instead, it employs 
hydrodynamic lift and drag forces that induce the particles to flow to their equilibrium 
positions according to the velocity profile of the liquid stream (Figure 2.3) [12].  
Sheath flows
Particle inlet
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Figure 2.3: Sheathless flow focusing 
Hydrodynamic forces are used for particle sorting and separation applications as well [13, 
14]. Figure 2.4 presents a T-shaped inlet and outlet microfluidic system that separates a 
solution containing a mixture of particles [15, 16]. The particle mixture is a dilute solution 
of different-sized particles, each of which experiences a different magnitude of 
hydrodynamic drag and lateral lift forces. The channel length, dual fluid outlets and flow 
rates are appropriately designed to allow smaller particles to diffuse and fill the channel 
before they exit. The larger particles experience a higher hydrodynamic drag force causing 
them to remain mostly confined to the upper half of the channel. A reverse T-channel then 
separates the particles into two streams, one of which contains mostly small particles, and 
the other both, small and large particles. 
 
Velocity profile
Sheathless flow
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Figure 2.4: T-shaped inlet and outlet microfluidic separation system 
Hydrodynamic traps in the form of microfluidic stagnation points, micro vortices or micro 
eddies can also manipulate the motion of particles in liquid [17, 18]. These traps are realized 
using cross-flow forces of two or more opposing laminar streams of liquid which meet at an 
intersection. As the opposing liquid streams meet, a flow field with a stagnation point, where 
the particles are trapped, is generated. This entrapment provides high resolution 
manipulation of a small quantity of particles. The inclusion of such methods in present day 
optofluidic devices is still quite rare and we will certainly see more of them used in future 
systems.  
The motion of particles using hydrodynamic forces is affected by channel topology and uses 
carefully selected flow rates at which the suspended particles are able to form the desired 
flow trajectory or particle assembly [13]. This requires meticulous design and simulation of 
microfluidic flow rates, understanding of the forces affecting particles and channel 
geometries. However, understanding of liquid flow trajectories under various conditions 
provides reasonable particle control abilities. 
Particle 
mixture
Extracted
particles
Particles +
waste
Liquid
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2.2.1.2 Acoustic 
Acoustic waves of varying pressure profiles induce an acoustic force on the particles which 
causes them to move [19, 20]. The process of manipulating particles using such acoustic 
forces is called acoustophoresis. The acoustic waves are typically generated by inter-
digitated, ultrasonic or piezoelectric acoustic transducers [21, 22].  
The acoustic force, Fr experienced by a spherical particle suspended in liquid is given by 
[19]: 
2
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where P0 is the pressure amplitude of the acoustic wave, Vp is the particle volume, β and ρ 
are the particle or liquid compressibilities and densities, respectively, λ is the wavelength of 
the acoustic wave and x is the distance to the nearest pressure node. Subscripts p and m 
denote particle and suspending medium, respectively. The acoustic force experienced by a 
particle is influenced by the magnitude and frequency of the acoustic waves, the size and 
elasticity of the particle and the liquid that surrounds it.  
Particles exposed to the acoustic wave are either pushed to the pressure nodes or the 
pressure anti-nodes. The pressure node is the location where the acoustic waves form a 
pressure maximum, while the pressure anti-node is the location where the acoustic waves 
form a pressure minimum in the liquid [23]. The direction of particle motion depends on the 
density and compressibility properties of the particles relative to the surrounding liquid 
(Figure 2.5A). For example, particles with a higher density and lower compressibility 
compared to the suspending liquid moves toward the pressure node while particles with a 
lower density and higher compressibility moves toward the pressure anti-nodes 
(Figure 2.5B).  
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Figure 2.5: Acoustophoretic manipulation of suspended particles: (A) Acoustophoretic 
manipulation of particles when subject to acoustic waves (B) Schematic of acoustophoretic 
sorting of a mixture of particles with different density and compressibility properties. 
Acoustic manipulation of particles provides the ability to separate particles of similar sizes 
and densities. If one particle is more compressible than the liquid, while another is less 
compressible, the acoustic force displacing the two particles will be in the opposite 
direction, causing them to separate. As such, a mixture of particles can be trapped and sorted 
by the acoustic field and collected at different outlets of a microfluidic channel [24].  
Acoustic manipulation has been applied for the concentration [25]  and separation [20] of 
particles. The drawbacks of acoustophoresis arise from the difficulty of integrating acoustic 
transducers into microfluidic devices, the difficulty of controlling small nano-scale particles 
and the fact that particle separations can only be conducted by virtue of their size, density 
and compressibility differences [20, 26].  
B 
A 
Particle type A: ρp >ρm, βp < βm
Particle type B: ρp <ρm, βp > βm
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2.2.2 Electrical 
Particles can be manipulated in microfluidic systems using electrically induced forces. These 
forces are generally grouped into the electrophoretic and dielectrophoretic (DEP) forces. 
They are applied using electrically generated uniform and non-uniform electric fields, for 
charged and neutral particles suspended in liquid, respectively.  
2.2.2.1 Electrophoresis 
“Electrophoresis” refers to the motion of charged particles, relative to a fluid, under the 
influence of an electric field [27]. The induced motion depends on the polarity and 
magnitude of the net electrical charge of the particle. Generally, electrophoretic force is 
generated by a pair of electrodes connected to a  direct current (DC) power source. The 
electrodes are placed in an ionic solution which contains the particles. When the electric 
field is applied, particles experience an electrophoretic force, Fel, which induces motion 
toward the electrode bearing the opposite charge polarity to that of the particle 
(Figure 2.6) [28].  
There are also two forces that oppose the particles’ movement: the “friction” and 
“electrophoretic retardation” forces. The friction force, Ffr, is the viscous force opposing the 
electrophoretically induced motion of the particle as it moves through the body of a 
liquid [29]. The friction force is dependant upon the viscosity of the liquid medium, as well 
as the size and shape of the particle. For example, larger particles moving in a more viscous 
liquid medium experience a higher friction force compared with smaller particles moving in 
a less viscous liquid medium.  
The electrophoretic retardation force, Fret, refers to the force exerted on the diffuse cloud of 
ions surrounding the particle known as the “Debye layer”. The ions in the Debye layer have 
the opposite charge polarity to the particle and therefore the electrophoretic retardation force 
results in a fluid flow around the particle [30]. The direction of fluid flow is in the opposing 
direction to the electrophoretic force. This fluid flow causes a frictional drag that is partially 
transferred to the particle, causing a “retardation”  of the electrophoretically induced motion.  
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The electrophoretic force increases proportionally with a higher magnitude of net electrical 
charge of the particle [27]. For instance, in the case of two particles of similar size, the 
particle having a larger net electrical charge would move faster in the electric field. Particle 
size also affects particle mobility under an electric field as larger particles which generally 
have a higher mass, experience a higher frictional drag while moving through liquid. 
Accordingly, electrophoretic mobility is influenced by the mass to charge ratio of the 
particle [29]. Particles with a high mass to charge ratio have a lower mobility compared to 
particles with a low mass to charge ratio. Similarly, two different sized particles, with the 
same mass to charge ratio would actually move with the same mobility in a uniform electric 
field. 
 
Figure 2.6: Schematic of a particle experiencing the electrophoretic force 
Electrophoretic mobility, µel, is a measure of charged particle mobility when subjected to an 
electric field. Electrophoretic mobility of a charged particle in the case of a thin Debye layer 
such that κr >> 1(where κ-1 is the Debye length) is defined as [29]:  
r o
el
  


  
                   (2.5) 
where εr is the relative permittivity of the particle, ζ is the zeta potential and η is the 
viscosity of the surrounding liquid. ζ is defined as [29]: 
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In the case where κr << 1, the electrophoretic mobility is expressed as [29]: 
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                  (2.7) 
Electrophoretic manipulation of particles has been used in the analyses and preparative 
separations of biological samples, such as proteins, peptides, DNA and RNA molecules [31]. 
It is also widely used in liquid purification processes and for the characterization of particles 
and their surface properties [29]. 
2.2.2.2 Dielectrophoresis 
Dielectrophoresis is the motion of neutral or semi-conducting particles induced by a 
spatially non-uniform electric field [32]. When a polarizable particle is subjected to a 
spatially uniform electric field, electrical charges are induced on the particle/medium 
interface. These induced charges form dipoles aligned parallel to the applied electric field. In 
a uniform electric field, each half of the dipole experiences equal Columbic forces which 
results in no net motional force imposed on the particle [33]. However, when a polarizable 
particle is exposed to a non-uniform electric field, each half of the dipole experiences 
unequal Columbic forces which result in a net motional force imposed on the particle 
(Figure 2.7).  This force is known as the dielectrophoretic (DEP) force and the motion of 
particles depends on whether the particle is more or less polarizable than the suspending 
medium [33, 34].  
For a spherical particle, the DEP force is given by [32]: 
3 22 Re[ ( )]DEP o r CM rmsF r f E      
                   (2.8) 
where r is the particle radius, εr is the permittivity of the suspending medium, fCM (ω) is the 
Clausius-Mossotti (CM) factor and Erms is the root mean square (rms) of the applied electric 
field. The CM factor is expressed as [34]: 
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The complex permittivity of the particle and the suspending medium, εp
*
 and εm
*
, are given 
by [32]: 
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where i=√-1, σm and σp are the conductivities of the medium or the particle, respectively and 
ω is the angular frequency of the applied electric field.  
Particles experiencing the DEP force are either attracted to or repelled from regions of high 
electric field gradients [32]. The sign of the Re[fCM(ω)], gives an indication of the behavior 
of the particles in response to an applied electric field. For instance, if Re[fCM(ω)] > 0, the 
particles will a experience positive DEP force such that they are pulled toward regions of 
high electric field gradients (Figure 2.7A). Conversely, if Re[fCM(ω)] < 0, the particles will 
experience a negative DEP force force such that they are repelled from regions of high 
electric field gradients (Figure 2.7B) [34].  
 
Figure 2.7: Schematic of DEP manipulation of particles. (A) When Re[fCM(ω)] > 0, the 
particle experiences a positive DEP pulling it towards the region of high electric field 
gradients (B) When Re[fCM(ω)] < 0, the particle experiences a negative DEP repelling it 
from the region of high electric field gradients. 
A              B 
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The DEP force is typically generated by a pair of closely spaced microelectrodes. They can 
be used as individual pairs but more often they are designed in an array and integrated in a 
microfluidic system. The electrodes generate the electric field gradients necessary to induce 
the DEP force which transports, focuses or repels particles from regions of interest in the 
microfluidics. The intensity of the applied electric field gradient is generally highest in the 
region between the closely spaced electrodes. The electrodes are connected to an alternating 
current (AC) power source, while the amplitude and frequency of the applied AC signal is 
tuned to achieve the desired particle motion or positioning in liquid.  
Dielectrophoresis has been widely used in applications involving particle separation [35], 
transport [36] and sorting [37]. One of the issues of DEP manipulation is the difficulty of 
controlling smaller nano-scale particles, which results from the DEP force being 
proportional to r
3
 (see equation (2.8)) and the accuracy of particle motion relies on the 
design of the DEP electrodes and the microfluidics. Khoshmanesh et al.[33], Cetin et al.[38] 
and Kuzyk [39] have recently presented comprehensive reviews on DEP particle 
manipulation. In this thesis, the author selected the DEP force for controlling the motion of 
suspended particles. Hence, he has included an extended review (see section 2.4) covering 
key concepts such as the DEP force derivation, “DEP spectrum” concept, DEP 
microelectrode configurations and the motivations and strategies for implementing DEP 
manipulation in this PhD research project.  
2.2.3 Thermal 
Thermophoresis refers to the motion of particles suspended in liquid which is induced by a 
thermal gradient [40]. Although this phenomenon has been known for over 150 years, the 
theory is not well established [41]. It has been suggested that particle motion results from the 
inhomogeneity brought in by the thermal gradients in the thin layer that constitutes the 
interface between the particle and the suspension [40].  
In addition to the usual Brownian motion, particles also show a systematic drift when they 
are placed in a thermal gradient [42]. In the presence of such a thermal gradient, the mass 
flux of particle flow, J  in liquid is expressed as[43]:  
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TJ D c cD T                        (2.12) 
where c the particle concentration, D is the Brownian diffusion coefficient, DT is the thermal 
diffusion coefficient and T is the temperature gradient. The thermal diffusion coefficient, 
DT gives an indication of the particle motion behavior in a mixture in the presence of a 
thermal gradient. If DT > 0, particles drift toward the cooler region and exhibit 
‘thermophobic’ behavior. If DT < 0, particles drift towards the warmer region, exhibiting 
‘thermophilic’ behavior (Figure 2.8) [43].  
  
Figure 2.8: Schematic of thermophoretic manipulation of particles. Thermophilic particles 
drift toward hotter regions, while thermophobic particles drift toward the cooler regions.   
Thermophoretic manipulation has been used for particle separation [44] and trapping [45]. 
Drawbacks of thermophoresis include the difficulty of transporting particles in low 
concentrations as they usually drift in clusters [46] and particle drift time is generally 
long [47].  
2.2.4 Optical 
Optical manipulation of particles is the control of particle motion using optically induced 
electromagnetic fields [48]. Electromagnetic fields are generated by the radiation of light 
from optical sources operating in the infrared, visible, and UV range of frequencies [49]. 
Particles that can be manipulated using optically induced forces scale from hundreds of 
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micrometers to a few nanometers in size [50] and are usually composed of neutral 
dielectrics [51]. However, the growth of near-field and plasmonic based optical 
manipulations (which will be described later) has expanded the type of particles that can be 
manipulated to include certain metallic [52, 53] and semi-conducting particles [54, 55].  
Particles interact with optical waves depending primarily on their size. Particles smaller than 
the wavelength of light are pulled toward regions of high electromagnetic fields as they 
develop an electric dipole moment in response to the light’s electric field. Particles 
comparable or larger than the wavelength of light, refract the rays of light and move as a 
result of a momentum transfer of the incident photons [56]. Optical manipulation of particles 
falls into two categories: (1) far field and near-field manipulation and (2) plasmonic 
manipulation. 
2.2.4.1 Far and near-field manipulation 
Far field optical manipulation, commonly known as optical tweezing, refers to the control of 
particle motion induced by a direct irradiation of optical electromagnetic fields [48]. When a 
particle is subjected to this field, the optical gradient force pulls the particle toward the 
region of highest field intensity where the optical beam is focused [49]. Scattering and 
absorption forces then cause the particle to move in the direction of beam propagation 
(Figure 2.9) [57].  
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Figure 2.9: Optical manipulation of suspended particles using direct optical tweezing. 
The optical gradient force, Fgrad experienced by a spherical particle is expressed as [57]:  
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                (2.13) 
where  Io is the gradient of light intensity, 
3 ( ) / ( 2 )p p m p mV                       (2.14) 
and co is the speed of light while Vp is the particle volume, and εp and εm are the 
permittivities of the particle and suspending medium, respectively. The dielectric constant is 
a function of wavelength and is comprised of a real and an imaginary component, such that 
ε = ε1 + iε2, where ε1 = n
2  k2 and ε2 = 2nk. n and k are the refractive index and absorption 
coefficient, respectively [57]. In the case of a simple, non-absorbing dielectric, α is positive 
when the refractive index of the particle exceeds that of the surrounding medium. In this 
case, particles are attracted to the region of highest intensity, and if the particles’ refractive 
index is lower, it will be forced away from the region of highest intensity [57]. 
The scattering, Fscat and absorption, Fabs forces are expressed as [57]:  
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where λ is the optical wavelength. 
Near-field manipulation refers to the optical manipulation of particles using evanescent 
fields [57]. When light travels through a waveguide, evanescent fields radiate from the 
waveguides’ surface and decays exponentially with distance from the boundary of the 
waveguide where the optical wave originated [58]. The evanescent field generates a gradient 
force that attracts particles to the region of highest field intensity, before moving them, using 
scattering and absorption forces, in the direction of wave propagation [57] (Figure 2.10).  
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Figure 2.10: Near field optical manipulation of suspended particles 
2.2.4.2 Plasmonic manipulation 
Plasmonic manipulation refers to the control of particle motion induced by surface 
plasmons [59]. Surface plasmons are electromagnetic waves produced by coherent electron 
oscillations at the interface of any two materials where the real part of the dielectric function 
changes sign across their interface [60]. The most suitable media are generally the 
boundaries of a metal and a dielectric material [61]. Surface plasmons are confined to the 
metal surface with exponentially decaying fields. In many applications, surface plasmons are 
generated by impinging light in the visible range, although UV and infrared frequencies are 
also possible [62]. Surface plasmon resonances (SPR) refer to extremely large local 
enhancements of the electromagnetic field [57]. Plasmonic manipulation of particles can be 
achieved using either, plasmonic particles or metallic nanostructures that support SPRs. 
2.2.4.2.1 Plasmonic particles and their interactions 
Plasmonic optical forces have been used to control particles composed of neutral 
dielectrics [63], semi-conductors [64] or metallic [65] structures. For SPR modes generated 
using plasmonic particles, naturally, particles need to be metallic or at least have a metallic 
shell. Plasmonic particles are particles that support localized surface plasmon resonances 
(LSPR). LSPRs have the ability to strongly scatter and absorb light and to squeeze light into 
nanometer dimensions, producing large local enhancements of electromagnetic fields [66, 
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67]. LSPRs can be supported by a wide variety of metallic particles including interacting 
particle pairs, an array of particles with nanoscale gaps between them or individual particles 
interacting with another metal surface. LSPRs can also be supported by nano-scopic holes or 
voids rather than particles, or by particles that have holes in them, such as toroidal 
structures [62]. Core-shell particles utilizing dielectric cores and metallic shells have also 
supported LSPR activity originating from the interaction of optical electromagnetic waves 
and the oscillating surface charges generated on the inner and outer surfaces of the metal 
shells [68, 69].  
When light is incident on a metallic particle and the SPR conditions are met, the oscillating 
electric field of the light produces a force on the mobile conduction electrons in the metal, 
the result of which induces the LSPR modes [62]. The LSPR modes then generate a gradient 
force capable of particle trapping and manipulation. For example, the LSPR between a pair 
of closely spaced gold nano-dots were used to create an optical trap with improved particle 
positioning by almost an order of magnitude compared to conventional optical 
tweezers [70]. 
2.2.4.2.2 Plasmonic nanostructures and traps 
Plasmonic nanostructures refer to metallic structures capable of producing SPR fields. An 
appropriately designed and patterned metal surface is required to provide plasmonic field 
confinement. Generally, the metallic structures are designed with nanoscale gaps between 
them where the SPR fields are produced [62]. Figure 2.11 presents a plasmonic optical trap 
where a particle is held in place through the Fgrad force, which acts to attract the particle to a 
surface bound metallic nanostructure [57]. Instead of using a highly focused laser beam 
(which is normally used in optical tweezing), surface plasmon-based optical traps as a result 
of plasmonic nanostructures can enable stable particle trapping at a patterned metal surface 
even when using unfocused and low intensity laser beams [59].   
 In summary, the optical manipulation of particles in microfluidic systems has been 
employed in order to achieve particle transport [71], cell separation [72], particle detection 
and particle characterization [73]. The merits of this manipulation method include the ability 
of localizing light to the single particle level (particularly using plasmonic fields), its being 
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non-invasive and not requiring on-chip infrastructure, given that light can be sourced 
externally to the chip [74]. However, there is a risk of particle damage, especially with 
regard to organic entities, given that highly focused beams of light (in the case of optical 
trapping) can sometimes generate excessive heat [75]. Other disadvantages also include the 
requirement of bulk optics (in the case of far and near field manipulations), such as high 
numerical aperture objective lenses (hence large optical components), which impede the 
miniaturization requirements of certain devices [59]. 
 
Figure 2.11: Manipulation of particles using plasmonic nanostructures. 
2.2.5 Magnetic 
Magnetophoresis is the motion of suspended magnetized particles relative to a fluid under 
the influence of a magnetic field with a gradient [76]. Generally, the magnetic properties of 
materials can be classified into three categories: ferromagnetic, diamagnetic or 
paramagnetic [76]. Diamagnetic materials are those whose electrons are all paired. The 
diamagnetic effect stems from changes in electron orbital motion induced by a magnetic 
field and leads to dipoles aligned against the magnetic field [76, 77]. Paramagnetic effects 
occur in materials whose electrons are unpaired and the spins of the unpaired electrons that 
align with the external magnetic field to produce a magnetic moment. Paramagnetism is 
exhibited when thermal fluctuations prevent the magnetic dipoles from locking in 
orientation aligned with the field. Ferromagnetism occurs in materials with unpaired 
electrons, when thermal fluctuations are small compared with the forces that lead magnetic 
dipoles to lock in orientation aligned with the field [76].    
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When a particle is subject to a magnetic field, the force experienced by the particle, Fmag, is 
given by [77, 78]:  
( )
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                 (2.17) 
where χp and χm are the magnetic susceptibilities of the particle and the suspending medium, 
respectively, Vp is the volume of the particle and µo is the permeability of free space 
(4π × 107 H m-1). The magnetic susceptibility refers to the degree of magnetization of a 
material as a result of an applied magnetic field [79]. If the particle is magnetic (χp > 0) and 
the medium diamagnetic (χm < 0), the difference of χp  χm is positive, resulting in a positive 
value of Fmag and indicating the particle experiences an attractive force towards an area of 
high magnetic flux density gradient (Figure 2.12A). Conversely, when the particle is 
diamagnetic (χp < 0) and the medium is paramagnetic (χm > 0), the difference of χp  χm 
becomes negative, giving a negative Fmag value signifying that the particle is repelled from 
regions of high flux density gradient (Figure 2.12B) [77]. 
Magnetophoretic manipulation has been used for particle separation [80], sorting [81-83], 
transport [84, 85] and detection [86, 87]. Magnetophoresis has the advantage of angular 
particle positioning and rotation ability. It is minimally invasive and reduces the risk of 
particle damage in the process of particle control [84]. One of the problems associated with 
magnetophoresis involves the magnetic hysteresis of microparticles, when the magnetic field 
is turned off which can cause them to agglomerate into clusters. Smaller nano-scale particles 
however, display less hysteresis in the magnetic field, hence when the field is turned off, 
they redisperse in the suspension [88].  
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Figure 2.12: Magnetophoretic manipulation of suspended particles: (A) Particle is pulled 
toward the region of high magnetic field gradients when χp > χm (B) Particle is repelled 
from the region of high magnetic field gradients when χp < χm. 
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Table 2.1: Summary of particle manipulation methods, features, limitations and references 
Manipulation 
technique 
Features Limitations Key references 
 
Hydrodynamic 
 Influenced by hydrodynamic drag force 
and governed by laminar flow regime 
 Sheath and sheathless focusing of particles 
extensively used 
 Depends on particle size, viscosity  and 
flow rates of the fluids 
 Extensive fluidics simulation and 
design of microchannel required 
 Small changes in microchannel 
dimensions alters particle motion 
trajectory 
 Sensitive to flow rate changes 
Xuan et al. 38 
Squires et al.41 
Tanyeri et al.44 
Acoustic 
 Acoustic waves exert acoustic forces on 
particles in liquid 
 Capable of particle separations based on 
size, charge and density  
 Depends on magnitude and frequency of 
the acoustic wave, size and elasticity of the 
particle and surrounding liquid 
 Difficulty integrating micro-scale 
acoustic resonators into microfluidic 
structures 
 Ineffective manipulation accuracies 
for nano-scale particles 
 Differentiation of particles by size, 
density and compressibility 
differences only 
Friend et al.23 
Shi et al.50 
Petersson  
et al. 46 
 
Electrophoresis 
 Control of charged particles using uniform 
electric fields 
 Electrophoretic force induces motion of 
the charged particle towards the opposite 
charge electrode 
 Depends on permittivity and size of the 
particle and viscosity of the suspending 
medium 
 Generally limited to purification and 
separation applications 
 Slow particle migration times 
 Limited to charged particles 
Gas 28 
Kleparnik 27 
Melvin54 
Dielectrophoresis 
 Control of neutral / semiconducting 
particles in non-uniform electric fields 
 Motion depends on relative polarizabilities 
of the particle with respect to surrounding 
medium 
 Depends on particle size, permittivity and 
conductivity of the particle and suspending 
medium  
 Motional accuracies limited by the 
performance of the DEP electrodes 
 Reduced particle sizes severely 
reduced magnitude of DEP force 
 Risk of bio-particle damage when 
subjected to high electric field 
gradients 
 
Zhang et al. 24 
Kuzyk 61 
Khoshmanesh 
et al.26 
 
 
Thermal 
 Observed when a temperature gradient is 
applied to particles suspended in liquid 
 Used for particle separation and migration 
and motion based on particle 
thermophobicity or thermophilicity 
properties 
 Depends on particle concentration, thermal 
diffusion coefficient and temperature 
gradients 
 Difficult to transport particles 
individually as particles move in 
clusters 
 Generally motion is from hot to cold 
regions (Particles thermophobic) 
 Typically slow particle drift times 
Piazza et al.62 
Plyukhin et al.64 
Parola et al.31 
 
 
Optical 
 Classified as either direct tweezing, near-
field or far field manipulation 
 Extensively used in particle transport, 
sorting and characterization 
 Depends on particle size, volume, 
permittivities of particle and suspension, 
optical wavelength and intensity gradients 
 Extensive optical peripherals 
required for implementations 
 Generates excessive thermal heating 
due to high intensity optical beams  
 Generally not suitable for bio-
particles due to risk of damage 
arising from heat absorption from 
optical waves  
Jonas et al.30 
Erickson et al.29 
Halas et al.79 
 
 
 
Magnetic 
 Motion of particles subject to magnetic 
field gradients 
 Ability to induce angular rotation of 
particles, it is minimally invasive and 
generally safe for bio-particles 
 Depends on magnetic susceptibilities of 
the particle and suspending medium, 
particle volume and the applied magnetic 
field gradients  
 Agglomeration of magnetic particles 
and hysteresis in on/off 
magnetization sequence 
 Limited to particles that are 
magnetic or have some magnetic 
content 
 Non-magnetic particles have to be 
chemically bound to magnetic 
particles which can be complex  
Suwa et al.34 
Ivon Rodriguez-
Villarreal et al.95 
Peyman et al.35 
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2.3 Applications of optofluidics with suspended 
particles  
In this section, the author will describe novel optofluidic applications that have employed 
controllable particles suspended in liquid. First, applications of optical components which 
use particles as waveguiding media and lenses are covered. Subsequently, the author 
describes optofluidic applications that have been used for transporting, detecting and 
analyzing particles. Finally, the author covers applications related to Raman spectroscopy, 
plasmonics, heat and energy and eventually those that specifically involve biological 
particles. 
2.3.1 Optical components 
Multi-phase optofluidics have been used to create optical components that are compatible 
with liquids such as waveguides [91], lenses [92], and sensors [93]. However, a major 
setback of multi-phase systems is that liquids are not easily reconfigured and manipulated. 
One method of addressing this limitation is to use liquid with suspended particles. The 
properties of the suspension can be tuned from those of liquid to that of the particles by 
manipulating the particles concentrations at different locations within microfluidics. The 
concentrations of particles can be tuned using the externally applied forces described in 
section 2.2. In addition, the integration of suspended particles offers a wealth of added 
possibilities regarding the particles’ interaction with light, which can be very useful for the 
development of particle detection and analysis platforms [94]. 
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2.3.1.1 Particles as waveguiding media 
One of the major works that directly related with the author’s field of research is the works 
by Conroy et al. [95]. The author demonstrated a particle core/liquid cladding waveguide, 
which uses two types of suspended particles, polysterene and SiO2 with diameters ranging 
from 30 to 900 nm (Ø30 to Ø900 nm). Both particle types were focused using hydrodynamic 
forces (Figure 2.13A). Visible light (λ = 635 nm) from an external laser source was coupled 
into the concentration of particles using a fiber embedded in the microfluidic channel. The 
output profiles, showing the intensity of light guided through the particle focused core was 
observed (Figure 2.13B). The analysis of core to cladding intensity ratios for the various 
particle sizes revealed that the smaller sized particle suspensions of higher concentrations 
guided light more effectively compared to the larger particles with lower concentrations. 
The authors attributed this to the smaller scattering cross sections exhibited by the smaller 
particles, when they were hydrodynamically focused. Additionally they suggested that 
suspensions with higher concentrations of particles had smaller inter particle spacings and 
therefore the light experienced reduced scattering.    
 
Figure 2.13: Hydrodynamically focused nanoparticles used as optical waveguiding media: 
(A) Schematic of nanoparticle optofluidic waveguide using polysterene nanobeads and DI 
water, as the core and cladding, respectively (B) Intensity distribution at the waveguide 
output showing a high core to cladding intensity ratio. [95] 
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2.3.1.2 Particles as lenses  
Particles with suitable optical properties have been employed to focus light, similar to liquid 
lenses [96], based on two different approaches: (i) particles can be individually used as 
lenses [97, 98] and (ii) the accumulation of particles can be used to form particle arrays and 
media of different average refractive indices that could act as optical lenses [99, 100]. 
Individual particle lenses were demonstrated by several groups [101, 102]. Such lenses have 
been used as manipulators of light exhibiting the ability to control the amplitude, phase and 
polarization properties of light and its directions of propagation [103-107]. Beam control 
was demonstrated by displacing optically trapped particles such as an SiO2 (Ø13 µm) 
microsphere though a light beam [108].  
Figure 2.14 shows the schematic of the experimental geometry and simulation results of the 
particle light manipulation system using trapped silica particles. The microsphere caused the 
beam to be refracted by various degrees as a function of the sphere position, providing 
tuneable attenuation and beam-steering in the device. The device itself consisted of the 
manipulated light beam extending between two buried single mode fiber (SMF) waveguides 
which were on either side of a microfluidic channel (Figure 2.14A). This channel contained 
the microsphere, which was suspended in water. In the “on axis” transmission case, the 
microsphere was centered in the probe beam and acted as a spherical lens, providing 
enhanced coupling (Figure 2.14B). In the “off axis” case, the microsphere steered the beam 
away from the core of the output SMF (Figure 2.14C). In the “leaving beam” case, the 
microsphere was only slightly perturbing the probe beam, allowing most of the light to be 
collected (Figure 2.14D). When the particle was located out of the center position, the signal 
intensity decreased to –11 dB compared to a continuous SMF case. Figure 2.14E shows the 
experimental and numerical simulations of the insertion loss of the buried fiber device for 
various positions of the trapped microsphere, probed at a wavelength of 1.5 μm. 
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Figure 2.14: Optofluidic lens using suspended particles controlled by optical forces: 
(A) Schematic of the experimental geometry for beam manipulation. FDTD field output 
depending on the microsphere position: (B) on axis, (C) off axis, (D) leaving beam. 
(E) Insertion loss experimental and numerical simulation data with transmission regimes are 
identified. [108] 
Accumulation of packed particles in microfluidics can also be used as optical lenses. For 
example, an optofluidic lens was realized by filling a hollow fiber with suspended 
superparamagnetic iron oxide (Fe3O4) particles for the manipulation of light. The lens was 
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constructed of a hollow fiber filled with superparamagnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles (Ø10 nm) 
suspended in DI water at a 0.12 % volume-in-volume (v/v) concentration. When the 
magnetic field was activated, the particles became aligned to the core surface such that it 
stretched the beam into a ‘ribbon shape’ yielding a larger visible area and when the field was 
rotated, a larger beam spot size was formed. The ribbon shaped beam was formed by the 
diffraction of light incident on the particles in the fiber core [109].  In a separate work, the 
brightness and intensity of light was controlled with the aid of paramagnetic particles that 
were manipulated using magnetic fields on a magnetic film in a device known as an 
“optomagnetic dimmer” [110].  
The integration of controllable particles as optofluidic lenses has provided the ability to 
image large fields of view at high temperatures, free from the restraints of index-matching 
fluids and is expected to improve the sensitivity of microscopes and biological detectors and 
also have applications in other areas of biology and analytical chemistry in the future [102]. 
2.3.2 Optofluidic platforms for particle transport 
In the context of optofluidics, most particle transport examples use optical forces as 
described in section 2.4. In this section, the author will detail several novel examples of 
particle transport in optofluidic devices.  
2.3.2.1 Transport of particles in liquid core waveguides 
Particles can be transported in the core of waveguiding media using optical forces. In 
optofluidics, light in the core of waveguiding media can be confined by liquid and exerts 
optical forces that trap and transport the particles. One example of such devices is a photonic 
crystal fiber which consists of a high index liquid core surrounded by a lower index periodic 
lattice of air capillaries. Mandal et al. [111] demonstrated the transport of polystyrene 
particles (Ø3 µm) using a liquid core photonic crystal fiber. In a separate work, polystyrene 
particles (Ø1 µm and 3 µm) were shown to be drifted in a microfluidic channel using direct 
radiation of optical beams perpendicular to the fluid flow direction [112]. Light was focused 
into the microfluidic channel using on-chip lenses and their displacement in liquid was 
studied using various light focusing parameters. 
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2.3.2.2 Transport of particles using optofluidic waveguide near 
fields 
As described in section 2.2.4.1, the optical near fields can be used for transporting particles 
in microfluidics. An application example involves the field of a Y-shaped optical waveguide 
which transported polystyrene particles (Ø6 µm) [113]. By shifting the position of the input 
fiber facet, power was directed to either side of the Y-branched output which caused the 
particles to follow and be sorted on demand.  
Another platform is the slot waveguides. A slot waveguide is an optical waveguide that 
strongly confines light in a sub-wavelength scale region which is usually a low refractive 
index “slot” separated by slabs of high refractive index media [114, 115]. The cavities in 
such slot waveguides can be filled with a liquid media and particles can be transported using 
such platforms as strong intensities and gradients of light occur in these slot cavities. Yang 
et al.[116] investigated the trapping and transport of suspended polystyrene (Ø10-65 nm) 
and gold (Ø10-65 nm) particles using silicon slot waveguides. The authors studied the 
effects of particle size, refractive index and slot waveguide geometry on particle transport 
behavior. They also demonstrated the transport and trapping of λ-DNA molecules using such 
liquid core slot waveguides where the effects of varying slot widths were shown [71].  
Optofluidic ring resonators are another device that uses optical evanescent fields for particle 
transport [117]. In ring resonators, particles are attracted and propelled by optical forces 
along the evanescent field of a waveguide that branches into a ring structure. Due to the re-
circulation of optical power in the ring, the optical power is significantly enhanced under 
certain resonant conditions [118, 119]. The optofluidic ring resonators are highly suited for 
particle transport, separation and sensing applications [117, 120, 121].  
Yang et al. [122] presented the transport of polystyrene particles (Ø3 µm) using an 
optofluidic ring resonator (Figure 2.15A). The resonator structure was made of a polymeric 
waveguide. A portion of the optical power extends into the ring waveguide structure in the 
region where the distance between waveguide and ring is smallest. When the light that has 
travelled around the ring is in phase with incoming optical radiation, the optical waves 
constructively interfere resulting in a stronger optical field. The optofluidic ring resonator 
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operates by alternating between an “on-resonance” and “off-resonance” state which depends 
on the wavelength of coupled light. When the ring is “on-resonance”, particles trapped on 
the bus waveguide will be routed to the ring due to optical gradient forces arising from 
stronger local field intensities in the ring (Figure 2.15B). In the “off-resonance” state, the 
waveguide has a relatively stronger intensity (compared to the ring) and so the particles 
remain on the waveguide (Figure 2.15C). Moving from the on-resonance to the off 
resonance states and vice-versa is achieved by tuning the wavelength of the coupled light. 
Similar systems were shown by Cai et al.[123, 124]. 
  
Figure 2.15: Optofluidic ring resonator: (A) Schematic of optofluidic ring resonator switch 
with boxed figure showing the switching mechanism due to optical forces when the ring is 
strongly coupled at the resonant wavelength (B) Trapped particles are diverted and continue 
to move forward on the ring under the on-resonance state (C) In the off-resonant state, 
particles pass through the switching junction and are not routed into the ring structure. [122] 
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2.3.2.3 Transport of particles using optically induced virtual 
electrodes 
Particles can be transported using a projection of virtual microelectrodes in a technique 
known as optically induced DEP manipulation. Chiou et al. [75] presented the manipulation 
and transport of suspended polystyrene particles (Ø4.5 µm) and cells using this method. The 
liquid containing the cells or particles of interest is sandwiched between an upper 
transparent, conductive glass, and a lower photoconductive surface. These two surfaces are 
biased with an AC signal. When the projected light illuminates the photoconductive layer, it 
turns the virtual electrodes on, creating non-uniform electric fields and enabling particle 
transport and manipulation. Such optically induced DEP platforms are advantageous as they 
produce high optical powers and the small pixel sizes of the virtual electrodes result in 
highly dynamic and accurate particle displacements [125, 126].  
2.3.3 Optofluidic devices for particle detection and 
analysis 
In this section, the author describes optofluidic devices that have been used for detecting and 
analyzing particles. In such devices, generally, particles are transported using the 
manipulation forces (described in section 2.2) and then they are passed through an optical 
interrogation or excitation region, where they are detected and analyzed.  
2.3.3.1 Detection based on fluorescence and light scattering 
Fluorescence detection has been used in many areas, particularly bio-applications, by 
incorporating particles that show fluorescence emissions [127]. They are used as the labels 
for revealing the presence and tracing the movement of such particles. Light scattering is 
another method of detecting and analyzing particles. The analysis of scattered light allows 
the determination of particle characteristics such as size, refractive index and absorption 
coefficient [128]. Therefore, relevant information about a particle can be inferred from the 
analysis of the scattered light. 
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There are many examples of optofluidic applications that incorporate fluorescent particles. 
Perroud et al. [129] demonstrated the identification and sorting of macrophage cells based 
on fluorescent signals. Shi et al. [23] presented the fluorescent detection and tracking of 
polystyrene (Ø0.87 µm and 4.16 µm) beads in a microfluidic channel. Parallel inter-digitated 
acoustic resonators were used to position and separate the particles so that they could be 
sorted into three fluidic outlets. Fluorescence spectroscopy was then used to track the 
separation of the particle types. 
There are also many examples of the analysis of particles based on scattering methods. Mitra 
et al. [130] demonstrated the detection, sorting and size characterization of viruses and 
particles using an optofluidic interferometer. The detection scheme used was able to detect 
and sort single viruses and also distinguish different kinds of virus types in a mixture of 
viruses. 
2.3.3.2 Optofluidic ARROW platforms 
The hollow core anti-resonant reflecting optical waveguide (ARROW) is often used for 
guiding light in liquid, particularly in microfluidic systems [131]. ARROWs can be formed 
by a low index core layer which is embedded between higher index layers. This addresses 
the difficulty of finding suitable optical cladding materials, with a lower refractive index 
than liquid making them well suited for optofluidic applications. ARROW platforms have 
the advantage of low loss of signal, almost single-mode behavior and they have high 
polarization selectivities [132]. 
The fabrication and operation of ARROW waveguides have been well documented [93]. An 
example by Measor et al. [133] is demonstrated in Figure 2.16. It is an optofluidic ARROW 
platform that provides a perpendicular excitation and detection geometry and that caters for 
sensitive particle and bio-molecular detection applications. The device was made of a high 
refractive index layer surrounding a hollow core filled with the suspended particles that 
needed to be analyzed (Figure 2.16A). Light that is coupled into the solid-core ARROW 
waveguide (Figure 2.16B) provides an optical excitation to the fluorescent labeled particles 
that flow through the hollow core waveguide (Figure 2.16C). The hollow core waveguide is 
filled with liquid and the particles that flow through the hollow core are transported using 
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dual beam optical trap. The ARROW platform has been used for detecting liposomes, DNA 
fluorophores and viruses [93, 134-137]. 
 
Figure 2.16: Optofluidic ARROW platform optimized for particle detection: (A) Schematic 
of the integrated optofluidic system with perpendicular excitation/collection geometry for 
detecting bio-molecules. (B) SEM images of solid core and (C) liquid core ARROW 
waveguide cross-sections (D) Actual image showing ARROW device. [133] 
2.3.3.3 Optofluidic flow cytometers  
The flow cytometer is perhaps one of the most important optofluidic detection platforms, as 
it provides in situ cell counting, fluorescence detection and cell sorting, all in an integrated 
device. This device provides fast quantification of different organic and inorganic particles 
and cells. Generally, the sample containing the particles is hydrodynamically sheath focused 
by a surrounding buffer liquid to obtain a stable particle line-up. The particles then pass 
through an optical interrogation region, where they are detected and characterized based on 
their fluorescence emissions and scattering of light [138].  
Shvalov et al. [128] presented one of the earlier versions of the flow cytometer that was able 
to distinguish lymphocytes, erythrocytes and polystyrene particles of various sizes and 
refractive indices. The analysis of particles was conducted by examination of the unique 
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profiles of scattered light that had varying scattering angles from the particles. Steen [139] 
also presented the earlier version of the cytometers capable of detecting viruses of various 
sizes ranging from 70 - 300 nm.  
Today, flow cytometry has evolved tremendously. Although fluorescent detection and 
hydrodynamic forces are conventionally used, new methods such as impedance detection is 
being integrated into microflow cytometers for microparticle-based assays and 
magnetophoresis of biomolecules is being used for particle sorting [140]. Modern 
cytometers also feature optofluidic liquid lenses that focus light into the particle 
interrogation region for more effective particle analysis [141]. Zhu et al. [142] presented a 
compact and cost-effective cytometer for resource limited regions integrated with cellular 
phone imaging. In this device, fluorescently labelled particles were continuously delivered 
to an imaging volume via a disposable microfluidic channel. The videos were captured by 
the cellular phone camera and analyzed for particle/cell counting. Such platforms could be 
useful for rapid and sensitive imaging of bodily fluids and for conducting various cell counts 
and analysis as well as for screening of water quality in remote and resource-poor settings.  
Flow cytometers have also been integrated with DEP microelectrodes for the sorting and 
characterization of cells such as yeast [143]. In this work, positive DEP forces were used to 
sort between viable and non-viable yeast cells. This was possible as viable and non-viable 
yeast cells were found to have different DEP spectral behaviors so they could be sorted by 
these properties before being counted. After passing through the “DEP filter” region, light 
scattered from the specimens was collected by an integrated waveguide and analyzed.  
2.3.4 Raman spectroscopy of particles  
Raman spectroscopy (RS) provides analytical information about a samples’ molecular 
structure and composition [144] and it has attracted considerable research due to its high 
sensitivity and low detection limits in sample detection. RS is a spectroscopy technique that 
relies on the inelastic scattering of monochromatic light from a sample [145]. A small 
portion of light scattered from the sample is scattered at a series of different wavelengths 
that are indicative of the vibrational transitions of the molecules [146]. Because different 
molecules have different vibrational modes, the spectrum of the inelastically scattered light 
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uniquely identifies the sample. Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) is a surface-
sensitive technique that enhances the Raman scattering signal by molecules adsorbed on 
rough metal surfaces [145]. In SERS, the target molecule is brought into close proximity to a 
metallic (typically Ag, Au or Cu) surface with nanoscopically defined features or in solution 
of such metallic nanoparticles with feature sizes smaller than the wavelength of the 
excitation light. When light is incident on the surface or particle, a surface plasmon mode is 
excited which locally enhances the electromagnetic energy in the vicinity of the target 
molecule, significantly enhancing the intensity of the inelastically scattered light. The total 
enhancement to the Raman signal observed in response to this effect can be several orders of 
magnitude larger than that of the unenhanced Raman signal [146]. 
In microfluidic systems, the particle characterization process using RS analysis can be 
complex. The sensitivity of the Raman signal needs to be high but yet the challenge lies in 
developing a stable and reproducible Raman-active substrate under constant liquid flow. 
Also, it is complicated due to the non-uniform distribution of the SERS-active substrates 
when they are dispersed in liquids. One of the solutions to these underlying issues is to 
employ controllable particles. Particle manipulation forces that have been employed for 
controlling particles as SERS-active targets in the microfluidic-RS devices include 
hydrodynamic, dielectrophoretic and optical forces.  
Wang et al. [147] demonstrated an optofluidic SERS device that uses a pinched and step 
microchannel junction that traps and assembles nanoparticles/target molecules into optically 
enhanced SERS active clusters by using hydrodynamic capillary forces. Chrimes et al. [148] 
demonstrated optofluidic SERS measurements (Figure 2.17A) with the aid of DEP 
microelectrodes for the mapping, recognition and concentration measurement of WO3 
nanoparticles (Ø80 nm, n = 2.3). A curved DEP microelectrode array concentrated the 
moving particles at the SERS detection region. When the particles were concentrated to the 
region between the electrodes, the Raman spectral peaks were higher indicating a higher 
concentration of particles. It was revealed that reducing the DEP applied frequency with a 
constant magnitude signal would increase the concentrations of particles in between the 
curved electrodes. Figure 2.17B presents the Raman spectral peaks as a function of DEP 
applied frequencies. It shows that as the DEP applied frequency is reduced, particle 
concentration increases and thus the Raman spectral peaks are amplified. This platform 
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enables in situ analysis of particles flowing in liquid, without the need for dehydration or 
immobilization as in conventional SERS analysis devices. It is also possible to establish 
particle concentration levels in microfluidic systems using such platforms. 
White et al. [149] used optical gradient forces from the evanescent fields of optofluidic ring 
resonator waveguides to enhance SERS-detection where light was confined within the high 
refractive index liquid core of the waveguide. Rhodamine 6G mixed with silver particles 
(Ø50 - 100 nm) formed nanoclusters and were used as the target sample in the experiments. 
The liquid core optical ring resonator serves both as the microfluidic sample delivery 
mechanism and as a ring resonator, exciting the metal nano-clusters and target analytes as 
they pass through the channel. Tong et al. [150] demonstrated the use of optical and 
hydrodynamic forces to aggregate Ag particles (Ø40 nm) in the Raman-detection region. 
Thiophenol (TP) and 2-naphthalenethiol (2-NT) were adsorbed to the Ag particles to form 
the target sample. In a separate work, cell transport and sorting was achieved using a 
combination of hydrodynamic and optical forces while a RS signal was used for both, 
identification and simultaneous sorting of label-free leukemia cells [151]. Such platforms are 
suitable for automated particle identification and sorting.  
The ARROW platform, described in section 2.3.3.2 of this chapter, has also been used for 
SERS detection. The high optical intensities of light that propagate along the liquid core of 
the ARROW waveguide were used to trap the target Rhodamine 6G molecules that were 
adsorbed to the Ag particles. The enhanced RS signal was able to detect the molecules at a 
low dispersion concentration of 30 nM [152].  
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Figure 2.17: Raman spectroscopy analysis using a DEP microfluidic platform: 
(A) Schematic of DEP-Raman system layout (B) Plot of WO3 nanoparticle Raman spectra at 
different DEP frequencies, decreasing in frequency along the z-axis. [148]  
2.3.5 Plasmonic inspired optofluidics 
In this section, we focus on describing optofluidic devices, which incorporate both plasmons 
and suspended particles. The applications of such optofluidic devices are mostly found in 
areas of particle manipulation [153-156] and sensing [65, 157]. Commonly in many 
plasmonic measurements and manipulations, metal (such as gold or silver) nanostructures or 
nanoparticles are used to provide the enhancement for surface plasmons. The systems are 
either based on prefabricated nanostructured surfaces (such as surfaces with arrays of nano 
posts and nano-roughened surfaces) or agglomerated nanoparticles. Nanostructured surfaces 
or agglomerated nanoparticles show significant hot-spot enhancement when grains or 
particles form optimum spacing in the order of several to tens of nanometers [158]. 
(d) (e)
(d) (e)
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2.3.5.1 Plasmonic transport of particles 
We described the features and advantages of plasmonic manipulation of particles in 
section 2.4. A good example is demonstrated by Wang et al. [159]. They used surface 
plasmons generated on a gold stripe in order to manipulate transport polystyrene 
(Ø1 - 2 µm) particles in a microfluidic channel (Figure 2.18A). The particle was moved 
using optical forces, which resulted from the SPR excitations of light in close vicinity of the 
gold stripe. Figure 2.18B shows the images of scattered light which gives an indication of 
the particles’ locations for analyzing their motion and velocity.  
 
Figure 2.18: Optofluidic device used for plasmonic transport of particles: (A) Schematic of 
optofluidic-plasmonic trapping device, consisting of a gold stripe in a microfluidic channel 
formed on a microscope glass slide. (B) Time sequence of scattered light images of particles 
in the microfluidic channel. [159] 
Plasmonic transport was also demonstrated using an array of gold micro-pads that acts as 
plasmonic traps using a visible laser to provide the SPR excitations [155]. In this work, 
polystyrene (Ø5 µm) particles and yeast cells were manipulated and trapped in close vicinity 
of the micro-pads, where the optical intensity gradients were high.  In a separate work, the 
transport of polystyrene (Ø6 µm, 1 µm and 200 nm) particles was demonstrated near the 
surface of gold nano-structures (~130 nm diameter gold nano-dot pairs separated by a gap of 
200 nm) [70]. When the laser excitation source was moved, the SPR fields close to the nano-
dot array moved the particles as well.  
B A 
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2.3.5.2 Plasmonic sensing 
SPR technology has been rapidly gaining acceptance as an advanced and reliable sensing 
technique [160-162]. This technique has the advantage of high sensitivity to refractive index 
changes, label free detection and it reduces the need for fluorescent binding of the target 
analytes [146]. A surface plasmon is excited by a light wave propagates along a metal film, 
and its evanescent field probes the target particle nearby. A perturbation in the refractive 
index of the target gives rise to a change in the surface plasmon characteristics. These 
characteristics include the coupling angle, coupling wavelength, intensity and phase of the 
light [160, 163].  
A good example is the work of Hsu et al. [164]. They demonstrated a plasmonic sensor 
using a partially unclad optical fiber with gold (Ø16 nm) and silver (Ø32 nm) particles 
attached to the waveguide core surface. The unclad fiber was placed in the flow direction of 
a microfluidic channel to enable the delivery of target analytes by hydrodynamic forces. The 
detection and identification was based on the analyses of evanescent-wave absorption of the 
metallic particles located on the fiber surface. The plasmonic bio-sensor was able to detect 
streptavidin, dinitrophenol, ovalbumin antigens and matrix metalloproteinase-3 genes at low 
detection limits.  
2.3.6 Thermal and energy related applications 
2.3.6.1 Thermal 
In this section, the author describes thermal and energy related applications of optofluidics 
which incorporate controllable particles. Thermally induced particle motion stands as the 
main kinetic process involved in “thermo-optofluidic” applications. In these applications, 
particles are either heated, causing them to migrate according to thermophoretic behavior 
that was described in section 2.2.3 [165, 166]. Sources of heat can be optical, mechanical or 
electrical. It has also been demonstrated that certain plasmonic nanostructures [167], and 
thermally responsive particle composites [168] absorb and induce localized heating upon 
exposure to light.  
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Duhr et al. [169] demonstrated the thermophoretic transport of deoxyribonucleic acid 
(DNA) molecules. In this work the tracing of the DNA molecule concentrations were 
recorded by fluorescence measurements. In a separate work, a focused beam of near-infrared 
light was used to induce heat and manipulate polystyrene (Ø49 and Ø100 nm) particles 
which were also fluorescently labeled for tracking purposes [170].   
Baaske et al. [171] demonstrated the thermophoretic manipulation of aptamer bindings 
consisting of human blood serum (Figure 2.19). In the authors work, the blood serum inside 
a microfluidic capillary was locally heated using a focused infrared laser (Figure 2.19A). 
The aptamers motion in response to the locally generated heat was traced using fluorescence 
spectroscopy. When the laser was turned on, the aptamers moved away from the heated spot. 
When the laser was turned off, the aptamers diffused back (Figure 2.19B). The authors also 
used the device to quantify the biomolecular binding reactions of unlabelled aptamers to the 
target blood serums.  
 
Figure 2.19: Thermophoretic transport of aptamer bindings: (A) Blood serum inside the 
capillary is locally heated with a focused IR laser, which is coupled into an epifluorescence 
microscope using a heat-reflecting “hot” mirror (B) The fluorescence inside the capillary is 
imaged with a CCD camera, and the normalized fluorescence in the heated spot is plotted 
against time. The IR laser is switched on at t = 5 sec, the fluorescence decreases as the 
temperature increases, and the labeled aptamers move away from the heated spot because of 
thermophoresis. When the IR laser is switched off, the molecules diffuse back. [171]  
A B 
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2.3.6.2 Energy generation 
Recently, a review by Erickson et al. [172] described the potential opportunities in 
optofluidics research involving fuel production using photobioreactors and photocatalytic 
systems. Also, the author described optofluidic enabled solar energy collection and control.  
Basically, the authors presented the opportunity of enhancing solar-energy based fuel 
production using photobioreactors containing photocatalytic particles such as TiO2 in 
microfluidics. It was argued that these reactors could harvest optical energy generating 
entities such as oil, hydrogen and isobutanol from microorganisms. The second point 
presented was the conversion of water into its hydrogen and oxygen components, and the 
conversion of carbon dioxide and water into hydrocarbon fuels using photocatalytic 
reactions of micro/nano particles.  
2.3.7 Optofluidics incorporating biological particles 
Optofluidics research has had a remarkable impact on the life sciences field. Bio-particles 
such as proteins, DNAs, organelles, cells and other microorganisms have all been used and 
incorporated in optofluidic devices. In previous sections, the author mentioned some of the 
applications of bio-particles to highlight their relevant optofluidic properties, particularly in 
sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4. However, the author exclusively devotes this section to bio-
particles used in optofluidic systems which have not been discussed previously. 
The use of bio-particles in optofluidics can be divided into two major categories: 
(1) Optofluidic devices used for the analyses and transport of bio-particles such as in 
filtering and sorting and (2) Optofluidic devices enabled with bio-particles, such as organic 
lasers. The author focuses on describing novel applications of such “bio-enabled” 
optofluidic devices with the emphasis on particles that are controlled by externally applied 
forces.  
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2.3.7.1 Optofluidics for the transport and analyses of biological 
components 
There have been many applications of optofluidic devices being used for transporting and 
analyzing bio-particles. These particles were manipulated using a variety of forces such as 
magnetic, acoustic and optical forces. 
Many optofluidic systems use the magnetic properties of particles for eventual bio-
applications. An example of such manipulation is presented in the work of Lien et al. [173]  
They use antibody conjugated magnetic beads (Ø4.5 µm) to detect and isolate influenza A 
viruses. Target influenza A virus was immobilized onto the surface of the magnetic beads. 
This was followed by labeling the fluorescent signals onto the virus-bound magnetic 
complexes and analyzing them using an optical detection module. Another optofluidic bio-
analysis platform involves a multi stage separation system that separated a cell mixture in 
blood based on their magnetic susceptibility properties [174]. The platform separated red 
and white blood human cells using the magnetophoretic force while fluorescent imaging was 
used to trace the particle separation efficiencies.  
Lenshof et al. [175] reported an acoustophoretic manipulation platform that isolated plasma 
from whole blood. The acoustophoretic separator could remove enriched blood cells in 
multiple steps to yield high quality plasma of low cellular content. Based on fluorescence 
measurements, the plasma had erythrocyte concentrations of less than 6.0 × 10
9
 units and a 
low concentration of prostate specific antigens.  
Optical forces can exert force on bio-particles as described in section 2.2.4 via either far or 
near field. In one example, Hwang et al. [176] demonstrated the separation of oocytes (cell 
in the reproduction system produced by the human ovaries) in an optofluidic platform based 
on optically generated virtual electrodes for in vitro fertilization. The device was successful 
in separating the fertilizable and abnormal oocytes from the mixture based on their responses 
toward the generated optical fields and their motion velocity differences (Figure 2.20). Kim 
et al. [177] demonstrated an optofluidic device which consists of a microchannel and an 
optical waveguide structure inside fused silica for the interrogation and processing of single 
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cells. Single red blood cells (RBC) in diluted human blood inside of the microchannel were 
detected by the intensity change of the light delivered by the waveguide.  
Plasmonic optical manipulations of bio-particles in microfluidics are great examples of near 
field forces on such particles. Biological particles were trapped using plasmonic induced 
forces. For example, Righini et al.[178]  demonstrated the trapping of living Escherichia coli 
bacteria for several hours using moderate light intensities. The control of the bacteria was 
achieved using metallic nano-antennas patterned on a glass substrate to produce strong light 
intensity gradients when illuminated by a resonant optical source.  
 
Figure 2.20: Captured images of the discrimination of normal and abnormal oocytes using an 
optically induced DEP electrode scanning from left to right. Samples were manipulated at 
the DEP voltage of 10 Vp at 1 MHz. When the DEP signal was applied and the projected 
DEP electrodes were moved, only the normal oocyte were displaced in the direction of 
image pattern, while the abnormal oocytes remained at the initial position. [176] 
2.3.7.2 Optofluidics enabled with biological components 
Optical components such as lasers have important applications ranging from optical 
communications and medicine to materials processing and analysis. In order to tailor the 
properties of light emitted by lasers, to the specific needs of each application, different 
optical gain materials are required. Until recently, however, little work has been done on 
using bio-particles in microfluidics as part of the “lasing medium” of lasers [179]. 
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Lasers based in particles in microfluidics generally fall in the category of dye lasers. Dye 
lasers are generally wide bandwidth. The wide bandwidth range makes the dye lasers 
particularly suitable for tuneable and pulsed laser applications. Dye lasers are commonly 
used in medical spectroscopy, biochemical sensing or biophysics related applications. 
Sun et al. [180] demonstrated a bio-inspired optofluidic dye laser excited by fluorescent 
resonance energy transfer (FRET) [181]. FRET describes the mechanism of energy transfer 
between donor and acceptor chromophores. In the authors work, DNA strands were used as 
nanoscale scaffolds to adjust the separation between donor and acceptor chromophores. The 
characteristics of the FRET lasers such as spectrum, threshold, and energy conversion 
efficiency were reported. They claimed that through the DNA scaffolds, nearly 100% energy 
transfer could be maintained regardless of the donor and acceptor concentration.  
Gather et al. [179] demonstrated a dye laser which used colonies of escherichia coli bacteria 
as the lasing medium. The bacteria were genetically transformed to synthesize fluorescent 
protein. The optical gain effect in the laser was demonstrated by clear threshold behavior 
and discrete peaks in the laser emission spectrum. Demonstration of lasing from bacteria and 
other organic bio-species proves to be an important step towards realizing self-sustainable 
biological lasers.  
2.4  Extended Review on Dielectrophoresis  
In section 2.2.2.2, the author briefly described the fundamentals of DEP particle 
manipulations. In this section, he provides an extended review of this subject elaborating on 
the theoretical derivations of the DEP force, the “DEP spectrum” concept, commonly used 
DEP microelectrode configurations and the motivations and strategies for implementing 
DEP particle control in this PhD research project.  
2.4.1 DEP Force  
Dielectrophoresis is the motion of particles caused by the interaction of a non uniform 
electric field, E, with the induced dipole moment of a polarizable particle, P. The DEP force 
which creates such a motion, is defined as [182]: 
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DEP ( . )F P E             (2.18)       
The quasi-static electric field, E within a microfluidic system is expressed as [183]: 
( , , , ) cos( ) cos( ) cos( )x x y y z zE x y z t E t i E t j E t k            (2.19)  
where φ is the phase component of the applied electric field, t is the time, and ω is the 
angular frequency of the electric field. The dipole moment, P, depends on the geometry of 
the particle and for a homogenous spherical particle, it is defined as [182]: 
34 o m CMP r f E        (2.20)  
where r is the radius of the particle, εo = 8.854×10
-12
 (F m
-1
) is the permittivity of vacuum, εm 
is the dielectric constant of the medium and fCM(ω) is the Clausius-Mossotti factor, which 
was defined in equation (2.9) of section 2.2.2.2. Combining equations (2.18-2.20), the time-
averaged DEP force applied on a spherical particle is obtained as [182, 184]: 
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The above equation consists of two independent terms contributing to the DEP force. The 
first term is proportional to the real part of the fCM(ω) and the spatial non-uniformity of the 
electric field, and it is referred to as the ‘classical DEP force’. This force pushes the particles 
toward or away from the regions of high electric field gradients according to the polarity of 
Re[fCM(ω)].  
Alternatively, the second term, describing the traveling wave DEP force is proportional to 
the imaginary part of the fCM(ω), the gradient of the phase component and is referred to as 
the ‘travelling wave (TW) DEP force’. This force pushes particles toward or away from the 
direction of wave propagation, according to the polarity of Im[fCM(ω)] [33]. When the TW 
DEP force is not employed, equation (2.21) simplifies to the classical DEP force equation 
expressed in section 2.2.2.2 as equation (2.8). 
Classical DEP force Travelling wave DEP force 
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2.4.2 DEP Spectrum Concept 
The “DEP spectrum” provides the variations of the Re[fCM(ω)] with respect to frequency and 
it indicates the predicted behavior of particles when they are subject to a DEP signal of 
varying frequencies. The Re[fCM(ω)] embodies five influential parameters of a DEP system 
including: (i) the dielectric properties of the particle reflected by its conductivity and 
permittivity, (ii) the shape of the particle, e.g. spherical, ellipsoidal or cylindrical geometries, 
(iii) the interior structure of the particle, e.g. homogenous and multi-layer structures, (iv) the 
dielectric properties of the suspending medium reflected by its conductivity and permittivity, 
and (v) magnitude and the frequency of the applied signal [33]. The first four parameters 
exhibit the characteristics of the particle and the suspending medium that depends on their 
intrinsic specifications while the last parameter can be selected and tuned according to the 
functionality required of the DEP system.  
Figure 2.21 presents a schematic of a DEP system which shows the behavior of two distinct 
particles. When Re[fCM(ω)] > 0, particles experience a positive DEP force and are attracted 
to the regions of high electric field gradients. Conversely, when Re[fCM(ω)] < 0, particles 
experience a negative DEP force and are repelled from those regions (Figure 2.21). 
Therefore, prior knowledge of the Re[fCM(ω)] provides the user of DEP systems with a range 
of suitable DEP applied frequencies that can be used for manipulating the motion of 
particles as desired. In this PhD research project, the DEP spectrum for the particles used in 
each stage of the PhD research project are calculated and simulated in chapters 4, 5 and 6.  
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Figure 2.21: Schematic showing the behavior of particles exhibiting positive and negative 
DEP forces in response to high electric field gradients. [33] 
2.4.3 Microelectrode Configurations 
The electric field gradients, which are essential in inducing the DEP force, are generated by 
the DEP microelectrodes. These microelectrodes can be designed with a variety of 
configurations capable of producing distinct electric field gradients for achieving the desired 
placement and motion of particles. These microelectrode design configurations include: 
(1) Inter-digitated (2) Castellated (3) Quadruple and (4) Curved microelectrode 
configurations (Figure 2.22). The features of these microelectrode configurations are briefly 
described as follows. 
 Inter-digitated  
This microelectrode configuration is also known as the finger pair electrode (Figure 2.22A). 
The electrodes generate the greatest electric field gradients directly above their surface, and, 
hence, can effectively trap or repel the particles nearby. The design offers a large trapping 
area in microfluidic systems by adjusting the ratio of the length of the electrode “finger” to 
the micro-channel width [34]. This design is widely used in DEP platforms used for sensing 
and particle trapping [185-187]. 
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 Castellated 
The electrodes generate the maximum electric field gradients between the tips, and hence 
generate a large trapping DEP force (Figure 2.22B). Electrodes can directly face each other 
(non-offset) or be offset by a certain distance producing distinct effective electric field 
gradients and particle trapping areas [34]. Multiple pairs of electrode tips are usually 
patterned to enhance the trapping efficiency and they are used for trapping small amounts of 
particles between the electrode pairs [188, 189].  
 Quadruple  
Quadruple electrodes or also known as polynomial electrodes [34] operate in a different way 
to inter-digitated or castellated electrodes (Figure 2.22C). The quadruple electrodes produce 
the strongest electric field gradients along the pads, and the weakest at the center of the 
pattern [33]. Therefore, particles experiencing a negative DEP behavior would be repelled to 
the center of the pattern but particles experiencing positive DEP behavior would be focused 
along the pads. This configuration is commonly used for particle separation applications 
[190-192]. 
 Curved 
The curved microelectrode design generates the highest electric field gradients between the 
tips (Figure 2.22D). The microelectrode tips acts as discrete funnels and focuses the particles 
passing through the microfluidics along the centerline of the microchannel or repels them 
towards the sidewalls [10]. They are effectively used in combination with hydrodynamic 
forces and are suitable for trapping, separating and forming three dimensional dense particle 
streams in the microfluidics [148, 193, 194].  
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Figure 2.22: Commonly used DEP microelectrode configurations: (A) Inter-digitated 
(B) Castellated (C) Quadruple (D) Curved. [33] 
2.4.4 Motivations and Strategies for Implementing 
DEP Manipulation 
The objective of this PhD research project is to form 3D suspended objects in liquid using 
suspended particles. The DEP force was selected as it is able to control neutral and semi-
conducting particles effectively, which are the types of particles used in this PhD research 
project. The author employed the curved microelectrode configuration as it provides the 
ability for bringing particles close to each other and then dispersing them on demand. Using 
this microelectrode design, the particles could be focused and repelled from regions of 
interest in the microfluidics by simply varying the applied frequency of the DEP AC signal. 
In particular, the DEP force was apt at establishing dense particle streams in the microfluidic 
channel (as will be seen in chapters 4, 5 and 6) which have smooth and non-turbulent 
boundaries when combined with hydrodynamic forces induced by the flow of liquids. The 
motional behaviors were precise and consistent as particles have distinct permittivity and 
conductivity properties relative to the suspending media.  
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The author utilized prior knowledge of the DEP spectrum for each of the particles used in 
the experiments to predict their behavior in response to an applied electric field. 
Additionally, the DEP spectra were implemented to provide the range of suitable 
frequencies which could be applied for accurately manipulating the particles in achieving the 
desired movements. For instance, by tuning the frequencies of the applied DEP signal, 
particles could be closely packed into forming 3D suspended objects having distinct 
refractive index profiles. The properties of these suspended objects were then adjusted by 
simply tuning the amplitude of the applied DEP signal. These parameters could be 
dynamically controlled and adjusted at the AC signal source. In essence, these were the 
motivations and strategies for implementing the DEP particle manipulations in this PhD 
research project.  
2.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the author presented active manipulation forces that control the motion of 
particles in microfluidics. In addition, he presented a considerable amount of examples of 
optofluidic systems which incorporate suspended particles. A major portion of this chapter 
was submitted for publication consideration in the Journal of Biomicrofluidics.  
In this PhD research program, the DEP force was selected as it provides the most suitable 
form of the applied force for manipulating particles. The curved microelectrode 
configuration was chosen and its performance in controlling the motion of particles will be 
further elaborated in chapters 4, 5 and 6. In the next chapter, the author describes the design 
and fabrication of the experimental platforms used in his PhD research project.  
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Chapter 3 
 
 
 
Design and Fabrication 
3.1 Introduction  
The author designed three experimental platforms in this PhD research project for testing 
and characterizing the concept of implementing the coupling of light into well controlled 
suspended particles. These platforms represent the step by step progress and improvement of 
the platform in the course of this PhD research. The first platform (“Platform 1”) involved a 
dielectrophoretic (DEP) microelectrode array patterned on a glass slide. A microfluidic 
channel was made and then attached to the glass slide. This platform was used for the 
coupling of light into the microfluidic channel via a multi mode fiber into the DEP focused 
particles without the incorporation of the polymeric waveguide. The second platform 
(“Platform 2”) involved a DEP microelectrode array that was patterned and incorporated in a 
system with a polymer waveguide structure. This was used to improve the quality of light 
coupling into and out of the systems and reducing the scattering of light by particles at the 
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fluidic reservoirs. This platform had an integrated multi mode raised rib polymeric 
waveguide. The purpose of the waveguide was to couple light from a multi mode waveguide 
into the DEP focused particles in its vicinity within the microfluidics. The third platform 
(“Platform 3”) consisted of a quasi single mode inverted rib polymeric waveguide. The quasi 
single mode system significantly improves the potential for analyzing input and output 
optical signals, by allowing the propagation of light with clear modal responses. 
The main components used in all three experimental platforms were: (1) The curved DEP 
microelectrode array (2) The microfluidic channel. The curved DEP microelectrodes were 
used to generate a non-uniform electric field that focused and repelled particles from the 
region of high electric field gradients. The microfluidic channel enabled the flow of particles 
suspended in liquid adjacent to the DEP microelectrodes. The rib polymeric waveguide 
(multi mode and quasi-single mode) was used for Platforms 2 and 3 guide light and enable 
the interaction of light with the suspended particles in the microfluidic channel in a low 
scattering regime.  
In order to detail the fabrication of the platforms, it will be necessary to introduce their basic 
structures. In this chapter, the author describes the design and fabrication processes of the 
experimental platforms. This will include design of the DEP microelectrodes, the 
microfluidics and the rib waveguide structures. Simulations that are relevant for these 
platform structures will be provided in the methods section in chapters 4, 5 and 6.   
3.2 Design of DEP Microelectrodes 
The author used curved microelectrodes to generate the DEP force for the experimental 
platforms as it was capable of concentrating and dispersing the particles effectively [1] and 
forming them into narrow bands in the center of the microfluidic channel. The oblique 
microelectrode design [2] was initially tested. In oblique electrodes, the intensity of electric 
field gradients at the tips is too strong to form a uniform stream of compact particles along 
the centerline of the microchannel. The oblique microelectrodes creates a strong electric 
field at the microelectrode tips, which sharply decreases along the structure and leaving the 
rest of the microelectrode with a moderate electric field. Alternatively, the curved 
microelectrode design creates a high intensity electric field at the tips which decreases much 
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more smoothly along the structure, thus increasing the effective portion of the 
microelectrodes for dielectrophoresis. As such, the author found that this design was not 
suitable for forming a waveguiding and uniform step index profile in the microfluidic 
channel (which will be discussed in chapters 4, 5 and 6).  
First, the DEP microelectrode mask was designed using the Advanced Design System 
(ADS) 2009 software package. Five sets of curved and micro-tip shaped DEP 
microelectrode arrays were designed. Figure 3.1 presents the mask design produced by the 
author. The curved microelectrodes were designed with varying gaps between the tips. The 
gaps between the tips were 5 µm (Figure 3.1A-B), 10 µm (Figure 3.1C), 15 µm 
(Figure 3.1D) and 20 µm (Figure 3.1E).  
 
Figure 3.1: Schematic of curved DEP microelectrode designs on the mask design patterned 
on a 4 × 4 inch chrome mask substrate. The electrode designs were separated by a gap 
spacing of: (A-B) 5 µm (C) 10 µm (D) 15 µm (E) 20 µm. 
The curved microelectrode configuration with the 20 μm gap spacing (Figure 3.1E) was 
used to generate the DEP force for the experiments in this PhD research project. The author 
chose the 20 μm gap spacing design as it was initially thought that the particles would be 
manipulated using this electrode spacing and if the particles could not be controlled 
effectively, the author would gradually decrease the electrode spacing to the smaller spacing 
designs. It turned out that for all the particles investigated in this PhD thesis (as will be seen 
in chapters 4, 5 and 6), the 20 μm gap spacing design was sufficient to induce a DEP field 
capable of manipulating the particles’ motion and location effectively. The author will 
demonstrate in the next chapters that the formation of a narrow band in the center or wider 
 A  B          C               D               E 
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bands near the side walls, consisting of particles, is due to the combination effect of DEP 
and hydrodynamic forces in three dimensions.  
Microelectrodes with different spacings were designed for the author’s potential 
collaborators. For instance, the 5 µm spacing pattern was used by the author’s collaborator, 
Mr. Adam Chrimes for conducting research into Raman spectroscopy analysis enhanced by 
DEP forces. He chose the electrode design with a smaller gap distance as it generated strong 
electric field gradients necessary to trap the silver particles (Ø60 nm) and generate the 
highest possible concentration, which would result in enhanced Raman response signals.  
For this PhD research project, a detailed image of the curved microelectrode design is 
presented in Figure 3.2A-C. The distance between the microelectrodes at the tips and at the 
base is 20 µm and 50 µm, respectively. The electrode pairs were positioned ~ 300 µm from 
each other (Figure 3.2C). This design was found to generate strong electric field gradients 
between the microelectrode tips which when combined with hydrodynamic forces due to the 
flow of liquids in the microfluidic channel, causes the particles to be pushed either toward 
the sidewalls or focused into dense concentrations in the microchannel center.  
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Figure 3.2: Curved microelectrode array design: (A) Curved microelectrodes with the 
conducting pads (B) Close-up image of electrode pattern (C) Dimensions of electrode 
design. 
3.3 Design of Microfluidic Channels  
The microfluidic channels were designed using Adobe Illustrator CS4 software package. 
Figure 3.3A presents the microfluidic channel designed for Platform 1 and Figure 3.3B 
presents the microfluidic channel designed for Platforms 2 and 3. 
For Platform 1, the microfluidic channel consists of a straight line having a width of 1 mm 
and a length of ~ 18 mm. The length of the channel was intended to accommodate the length 
of the DEP microelectrode array which is ~ 17 mm long while the width of the microchannel 
was selected to be sufficiently wide such that it could enclose the array of microelectrode 
pairs and that it could be easily aligned and attached to the glass substrate which contains the 
microelectrode patterns. The design of the microchannel incorporates two bends in order to 
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couple light into the channel. The first bend has a 130 μm wide strip adjacent to it, which 
was made for inserting the core of a fiber to couple light into the microfluidic channel. The 
black circles represent 5 mm diameter microfluidic reservoirs which provide access for the 
liquids into and out of the microfluidic channel. The width was chosen as it matched the 
diameter of the microfluidic punching tools used to make the fluidic reservoirs. 
Figure 3.3B presents the microfluidic channel design used for Platforms 2 and 3 which 
consists of a straight microchannel with two reservoirs. The size of the reservoirs was 3 mm 
in diameter, which is smaller than the diameter of the reservoirs in Platform 1. The width of 
the microchannels was 400 and 200 μm for Platforms 2 and 3, respectively. The width of the 
microchannels were reduced from the 1 mm channel width used in Platform 1 as the author 
realized the benefit of a narrower microchannel which enables the microelectrodes to better 
focus and repel particles as the confines of the microfluidic channel were smaller. 
Additionally, the size of the reservoirs was reduced from 5 mm in Platform 1 to 3 mm in 
Platforms 2 and 3 as the smaller fluidic reservoirs were thought to reduce the occurrence of 
chaotic motions due to the formation of micro-vortices and the issue of agglomeration of 
particles at the edges of the reservoirs could be addressed. Additionally, at the subsequent 
stage of research, the author was able to do the microfluidic channel alignment under the 
observation of an optical microscope for Platform 2 and to photolithographically align the 
channel to the substrate for Platform 3 (as will be described later in section 3.5). 
The length of the microchannel for Platforms 2 and 3 are 15 mm. The 15 mm length was 
designed to be slightly shorter than the length of the microelectrode array as it was thought 
that the decreased length would reduce the occurrence of uneven refractive index profiles 
caused by non-focused particles.  
The microfluidic channel was assembled with the DEP microelectrode patterns such that the 
center of the curved microelectrode patterns was aligned to the center of the microfluidic 
channel. Figures 3.3C and 3.3D present the schematic of the DEP microelectrodes integrated 
with the microfluidic channel for Platforms 1 and Platforms 2/3, respectively.  
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Figure 3.3: Microfluidic channel configuration for: (A) Platform 1 and (B) Platforms 2 
and 3; Microfluidic channel assembled with DEP microelectrodes for (C) Platform 1 and 
(D) Platforms 2 and 3.  
3.4 Design of the Polymeric Rib Waveguide 
The waveguides used in this PhD research project were designed as straight lines on a 
chrome mask (Figure 3.4) by the authors’ collaborator, Dr. Gorgi Kostovski from the School 
of Electrical and Computer Engineering, RMIT University. The waveguides on this mask 
were defined by chrome strips, surrounded by a clear-field. The widths of the waveguides on 
this mask range from 3 to 7 μm and the widths increment in 0.1 μm steps. The waveguides 
were separated by a spacing of approximately 40 μm.  
A       C 
 
 
B       D 
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Figure 3.4: Photograph of waveguide mask used for fabrication. 
In the experiments, two types of waveguides were used. Platform 2 uses a multi mode 
waveguide while Platform 3 uses a quasi single mode waveguide (further details on the 
waveguide fabrication procedures are provided in sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3). Basically, the 
waveguides in Platform 2 and 3 differed in terms of their dimensions and geometry. In 
particular, the multi mode waveguide in Platform 2 has a raised rib configuration 
(Figure 3.5A) while the quasi single mode waveguide in Platform 3 has an inverted rib 
configuration (Figure 3.5B).  
The lower cladding for both waveguides consisted of a polymer and air as the upper 
cladding. Additionally, the dimensions for the quasi single mode waveguide rib features are 
4.5 × 0.3 μm (w × h) while the dimensions for that of the multi mode waveguide are 
7 × 0.35 μm (w × h). These waveguide configuration and dimensions were selected to 
guarantee the propagation of quasi single mode in contrast to larger waveguides with 
different configurations that allow the propagation of many modes simultaneously [4].  
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Figure 3.5: Three dimensional schematic of: (A) Raised rib multi mode waveguide used 
for Platform 2 (B) Inverted rib quasi single mode waveguide used for Platform 3. 
3.5 Fabrication 
In this section, the author describes the fabrication process for the experimental platforms. 
There are two methods which can be used to fabricate the DEP microelectrodes: (1) Etching 
and (2) Lift-off. In this thesis, the author implemented the etching method for patterning the 
DEP microelectrodes. The DEP microelectrodes were either fabricated on a glass substrate 
(Platform 1) or on a polymer substrate (Platforms 2 and 3). The etching method was used for 
the three platforms because it produces well defined structures without sacrificing the 
structural integrity of the glass or polymer substrates.  
Soft lithography techniques [4] were employed for the fabrication of the 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) blocks such that a photoresist mould was pre-fabricated on 
silicon (Si) wafer and the PDMS elastomer and curing agents were mixed at an appropriate 
mixing ratio and cured at the optimized temperature. Nano-imprint photolithography [5] 
techniques were employed for the fabrication of the polymeric waveguides such that a 
PDMS mould was pre-fabricated on a Si wafer and used to imprint the waveguide features. 
The fabrication activities were conducted in the Microelectronics and Materials Technology 
Center (MMTC), clean-room and vacuum laboratory facilities of RMIT University. 
A     B Waveguide 
core layer 
Lower cladding 
layer 
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3.5.1 Platform 1 
The fabrication procedures for Platform 1 is divided into three stages. The first stage 
involves the fabrication of the DEP microeletrodes. The second stage involves the 
fabrication of the microfluidic channel in PDMS. The final stage involves assembling the 
device.  
3.5.1.1 Fabrication of DEP microelectrodes 
In this section, the author will describe the procedures for the fabrication of the DEP 
microelectrodes on the glass substrate used for Platform 1.  
3.5.1.1.1 Substrate preparation  
Cleaning the substrates and masks using a standardized procedure was necessary to ensure 
the quality of the fabricated devices. This was important as the existence of particles or 
impurities on the substrate or mask would result in irreversible faults.  
The substrate was first cleaned in acetone and methanol to remove grease and particles from 
the substrate surface. This was followed by drenching with deionized (DI) water and blow 
drying using nitrogen (N2). In order to ensure that the substrate was properly cleaned, a 
visual inspection was conducted using an optical microscope prior to subsequent fabrication 
steps. 
3.5.1.1.2 Deposition of chromium and gold 
Chromium (Cr) and gold (Au) were deposited onto the glass slide substrate using electron 
beam evaporation at thicknesses of 100 and 150 nm, respectively (Figure 3.6A). The Cr 
layer was deposited as an electrically conductive adhesion layer for the Au layer to the 
substrate surface.  
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3.5.1.1.3 Photolithography 
The photolithographic patterning processes were conducted in a class-1000 clean room 
environment with an average temperature of 22 °C and a relative humidity of 40%. First, a 
layer of positive photoresist known as AZ1512 (Microchemicals) was spun on the glass slide 
substrate using a wafer spinner (Karl Suss RC8) at a revolutionary speed of 500 rpm and 
acceleration of 100 rpm sec
-1
 for 5 seconds, known as the “spread coat” cycle. This was 
followed by a spinning speed of 3000 rpm and acceleration of 300 rpm sec
-1
 for 30 seconds, 
which is known as the “spin coat” cycle (Figure 3.6B).  
The sample was then oven baked for 20 minutes at 90°C to evaporate the solvents from the 
photoresist. This was followed by an ultraviolet (UV) exposure (using the DEP mask pattern 
depicted in Figure 3.2) with an exposure dose of 125 mJ cm
-2
 (Karl Suss, MJB3). The 
sample was then developed using the AZ400 photoresist developer (Microchemicals) which 
was diluted with DI water at a volumetric dilution ratio of 1:4 (AZ400 developer: DI water) 
for 17 seconds (Figure 3.6D). After development, the sample was rinsed with DI water and 
blow dried with N2. The developed microelectrode patterns were examined under an optical 
microscope to ensure the patterns were not over or under developed.  
3.5.1.1.4 Wet etching 
The etching of the undesired Au patterns was conducted using “Aqua Regia”, which is a 
mixture formed by concentrated nitric acid (HNO3) and hydrochloric acid (HCl) according 
to a volumetric ratio of 1:3 respectively. The etching of Au was conducted for 15 seconds 
after which the sample was rinsed in DI water for 30 seconds. Next, Cr etching was 
conducted for 120 seconds using a solution of 4% nitric acid, 11% ceric ammonium nitrate 
(Ce(NH4)2(NO3)6) and 85% water (Figure 3.6E). The residual photoresist on the sample was 
then removed by rinsing the sample with acetone and DI water. The sample was then blow 
dried with N2. Finally, the sample (Figure 3.6F) was inspected under an optical microscope 
to ensure no photoresist remained on the sample and that the microelectrode patterns were 
not over/under etched.  
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Figure 3.6: Fabrication of DEP microelectrodes. 
3.5.1.2 Fabrication of PDMS microfluidics 
The fabrication of the PDMS microfluidics was conducted in two stages. The first stage 
involved the fabrication of the microfluidic channel mould on a Si wafer. The second stage 
involved the fabrication of the PDMS block using a fabricated channel mould. 
3.5.1.2.1 Fabrication of Microchannel Mould 
SU-8 2050 (Microchem) was applied to build the microfluidic channel moulds. Since 
SU-8 2050 is a negative photoresist, a dark field mask was required. The dark field of the 
mask depicted in Figure 3.3A was used. The Si wafer was first cleaned using the standard 
cleaning procedure described in section 3.5.1.1.1. Then, SU-8 2050 photoresist was spun at 
a speed of 500 rpm and acceleration of 100 rpm sec
-1
 for 5 seconds followed by a spinning 
speed of 1250 rpm and acceleration of 300 rpm sec
-1
 for 30 seconds to achieve a feature 
height of 125 μm (Figure 3.7A). The mould was soft baked on a hotplate at 65 °C for 5 
minutes followed by 95 °C for 25 minutes to evaporate the solvents from the photoresist. 
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The sample was taken off the hotplate and allowed to cool for 2 minutes at room 
temperature.  
Next, the sample was UV exposed through the microfluidic channel mask with an exposure 
dose of 250 mJ cm
-2
. The sample was post-exposure baked for 5 minutes at 65 °C and 12 
minutes at 95 °C until an image of the mask was visible in the resist coating. The 
development process of the photoresist layer was conducted using the SU-8 developer 
(Microchem) for 6 minutes (Figure 3.7C). This was followed by rinsing with isopropanol for 
10 seconds and blow drying with N2. 
3.5.1.2.2 Fabrication of PDMS microfluidic block 
For the fabrication of the PDMS microfluidic block, polymer and curing agents were mixed 
at a weight ratio of 10:1 and stirred for 2 minutes. The mixture was then degassed in a 
vacuum chamber for 30 minutes to remove any bubbles from the mixture. A pre-milled 
frame made of perspex was then placed on the microchannel mould. A diced Si wafer was 
attached to the side of the perspex frame (close to the microfluidic channel bends at the 
outlet) so that the PDMS was cured against a smooth surface. The degassed liquid PDMS 
mixture was then poured into the perspex frame and cured at 75 °C for 2 hours in an oven 
(Figure 3.7D). The PDMS block was then removed from the frame and placed on a clean 
mat (Figure 3.7E). The holes for the microfluidic tubes were punched at the center of the 
inlet and outlet reservoirs. 
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Figure 3.7: Fabrication of PDMS microfluidics. 
3.5.1.3 Assembly of the device 
The device assembly process involves attaching the PDMS block to the substrate, wire 
bonding, inserting the fiber into the PDMS block and testing the device with the flow of 
liquid. 
3.5.1.3.1 PDMS attachment 
Before assembling the device, the PDMS block was plasma treated with a hand-held Tesla 
coil plasma wand (Electro-Technic Products, BD-20V) for 2 minutes to activate the PDMS 
surface and enhance adhesion to the substrate. The plasma wand used the flow of O2 from 
the atmosphere and outputs a voltage ranging from 10 to 50 kV in the discharge space for 2 
minutes. The PDMS block was then attached to the glass slide while observing the device 
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under an optical microscope. The DEP microelectrodes were aligned so that they were at the 
center of the microfluidic channel as depicted in Figure 3.8.  
3.5.1.3.2 Wire bonding 
Next, wires were bonded to the conducting pads of the DEP microelectrodes. Two 
components of silver conductive epoxy (Epo-Tek H20E) consisting of a silver resin paste 
and silver resin hardener were mixed at a weight ratio of 1:1. A few drops of the mixture 
were poured to bond the wires to the conducting pads. The epoxy was cured at 60 °C for 12 
hours.  
3.5.1.3.3 Inserting the fiber 
A multi mode fiber cable was used to direct light in the center of the DEP microelectrodes in 
the microfluidic channel. The fiber cable was cleaved to strip off the outer fiber jacket and 
cladding layers, leaving only the core. The fiber core was then inserted into the fiber recess 
which was formed against the microfluidic channel mould. 
3.5.1.3.4 Microfluidic assembly and testing 
Microfluidic tubes were inserted into the inlet and outlet reservoirs. The outlet reservoir was 
connected to a 5 ml syringe (Becton D. Plastic) mounted on a syringe pump (Harvard 
Apparatus PHD 2000). The inlet reservoir was connected to a beaker containing 
isopropanol. Using the syringe pump, isopropanol was flushed through the microfluidic 
channel by suction to ascertain that there was no fluidic leakage and to clean the 
microfluidic channel before conducting any experiments. 
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Figure 3.8: Assembly of Platform 1. 
3.5.2 Platform 2 
The fabrication procedures for Platform 2 are divided into six stages. These include the 
fabrication of the waveguides lower cladding, DEP microelectrodes, waveguide core, 
waveguide testing, fabrication of the PDMS microfluidic block and assembly of the device. 
SU-8 2002 (MicroChem) was used for the core and KMPR 1035 (MicroChem) for the lower 
cladding. SU-8 was chosen as the waveguide core material due to its relatively high 
refractive index and low loss over a wide visible wavelength range [6]. 
3.5.2.1 Lower cladding preparation 
A 4 inch Si wafer was cleaned using procedures described in section 3.5.1.1.1. Next, a layer 
of KMPR 1035 was spun at a speed of 500 rpm and acceleration of 100 rpm sec
-1
 for 5 
seconds followed by a speed of 3000 rpm and acceleration of 300 rpm sec
-1
 for 30 seconds 
to achieve a feature height of 35 μm (Figure 3.9A). The sample was soft baked at 100 °C for 
14 minutes on a hotplate. Next, the sample was exposed with no mask (known as a “flood 
exposure”) to UV light (Karl Suss MA6) with an exposure dose of 700 mJ cm-2 
(Figure 3.9B) and then post exposure baked for 3 minutes at 100 °C on a hotplate. This 
completed the preparation of the lower cladding layer of the waveguide. 
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Figure 3.9: Platform 2 fabrication process. 
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3.5.2.2 Fabrication of DEP microelectrodes 
The DEP microelectrodes were patterned on top of the cured KMPR layer which forms the 
lower cladding of the waveguide. Cr and Au were deposited onto the surface of the KMPR 
epoxy at thicknesses of 100 and 150 nm, respectively (Figure 3.9C). The DEP 
microelectrodes were then patterned using photolithography (Figure 3.9D-3.9E) and wet 
etching techniques (Figure 3.9F) as described in sections 3.5.1.1.3 and 3.5.1.1.4, 
respectively.  
3.5.2.3 Waveguide core preparation 
The waveguide core preparation process involves the fabrication of the waveguide cast 
master followed by the PDMS waveguide mould. Once the mould was ready, the waveguide 
core layer was imprinted. 
3.5.2.3.1 Waveguide cast master 
A waveguide cast master was fabricated using a diluted version of SU-8 2000.5 
(Microchem) photoresist. The cast master was prepared as follows. First, a Si wafer was 
cleaned using the standard substrate preparation procedures outlined in section 3.5.1.1.1. 
Then the diluted photoresist was spun at a speed of 500 rpm and acceleration of 
100 rpm sec
-1
 for 5 seconds followed by a speed of 3000 rpm and acceleration of 
300 rpm sec
-1
 for 30 seconds to achieve a feature height of 350 nm. The sample was soft 
baked for 1 minute at 65 °C and 1 minute at 95 °C on a hotplate. The sample was then UV 
exposed with an exposure dose of 50 mJ cm
-2
 using the waveguide mask described in 
section 3.4. Next, the sample was post exposure baked for 1 minute at 65 °C and 1 minute at 
95 °C on a hotplate. The sample was then developed using SU-8 developer (Microchem) for 
1 minute. The sample was rinsed with DI water and blow dried with N2. This completed the 
preparation of the waveguide cast master. 
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3.5.2.3.2 PDMS waveguide mould 
A PDMS waveguide mould was used to imprint the waveguide onto the sample forming a 
raised rib replica of the waveguide cast master. For the fabrication of the PDMS waveguide 
mould, PDMS polymer and curing agents were mixed and degassed as described in section 
3.5.1.2.2. A pre-milled circular frame made of perspex was then placed on the waveguide 
cast master sample. The degassed liquid PDMS mixture was then poured into the circular 
perspex frame and cured at 75 °C for 2 hours in an oven. The PDMS waveguide mould was 
then removed from the perspex frame completing the preparation of the PDMS waveguide 
mould. 
3.5.2.3.3 Waveguide core imprinting 
The waveguide core was imprinted using the PDMS waveguide mould as follows. The 
waveguide core layer was fabricated by spin coating SU-8 2002 (Microchem) photoresist at 
a speed of 500 rpm and acceleration of 100 rpm sec
-1
 for 5 seconds followed by a speed of 
4000 rpm and acceleration of 300 rpm sec
-1
 for 30 seconds to achieve a feature height of 
1.65 μm (Figure 3.9G). Using the PDMS waveguide mould, the waveguides were imprinted 
while the SU-8 2002 was wet. The author selected the waveguide which had a width of 7 μm 
as it was the widest waveguide in the mask (waveguide widths range from 3 – 7 μm on the 
mask) as it was easier to couple light through an objective lens to a larger waveguide and 
coupling losses experienced by the coupled light was expected to be lower.  
The sample with the imprinted waveguide was then soft baked while in contact with the 
PDMS mould in an oven at 65 °C for 20 minutes. The sample was taken out of the oven and 
then flood exposed with UV light at an exposure dose of 350 mJ cm
-2
 (Figure 3.9H). The 
PDMS mould was then peeled off from the sample and the sample was post exposure baked 
at 65 °C for 1 minute followed by 90 °C for 10 minutes on a hotplate (Figure 3.9I). The 
sample was then diced using a dicing machine (DAD321) to obtain optically smooth end-
faces. The dimensions of the diced sample were 25 mm × 25 mm (w × h). 
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3.5.2.4 Waveguide testing  
Before proceeding to the next step, the waveguide must be tested to ascertain that it can 
accurately propagate light. This test was conducted by coupling visible light (λ = 635 nm) 
from a laser source into one end-face and imaging the light that emerges from the opposite 
end-face of the waveguide. The image shows the optical power distribution within the 
waveguide, referred to as the mode intensity profile. The light that emerges from the output 
end-face was focused by an objective lens onto a charge coupled device (CCD) camera. 
Figure 3.10A shows light successfullycoupled into the waveguide and imaged at the output 
while Figure 3.10B shows light propagating though a possibly defective waveguide as it 
suffers severe lateral leakage of light. In the case of light propagating with such leakage or 
not propagating at all, the author would have to repeat the waveguide fabrication process. 
Subsequently, the author would dice the sample in order to conduct a cross sectional SEM to 
investigate why the waveguide did not propagate light accurately. After ascertaining that the 
waveguide successfully propagates light, the PDMS microfluidic block was fabricated.  
 
Figure 3.10: Waveguide testing using light from a visible laser source. (A) Light coupled 
into polymeric waveguide propagates with minimal lateral leakage (B) Light propagating 
through a defective waveguide experiences severe lateral leakage of light.  
A                                                                B 
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3.5.2.5 PDMS microfluidic block 
The PDMS microfluidic block was fabricated using soft lithography techniques as described 
in sections 3.5.1.2.1 and 3.5.1.2.2. The dark field presented in Figure 3.3B was used. After 
the PDMS block was fabricated, it was then attached to the sample.  
3.5.2.6 Assembly of the device 
The PDMS block was attached to the sample using procedures described in section 3.5.1.3.1 
(Figure 3.9J). After attachment, wires were bonded to the sample and the microfluidics were 
assembled and tested before conducting the experiments according to procedures described 
in section 3.5.1.3.2 and 3.5.1.3.4. 
3.5.3 Platform 3 
The fabrication procedures for Platform 3 are composed of five stages. They include the 
imprinting of the waveguide trenches, fabrication of the waveguide core, patterning the DEP 
microelectrodes, fabrication of the microfluidic sidewalls and sealing the microchannel with 
a PDMS block.  
3.5.3.1 Imprinting of waveguide trenches  
A waveguide cast master and a PDMS waveguide mould was fabricated using procedures 
outlined in sections 3.5.2.3.1 and 3.5.2.3.2, respectively. Next, a Si wafer was cleaned using 
the standard substrate preparation procedures outlined in section 3.5.1.1.1. A layer of 
KMPR 1035 was spun at a speed of 500 rpm and acceleration of 100 rpm/sec for 5 seconds 
followed by a speed of 3000 rpm and acceleration of 300 rpm sec
-1
 for 30 seconds to achieve 
a feature height of 40 μm (Figure 3.11A). 
Immediately after the spinning cycle was completed, the PDMS waveguide mould was used 
to imprint the waveguide trenches while the KMPR was wet (Figure 3.11B). The imprinted 
KMPR was then baked in an oven at 85 
o
C for 20 minutes.  The sample was then removed 
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from the oven and immediately flood-exposed with an exposure dose of 840 mJ cm
-2
 while 
the sample was still hot. This was done in order to prevent the sample from cooling, which 
causes shrinkage and thermal stress on the sample patterns. The sample was then 
post-exposure baked at 95 
o
C in the oven for 10 minutes. The sample was then taken out of 
the oven and the PDMS waveguide mould was peeled off the sample (Figure 3.11C). 
3.5.3.2 Waveguide core fabrication  
Next, the waveguide core was fabricated by plasma treating the KMPR surface for 
2 minutes. This was followed by spin coating a layer of SU-8 2002 (Microchem) at a speed 
of 500 rpm and acceleration of 100 rpm sec
-1
 for 5 seconds followed by a speed of 2500 rpm 
and acceleration of 300 rpm sec
-1
 for 30 seconds to achieve a feature height of 2.5 µm 
(Figure 3.11D). The sample was then soft baked at 65 
o
C for 1 minute, 95 
o
C for 2 minutes 
and 65 
o
C for 1 minute on a hotplate. Next, the sample was flood exposed with an exposure 
dose of 210 mJ cm
-2
. The sample was then post exposure baked at 65 
o
C for 1 minute, 95 
o
C 
for 3 minutes and 65 
o
C for 1 minute on a hotplate. The sample was then diced to the 
dimensions 25 mm × 25 mm (w х h). After dicing, the waveguide was tested as outlined in 
section 3.5.2.4. 
3.5.3.3 DEP microelectrode patterning  
The process was continued with the fabrication of the DEP microelectrodes. Cr and Au 
layers were deposited onto the surface of the SU-8 epoxy as described in section 3.5.1.1.2. 
Subsequently, the DEP microelectrodes were patterned using photolithography as described 
in section 3.5.1.1.3. The width of the quasi single mode waveguide was 4.5 μm. The author 
aligned the 4.5 μm waveguide to be at the center of the curved DEP microelectrodes using 
the mask aligner (Karl Suss, MA6). After photolithography was completed, the undesired 
Au and Cr patterns were etched using wet etching techniques as described in section 
3.5.1.1.4 (Figure 3.11E). 
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3.5.3.4 Microfluidic sidewalls  
The microfluidic sidewalls were fabricated with cured photoresist. The author spin coated a 
layer of KMPR 1035 at a speed of 500 rpm and acceleration of 100 rpm sec
-1
 for 5 seconds 
followed by a speed of 2500 rpm and acceleration of 300 rpm sec
-1
 for 30 seconds to achieve 
a feature height of 40 µm on top of the waveguide core layer. The sample was then soft 
baked at 100 
o
C for 15 minutes on a hotplate. Next, the sample was exposed using the dark 
field of the mask depicted in Figure 3.3B with an exposure dose of 800 mJ cm
-2
. The sample 
was then post exposure baked at 100 
o
C for 3 minutes on a hotplate. Then, the photoresist 
was developed in SU-8 developer (Microchem) for 6 minutes. The development process was 
stopped by rinsing the sample with isopropanol and DI water followed by a blow dry with 
N2 (Figure 3.11F).   
3.5.3.5 PDMS block  
After the microfluidic sidewalls were formed, the microfluidic channel was sealed with a 
PDMS block. The PDMS block was a flat block cured in a perspex frame. The purpose of 
the PDMS block was to prevent liquid from leaking out of the channel and to provide access 
for the microfluidic tubes to the channel.  
The PDMS block was fabricated using procedures described in section 3.5.1.2.2. The only 
difference was the PDMS mixture was poured inside the perspex frame on a flat Si wafer (to 
produce a flat block). After curing, the PDMS block was removed from the frame and holes 
were punched to provide access to the inlet and outlet reservoirs. The PDMS block then was 
attached to seal the microchannel (Figure 3.10G).  
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Figure 3.11: Platform 3 fabrication process. 
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3.6 Summary  
The author presented the design and fabrication of the three experimental platforms used in 
his PhD research. Curved DEP microelectrodes were used to generate the DEP forces and 
manipulate the particle positions and concentrations in the microfluidic channel. The rib 
waveguides were designed to interact with the dielectrophoretically controlled particles in 
the microfluidic channel. The author described the fabrication processes for the platforms in 
sufficient detail so the procedures could be verified and replicated without difficulty.  
In chapter 4, the author will demonstrate the use of Platform 1 for coupling light directly 
into the DEP concentrated particles suspended in liquid. Subsequently, in chapter 5, 
Platform 2 will be used to demonstrate the coupling of light into the DEP focused particles 
via the multi mode polymeric waveguide. Finally, in chapter 6, the author uses Platform 3 to 
demonstrate the coupling of guided modes from a quasi single mode waveguide into the 
DEP focused particles.   
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Chapter 4 
 
 
 
Direct Coupling of Light into 
Dielectrophoretically Focused Particles 
4.1 Introduction  
As described in chapter 1, the aim of this PhD project is to develop a microfluidic system for 
coupling light into regions of highly packed particles suspended in liquid. The author 
decided to follow a strategic step-by-step approach to achieve the aim of the PhD project. 
The first stage (which will be detailed in this chapter) involved direct coupling of light into 
the densely packed concentration of suspended particles. Platform 1 was used in this stage of 
the PhD research project. The fabrication and structure of Platform 1 was described in 
chapter 3. 
The author developed a system with three main componenets: (a) Microfluidics that contains 
mesoparticles (b) Dielectrophoretic (DEP) microelectrodes for applying force on particles 
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and (c) Peripherals for coupling of 635 nm wavelength laser beam into and for detecting the 
output profile.  
The author hypothesized that when DEP forces pack the particles into a narrowband at the 
center of the microfluidic channel, they can create a region of different refractive index, 
which can act as an optical waveguide. In order to gain understanding about the dimensions 
of the particles on the performance of the system, the author assumed that the particles size 
and inter particles spacing determine, whether the particle-packed area will exhibit scattering 
or propagating properties.  
The author will show the manipulation of SiO2 particles into forming a high refractive index 
media in liquid surrounded by a low refractive index media, which resembles the structure 
of an aqueous waveguide [1]. The core of this dynamically formed waveguide is composed 
of the densely packed particles, while the cladding of the waveguide is composed of the 
liquid in the microfluidics channel.  
In this chapter, the author will demonstrate the “direct” coupling of light into the densely 
packed regions of silicon dioxide (SiO2) particles suspended in liquid. Particle diameters of 
230 and 450 nm were selected, as the author had the insight that the transmission of light via 
the suspension of 450 nm particles would be dominated by scattering loss, while the loss on 
transmission through 230 nm particle suspension would be greatly reduced. The SiO2 
particles were dynamically controlled using the DEP force.  
In the subsequent sections of this chapter, the author will demonstrate the manipulation of 
SiO2 particles by varying several externally applied parameters, such as the magnitude of the 
applied voltages, frequencies and the microfluidic flow rates. The externally applied 
parameters are varied in establishing and tuning the “particle waveguide” structure. 
The author subsequently presents the direct coupling of laser beams (635 nm) into the 
densely packed SiO2 particles using a visible light source while observing the optical 
intensity profile of the output. The author describes the optical responses, comparing the 
results for both particle sizes used. 
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4.2 Principles  
An optical waveguide in liquid is formed when a fluid stream of one refractive index is in an 
intimate contact with a medium of different refractive index and forms smooth non-turbulent 
fluid boundaries [1, 2]. In a structure similar to commercial optical waveguides (with core 
and cladding), the main condition for waveguiding is that the core refractive index must be 
higher than the cladding so that light can be guided by total internal reflection [3]. 
At this stage of research, the author hypothesized that the DEP forces could be used to focus 
the suspended SiO2 particles into forming the “core” of the waveguide composed of a stream 
of packed SiO2  particles having a higher refractive index (n = 1.45) [4] than the cladding, 
composed primarily of DI water, having a lower refractive index (n = 1.33).  
The principles of the DEP force have been presented in chapter 2. By varying the parameters 
of the applied DEP force such as the magnitude of the alternating current (AC) signal and 
the frequency, it is theoretically possible to manipulate the motion and concentrations of 
particles into forming such dense particle streams surrounded by lower refractive index 
media in a profile structure resembling that of a waveguide. Maintaining laminar flow [5] is 
also crucial to avoid mixing across parallel streams and so that the DEP force would not be 
dominated by turbulent mixing at the particle/liquid boundaries. The flow rates produced by 
the method of pumping or suction, as well as the microfluidic channel design, affects the 
particles’ alignment, speed and flow stability [6]. Therefore, in establishing packed 
concentrations of particles with smooth boundaries, it is crucial to adhere to flow rates that 
promote laminar flows of liquid. 
To illustrate the DEP behavior of the SiO2 particles, the author plotted the real value of the 
Claussius-Mossoti factor Re[fCM(ω)] using equation (2.11) from chapter 2. The relative 
permittivity and conductivity of the suspending medium (DI water) was taken as m = 77.6 
and conductivity of medium, σm = 0.2 mS m
-1
 [7, 8]. It was assumed that the 230 and 450 nm 
particles have a relative permittivity of p = 4.5 and conductivities of 0.3 and 0.5 nS m
-1
 
respectively [9, 10]. According to Figure 4.1, 0.47 < Re[fCM(ω)] < 0.89 and 
0.47 < Re[fCM(ω)] < 0.85 applies for 230 nm and 450 nm particles, respectively, for 
frequencies from 10 kHz to 10 MHz. The particles experience both negative and positive 
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DEP forces throughout the frequency range. The crossover frequency is 1 and 1.5 MHz for 
the 450 and 230 nm particles, respectively. 
 
Figure 4.1: DEP spectrum for the 450 and 230 nm SiO2 particles. The crossover frequencies 
are shown by the arrows. 
4.3 Methods and Simulations  
The particles used for the experiment were synthesized using the Stober method [11, 12], by 
a colleague of the author - Mr. Jos Campbell from the School of Applied Sciences, RMIT 
University, a process for the generation of mono-dispersed SiO2 particles. The particles were 
analyzed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) to assure their shape and size. The 
SEM images of the particles used in the experiments are presented in Figure 4.2. 
 
Figure 4.2: SEM images of the: (A) 450 and (B) 230 nm SiO2 particles. 
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The distribution of the electric field gradients generated by the curved microelectrodes used 
in Platform 1, as well as the DEP forces, were modeled using Fluent 6.2 software package 
(Fluent, USA, Lebanon, NH), as described in [13]. Dr. Khashayar Khosmanesh from School 
of Electrical and Computer Engineering, RMIT University, helped the author in conducting 
the simulations.  
Gambit 2.3.16 software (Fluent Inc., Lebanon, USA) was used for mesh generation. A total 
number of 29,500 elements were applied across the glass substrate, which formed the 
bottom surface of the DEP system. This included a combination of unstructured triangular 
elements inside the microelectrodes, structured quadrilateral boundary elements around the 
microelectrodes, and unstructured quadrilateral elements covering the rest of the 
microchannel, as shown in Figure 4.3A. The density of boundary elements was high enough 
to not only predict the sharp gradients of electric field along the microelectrode edges but 
also to predict the smooth variation of electric field across the elements located inside and 
outside of microelectrodes, as shown in Figure 4.3B and 4.3C.   
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Figure 4.3: The layout of generated elements across the glass substrate: (A) Overall 
electrode view of mesh elements (B) Close up mesh at electrode tip (C) Mesh elements 
at electrode base. 
The created elements were projected along the height of the microchannel. However, to 
reduce the number of elements and consequently the computational time, the height of the 
microchannel was divided into two segments. The first segment covered the first 20 µm 
close to microelectrodes and was divided into 20 elements while the second segment 
covered the rest of the microchannel depending on its height and was divided into 30 
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elements, as shown in Figures 4.4A and 4.4B. The density of elements across the first 
segment was the same as Figure 4.3 while it was decreased across the second segment. For 
comparison, the first segment hosted 29,500 elements across the z-axis while the second 
segment hosted only 14,270 elements. This did not affect the accuracy of calculations, as the 
gradient of electric field was much lower across the second segment.  
 
Figure 4.4: The projection of elements along the microfluidic channel height:  
(A) Side view and (B) Close up details of the channel mesh. 
In order to obtain the Erms, the author assumed that the permittivity of the medium is 
homogenous, and hence solved the Laplace equation, as below to acquire the electric 
potential field ( 2 0rms  ).The boundary conditions included constant electric potentials at 
the surface of microelectrodes, while zero electrical flux at the other surfaces of the system, 
including the bottom, top, and side walls of the microchannel as well as inlet and outlet.  
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Next, the electric potential was differentiated, as below to obtain the electric field 
( rms rmsE   ).  
The finite volume-based Fluent 6.2 software package (Fluent Inc, Lebanon, USA) was used 
as the solver. Although the Fluent software is commonly used for computational fluid 
dynamic (CFD) simulations by solving the Navier-Stokes differential equations governing 
the continuity of mass, momentum and energy within fluidic systems, its solver capabilities 
can be utilized to solve other differential equations such as Laplace equation to obtain the 
variations of electric field in DEP systems. The results were improved in consequent 
iterations and the iterations continued until the difference between the electric fields 
obtained from consequent iterations was less that 10
-4
 V m
-1
. 
Next, the electric field was obtained by calculating the gradient of the electric field potential. 
Consequently, the values of 2
rmsE  and 
2
rmsE were calculated and substituted in the DEP 
force equation to obtain the FDEP throughout the entire field. The Fluent software package 
applies a finite volume method to discretize the governing equations across each element of 
the field. Taking advantage of the user defined scalar module of the software 2rmsE  was 
substituted into the DEP force equation to obtain the DEP force magnitudes at different 
locations of the microelectrode array. 
As presented in Figure 3.2 of chapter 3, the DEP microelectrode array was composed of 
many microelectrode pairs. The microelectrode pairs generate similar DEP field conditions 
hence, for the simulation the microchannel was shortened to contain only two 
microelectrode pairs, as shown in Figure 4.5A. Additionally, the DEP field is symmetric 
with respect to the centerline of the microchannel, therefore only half of the microchannel 
was simulated by applying proper boundary conditions. These simplifications reduced the 
number of elements and decreased the computation time significantly. 
The simulations revealed that the Erms reached a maximum of 2.6 × 10
6
 V m
-1
 at the 
electrode tips. Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of DEP forces at the two planes along the 
x-axis, considering Re[fCM(ω)] for the spherical particles as 0.45. The values of the DEP 
forces along the x, y, and z-axes are given at different heights of z = 10 and 40 μm 
(Figure 4.5A). The particles were levitated at the average heights of z = 15 - 40 μm after 
passing the first microelectrode pair depending on the magnitude of the AC signal.  
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Figure 4.5: Variations in the DEP forces at different locations of the microchannel: 
(A) Schematic of curved microelectrodes; (B) Scaled DEP force for x = 1000 μm, z = 10 μm 
(C) Scaled DEP force for x = 1000 μm, z = 40 μm (D) Scaled DEP force for x = 1175 μm, 
z = 10 μm (E) Scaled DEP force for x = 1175 μm, z = 40 μm. 
The DEP forces were divided by r
3
 to make them independent from the size of the particles. 
The DEP-y force was the dominant force in pushing the particles toward/off the sidewalls. 
At z = 10 μm, the polarity of the DEP-y varied along the y-axis. The particles, moving at the 
left side of the microelectrode, were pushed toward the centerline, while the particles 
moving at the right side of the microelectrode, were pushed toward the sidewalls (Figure 
4.7B and 4.7D). At z = 40 μm, the DEP-y force became much smoother and pushed all the 
particles toward the sidewalls (Figure 4.7C and 4.7E). Finally, the DEP-z force was upward 
all across the microchannel and could levitate the particles against the sedimentation force, 
due to the interaction of weight and buoyancy (Figure 4.7B to 4.7E). Applying a proper AC 
          D  
 
          E 
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signal was crucial to focus the particles along the centerline. At low-magnitude signals, 
particles were not affected efficiently, while at very high-magnitude signals, they were 
levitated and repelled toward the sidewalls rather than being focused. The Brownian motion 
and Van der Waals forces are several orders of magnitude smaller than DEP, sedimentation 
and hydrodynamic forces [14]. Hence, such passive forces have been neglected in the 
theoretical modeling of the thesis. 
A schematic and actual photograph of the experimental setup is presented in Figures 4.6A 
and 4.6B. Platform 1 was sandwiched by a pair of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 
transparent thermoplastic plates to homogenously apply pressure (using 6 nuts and bolts) 
and prevent any leakage. The multimode fiber used to couple light into the channel had a 
62.5 µm core / 125 µm cladding diameter with a numerical aperture of 0.22. The light 
detected at the optically transparent output window was imaged through a 5 × objective lens, 
using a charge coupled device (CCD) camera (Philips SPC900NC). The optical source was a 
Class 2, 1 mW - 635 nm wavelength multi mode laser (OZ Optics).  
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Figure 4.6: Experimental set-up: (A) Schematic (B) Photograph. 
The SiO2 particles had a volumetric dilution ratio of 3:100 (SiO2: DI water). A 3 cc syringe 
(Luer lock Becton D Plastic) was mounted on a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus 
PHD2000) in refill mode to provide suction. The DEP occurrence was observed using an 
inverted microscope (Nikon Te2000-U) and the images were captured using the CCD 
camera connected to the microscope (Basler High-Res). The flow rate was set to 2 µl min
-1
, 
5 µl min
-1
, 7.5 µl min
-1
 and 10 µl min
-1
 to identify the optimal conditions for waveguiding, 
providing the best smoothness and alignment at the core/cladding interface as well as having 
the lowest possible diffusion mixing between the parallel streams.  
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4.4 Results and Discussion  
The author conducted a series of experiments using the SiO2 particles by changing the DEP 
applied voltage amplitude, frequency and flow rate. These experiments were conducted to 
study the effects of such parameters in establishing and tuning the optical waveguide. In 
each experiment, while two of these three parameters were kept constant, the third parameter 
was changed to see its effect independently. A series of photographs were taken, while 
illuminating with an incandescent light source (using the microscope broadband light) which 
was vertically impinged on the surface of the system. 
4.4.1  230 nm SiO2 particles 
4.4.1.1 Effect of frequency variation  
For the 230 nm diameter SiO2 particles, the author applied a sinusoidal alternating current 
(AC) signal with an amplitude voltage of 15 Vp, flow rate of 10 µl min
-1
 and varied the 
frequency from 0 to 20 MHz using a function generator (Etabor Electronics 8200). As 
shown in Figure 4.7, the particles experienced a change from positive DEP to negative DEP 
behavior as the frequency was increased. Below 1.5 MHz, the curved DEP microelectrodes 
trapped the particles in the center (Figure 4.7A and 4.7B). As the frequency was increased 
from 1.5 to 20 MHz, the DEP force began to repel particles as they were no longer focused 
in the center of the channel (Figure 4.7C). The results show a mismatch between the 
experimental results and the theoretically expected crossover frequency. This mismatch can 
be attributed to surface conductance differences between assumed and actual values. 
According to the measurements, particles have a lower actual particle surface conductance. 
When particles are packed in the dense stream, they can be regarded as a single phase 
homogenous media such that their surface conductances can vary to a large degree 
depending on the particles' separation, concentration and alignment. At frequencies less than 
300 kHz, the DEP forces trapped particles between the micro-tips, forming a particle 
barricade. A small amount of particles escaped the barricade due to hydrodynamic drag 
forces (Figure 4.7A). Interestingly, at frequencies above 2 - 3 MHz the center becomes 
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increasingly brighter (Figure 4.7C and 4.7D). The narrow center does not scatter the light 
anymore. It appeared that either particles were completely pushed to the sides, or they were 
in the center but did not scatter light. Apparently, the second assumption is correct, as when 
a horizontal light was applied (Figure 4.7E) the center was brighter than the liquid around it, 
suggesting a stronger scattering due to the presence of particles.  
 
Figure 4.7: DEP manipulation of 230 nm particles at constant flow rate of 10 µl min
-1
, AC 
voltage of 15 Vp and frequencies of: (A) 100 kHz (B) 500 kHz (C) 2 MHz (D) 5 MHz 
(E) 5 MHz experiment repeated with an external light. The intensity of light changes within 
the narrowband which is the proof of existence of the 230 nm particles within this area. 
4.4.1.2 Effect of flow rate variation  
The author observed the effects of the flow rate variation by applying a constant frequency 
and voltage, while the flow rate was changed. Figure 4.8 shows a set of experiments while 
the applied frequency was 1 MHz and voltage 15 Vp. The photos are for a set of flow rates 
of 2 µl min
-1
, 5 µl min
-1
, 7.5 µl min
-1
 and 10 µl min
-1
. As can be seen, flow rate has a 
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significant effect on the smoothness of the particle core/liquid cladding boundaries. At low 
flow rates, the core/liquid cladding boundaries are not clearly visible in the microscopic 
images. However, as the flow rate is increased to 10 µl min
-1
, the particle core exhibits a 
distinct shape resembling that of a waveguide in between the curved microelectrodes, 
whereby the center region represents the waveguide ‘core’ while the area surrounding it, 
represents the ‘cladding’. The author realized that the optimal flow rate for these 
experiments was 10 µl min
-1
. 
 
Figure 4.8: DEP manipulation of 230 nm particles at constant AC voltage of 15 Vp, 
frequency of 1 MHz and different flow rates of: (A) 2 µl min
-1
 (B) 5 µl min
-1
 
(C) 7.5 µl min
-1
 (D) 10 µl min
-1
. 
4.4.1.3 Effect of voltage variation  
Next, the author simulated the effects of varying AC voltage applied on the DEP patterns, 
while frequency and flow rate were kept constant. The amplitude of the AC voltage was 
increased from 5 to 15 Vp at a constant 1 MHz frequency and flow rate of 10 µl min
-1
 
(Figure 4.9). It was observed that the core thickness increased from 15 µm to ~ 20 µm 
(± 4 μm) when the voltage was increased from 5 to 10 Vp. The change occurred due to the 
increased DEP force acting on particles dispersed throughout the channel, pushing them to 
the center and forming a thicker particle stream. However, after 10 Vp, the narrow band 
deviated from having smooth surfaces and a periodic variation in its pattern was observed.  
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Figure 4.9: DEP of 230 nm particles at constant 10 µl min
-1
 flow rate and frequency of 
1 MHz. The magnitude of AC voltage changed to: (A) 5 Vp (B) 10 Vp (C) 15 Vp.  
4.4.2 450 nm SiO2 particles 
4.4.2.1 Effect of frequency variation  
The effect of frequency change at a constant flow rate of 10 µl min
-1
 and the AC voltage of 
15 Vp is shown in Figure 4.10. The 450 nm particles have larger masses and require stronger 
applied potential to disperse and repel themselves from the region between the 
microelectrodes as gravitational and inertial forces dominate their movements more than the 
230 nm particle case. At frequencies of 100 and 500 kHz, the particles were densely trapped 
between the microelectrodes. As the frequency was increased above 1 MHz, a smooth 
narrowband was observed at the center of the microfluidic channel. 
A      B        C 
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Figure 4.10: Effect of DEP force on 450 nm particles at constant 10 µl min
-1
 flow rate, AC 
voltage of 15 Vp and frequencies: (A) 100 kHz (B) 500 kHz (C) 2 MHz (D) 5 MHz. 
4.4.2.2 Effect of flow rate variation  
Changing the flow rate of the system with 450 nm particles resulted in a change of the core 
thickness of the liquid waveguide, similar to the 230 nm case. The example of the formation 
of the narrowband is shown in Figure 4.11 for the case of the applied frequency of 1 MHz 
and voltage of 15 Vp. Dissimilar to the 230 nm case, the higher flow rate did not increase the 
thickness of the center band. However, it appears that at higher flow rates, the center band 
gradually split into more than one band. 
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Figure 4.11: Effect of flow rate change on 450 nm particles at constant frequency of 1 MHz, 
AC voltage of 15 Vp and flow rates: (A) 2 µl min
-1
 (B) 5 µl min
-1
 (C) 7.5 µl min
-1
 
(D) 10 µl min
-1
.  
4.4.2.3 Effect of voltage variation  
For the 450 nm particles, increasing the AC voltage from 5 to 15 Vp increased the thickness 
of the center band. An example, which is presented in Figure 4.12, shows the effect of the 
change of the voltage at the constant applied frequency of 500 kHz and flow rate of 
10 µl min
-1
. At the low voltage of 5 Vp, two extra small bands were also observed near the 
central band of less than 10 µm thickness. It seems that increasing the voltage increases the 
band thickness. The thickness of the band increased from 10 µm (± 2 μm) at 5 Vp to 25 µm 
(± 5 μm) at 10 Vp and finally reached 30 µm (± 6 μm) at 15 Vp. 
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Figure 4.12: Effect of voltage variation on 450 nm SiO2 particles at constant flow rate of 
10µl min
-1
, frequency of 500 kHz and AC voltage of: (A) 5 Vp (B) 10 Vp (C) 15 Vp.  
4.4.3  Optical waveguiding response 
For the next set of experiments, the author coupled a laser source to the microfluidic channel 
via the fiber recess (described in section 3.3) in the PDMS using a multimode optical fiber. 
The optical profiles at the output were investigated using the two particle sizes at DEP 
voltages and frequencies that were found to densely focus the particles in the center of the 
microchannel (Figure 4.13). The light was subject to coupling and interfacial losses as well 
as coherent surface interferences. However, the observed images provided strong evidence 
that DEP forces can and do change optical waveguiding properties. Figure 4.13A and 4.13C 
show the output of the waveguide without DEP forces for 230 and 450 nm particles, 
respectively, when no AC voltage applied. The flow rate was set in a range from 5 to 
10 µl min
-1
. The scattered light appears to be well dispersed in the channel indicating that 
the particles were homogenously dispersed. The output optical profile without the applied 
DEP force was fairly rectangular shaped, resembling the geometry of the output of the 
microfluidic channel.  
By applying the AC signal and increasing the voltage to 15 Vp, waveguiding (for 230 nm 
particles) and scattering (for 450 nm particles) phenomena were observed. At these flow 
rates and the AC voltage of 15 Vp, the 230 nm SiO2 particles appeared to show waveguiding 
properties for frequencies in the range of 500 kHz to 2 MHz. The optical beam was 
concentrated to the center of the output window (Figure 4.13B). However, at the same flow 
rates, the behavior of the system with 450 nm particles was quite different. It appeared that 
no light could pass through the center of the microfluidic channel (Figure 4.13D). The 
profile appeared separated in the center by a shadow, which formed a region of low intensity 
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light. The phenomenon was well observed for frequencies above 1 MHz. Although the 
particles were focused at the center, this narrowband seems to block the passage of the 
applied light completely. At low flow rates, the assembly of particles did not resemble a 
smooth waveguide but instead produced an array of particle barricades near the 
microelectrode tips that scattered the applied light. 
 
Figure 4.13: 635 nm laser output observed for the SiO2 particles at 10 µl min
-1
 for the: 
(A) 230 nm particles with zero DEP force and (B) DEP voltage of 15 Vp and frequency of 
500 kHz; (D) 450 nm with zero DEP force and (B) DEP voltage of 15 Vp and frequency of 
500 kHz. 
At the applied conditions for both 230 and 450 nm cases, when the AC voltage was 
increased, the DEP force focused the particles, forming a dense particle stream in the 
centerline. Figure 4.14 shows an illustration of how the laser light was scattered or guided as 
a function of the particles’ separations and dimensions.  
The Lorenz-Mie scattering theory [15, 16] indicates how light scatters as a function of 
particle diameter and at different wavelengths of incident light. Scattering is stronger at 
lower wavelengths and is proportional to the diameters of particles. Considering the laser 
source, λ = 635 nm (red light) used in these experiments, the scattering efficiencies of light 
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(http://omlc.ogi.edu/calc/mie_calc.html) are 0.043 and 0.185 for 230 and 450 nm particles, 
respectively, indicating that the 450 nm particles scatters light 4.3 times more than the 
230 nm ones. Figures 4.14A and 4.14B show schematics of wave scattering and guiding for 
450 and 230 nm particles, respectively. The center of the channel acts as the core of the 
optical waveguide while the adjacent streams are the cladding bearing a lower concentration 
of particles, therefore a lower refractive index. It is obvious from the results observed that 
the optical profile of the waveguide formed using the 230 nm SiO2 particles were multi 
mode. This is because the dimensions of the dense particle streams were found to be in the 
range of 15 - 30 μm (± 6 μm), which in the case of a dielectric waveguide propagates multi 
mode based on the refractive indices of water and SiO2 [17].       
When the particles were tightly packed, the effective volumes in between the particles 
consisting of DI water were the cause of scattering rather than the particles themselves. For 
the 230 nm, this volume was approximately comparable and as effective as spherical 
particles with approximate diameters of 120 nm (Figure 4.14C). However for the 450 nm 
particles, this virtual sphere had an approximate diameter of 235 nm (Figure 4.14D). 
Therefore, when the 450 nm particles were focused by the DEP force, the particles were in 
close contact such that their center to center separation was larger than a quarter of a 
wavelength, causing the light to be strongly diffracted around these particles and thus strong 
scattering was observed. However, when the 230 nm particles were focused by the DEP 
force and they were in direct contact, their center to center separations were slightly less 
than a quarter of the wavelength (in the media). Thus, the particle aggregate appeared as a 
coarse homogenous material and hence transmission through the particles was possible. This 
approximation explains why 635 nm laser light was guided by the 230 nm particle but was 
conversely scattered by the 450 nm particles.   
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Figure 4.14: Scattering and waveguiding as a result of the DEP concentration of: (A) 230 nm 
and (B) 450 nm SiO2 particles (C) Center to center separation for the closely packed 230 nm 
and (D) 450 nm SiO2 particles. 
4.5 Summary 
Using Platform 1, the author demonstrated the feasibility of integrating particles into a 
microfluidic system and using DEP forces to manipulate these particles in order to create a 
tuneable waveguide in the microfluidics. The author showed that particles can be readily 
manipulated to form either optical waveguiding or scattering channels depending on their 
dimensions.  
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The author noted that when the 450 nm SiO2 particles were closely packed and in intimate 
contacts with each other, their center to center separations were larger compared to the 
wavelength such that light diffracted strongly around the particles resulting in strong 
scattering. Conversely, when the 230 nm SiO2 particles were closely packed, their center to 
center separations were smaller compared to the wavelength thus the densely packed 
particles appeared as an almost homogenous material, which promoted the transmission of 
light. The outcomes of this chapter were presented in an article that was published in the 
Journal of Electrophoresis [18]. 
One of the problems faced by the author associated with these experiments was the 
scattering caused by the particles that were focused aggregating in the vicinity of the 
microfluidic inlet and outlet reservoirs. Additionally, the flow of packed particles in and out 
of the microfluidic channel, due do the structure of the microfluidic system and the surface 
in the regions between the PDMS, air and liquid media caused deflections of the optical 
beam.  
In order to address these issues and to enhance the performance of the system, the author 
devised Platform 2 (as presented in chapter 3). Platform 2 consists of a multimode polymeric 
waveguide integrated within the microfluidics and incorporates the DEP microelectrodes for 
particle motion control. Using Platform 2, light can be coupled into the densely concentrated 
particles via the polymeric waveguide, hence addressing the problems associated with 
scattering due to the non-focused particles and the interferences from the undesired elements 
caused by the direct coupling of light. In the next chapter, the author will introduce the 
concept of using dielectrophoretically focused particles to couple light from the multimode 
polymeric waveguide. 
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Chapter 5 
 
 
 
Coupling of Light from a Multi Mode 
Waveguide into Dielectrophoretically 
Focused Particles 
5.1 Introduction  
In chapter 4, the author demonstrated the focusing of mesoparticles within microfluidic 
systems using a combination of dielectrophoretic (DEP) and hydrodynamic forces, which 
produced areas of concentrated particles with intimate contacts between them [1, 2]. The 
DEP force was used to concentrate the particles at the center of the microfluidic channel 
where a light source (635 nm) was directed through the focused particles. The author 
established that DEP concentrated particles induced the formation of a media of significantly 
different refractive index compared to the surrounding liquid within the microchannel [1, 2].  
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However, the author found it difficult to interface light from an optical source accurately. 
The coupled light was passed through interfaces and materials of varying refractive indices 
in the vicinity of the microfluidic reservoirs, causing significant deflection of the optical 
signal [1]. This deflection made it difficult to observe precisely the behavior of the optical 
beam.  
In response to the issues, the author devised a solution, which forms the second stage of his 
PhD research project. The author addressed these issues by utilizing a waveguide platform 
that could guide light and used the interaction of light with the DEP focused particles as a 
means to couple light into the focused particles more efficiently. The platform was known as 
“Platform 2” in chapter 3 and consists of a multi mode polymeric waveguide fabricated 
using SU-8 and KMPR epoxies as the core and lower cladding layers, respectively. Above 
the core was a microfluidic channel which was filled with suspended particles. The author 
utilized the curved DEP microelectrodes in order to manipulate the motion and location of 
the particles while under liquid flow. The electrodes were patterned at the base of the 
microfluidic channel, which enabled the concentration of suspended particles in close 
vicinity to the multi mode polymeric waveguide. 
In this chapter, silicon dioxide (SiO2) and tungsten trioxide (WO3) particle suspensions will 
be investigated. These particles were selected as they are easily dispersed in a microfluidic 
channel, their positions and motion can be easily manipulated using the DEP force and they 
possess refractive indices that are intrinsically lower (SiO2) or higher (WO3) than the 
polymeric waveguide. The author will demonstrate that the transmission of light (635 nm) 
through the polymeric waveguide can be altered significantly as a result of the DEP 
concentration of particles. The system is comprehensively investigated at different DEP 
applied signal frequencies to observe the transmission properties of the optical waveguide 
under different particle assembly conditions.  
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5.2 Principles  
In this chapter, the author uses crude theoretical calculations to assess the type of materials 
and concentrations required to allow the coupling of light from the polymeric waveguide 
into the packed regions of particles.  
The side and cross sectional view of the system and the depiction of its operation are 
presented in Figure 5.1. The minimum possible refractive index is achieved when the 
particles are entirely repelled from the region of interest (Figures 5.1A and 5.1B). In this 
case, the refractive index will be that of the suspending liquid. Given that both types of 
particles used in this experiment have a refractive index higher than that of the suspending 
liquid, the maximum refractive index is achieved when the particles are concentrated to the 
densest packing possible (Figures 5.1C and 5.1D). If it is assumed that identically sized 
spherical particles occupy a hexagonal closely packed lattice, then according to the Keppler 
conjecture, the material will be 74 % suspended particles and 26 % suspending fluid [3]. 
 
Figure 5.1: Schematic view of the system: (A) Cross sectional view and (B) side view of 
particles being repelled from the region close to the multi mode waveguide forming a media 
of minimum refractive index at the region of interest; (C) Cross sectional and (D) side view 
of particles being densely packed close to the multi mode waveguide forming a media of 
maximum refractive index at the region of interest.  
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If the suspending liquid in these experiments is DI water and the suspended particles are 
either SiO2 or WO3, and the operating wavelength of λ = 635 nm is assumed, then the 
refractive indices of these materials are nDI-water = 1.33, nSiO2 = 1.47 and nWO3 = 2.3, and the 
range of refractive indices that can be achieved by tuning the concentrations of particles 
using the DEP forces are: 
 SiO2:  nmin = 1.33; nmax = 0.74nSiO2 + 0.26nDI =1.43    (5.1) 
 WO3: nmin = 1.33; nmax = 0.74nWO3 + 0.26nDI = 2.04    (5.2) 
When using the SiO2 particles, while it is possible to significantly alter the refractive index 
of the liquid through DEP particle manipulation, it is not possible even with ideal packing 
density to increase the refractive index of the media to the range of effective refractive 
indices (neff) of the polymer waveguide (1.566 < neff < 1.592). Thus attempting to manipulate 
the optical properties of the multi mode polymer waveguide using DEP concentrated SiO2 
particles should have little effect. Conversely, WO3 particles can, in theory, achieve a 
staggeringly broad range of effective indices, with a theoretical maximum index of 2.04, 
well in excess of the effective refractive index of the polymer waveguide. Thus, even if a 
fraction of the theoretical maximum packing density is achieved, it is possible to adjust the 
cladding index through DEP concentration of the WO3 particles such that the cladding 
significantly impacts the optical properties of the adjacent polymer waveguide with dramatic 
impact on the measured optical transmission.  
5.3 Methods and Simulations 
In this chapter, the author used visible light (λ = 635 nm) as the excitation source since it 
propagates with low loss through the material of the polymeric waveguide [4]. The 
waveguide core and cladding of Platform 2 was composed of curable photoresists known as 
SU-8 (Microchem) and KMPR (Microchem), respectively. Details of the platform structure 
were discussed in section 3.5.2 of chapter 3.  
To obtain the greatest effect, the author aligned the DEP microelectrodes such that the 
optical waveguide was positioned between the gaps of the curved microelectrodes where the 
DEP force was the strongest. SiO2 and WO3 particles with diameters of 450 nm 
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(5 % weight-in-weight (w/w), SiO2, Microspheres – Nanospheres) and 80 nm (6 % w/w, 
WO3, Sigma Aldrich) were studied, respectively. The author chose the larger 450 nm SiO2 
particles because it was thought that viewing the larger SiO2 particles would be easier 
compared to the case of the 230 nm SiO2 particles. In particular, the present platform has a 
silicon substrate which is dark and thus viewing SiO2 particles (which had a white color 
consistency in its suspension form) against a dark substrate was thought to be difficult. On 
the other hand, the WO3 particles (in suspension form) although being much smaller 
(Ø80 nm) were darker in color and the author found viewing them using a microscope was 
not an issue. Additionally, the range of frequencies in the spectrum of the Claussius-Mossoti 
factor (Re[fCM(ω)]) for the WO3 particles is much larger and hence the author expected that 
using this particle would provide the flexibility of tuning the DEP frequency over a wide 
range to achieve the desired particle concentration in the fluidics..    
Samples of the particle suspensions were placed on glass slides and dehydrated. The samples 
were then viewed using an FEI Nova scanning electron microscope (SEM). The SEM image 
of the WO3 particles is presented in Figure 5.2. The SEM image of the 450 nm SiO2 
particles was already presented in Figure 4.3 of chapter 4. 
 
Figure 5.2: SEM image of the 80 nm diameter WO3 particles. 
Subsequently, the real value of the Re[fCM(ω)] was calculated for the WO3 particles. The 
calculations of the Re[fCM(ω)] for the 450 nm diameter SiO2 has been presented in section 
4.2 of chapter 4, but is included in Figure 5.3 as a reference. The calculations were based on 
the relative permittivity and conductivity values of the suspending medium (DI water) taken 
200 nm 
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as εm = 77.6 and σm = 0.2 mS m
-1
 [5, 6]. The WO3 particles have relative permittivities and 
conductivities of εp(WO3) = 80 and σp(WO3) = 100 mS m
-1
, respectively [1, 7-10]. From 
Figure 5.2, it is evident that the WO3 both particles should transition from positive to 
negative DEP behavior for the spectral range of 100 kHz < f < 1 GHz, while the cross-over 
frequencies for SiO2 and WO3 based on simulation occurred at 1 MHz and 24 MHz, 
respectively. This calculation suggests that it should be possible to use the curved 
microelectrode structure to densely concentrate both SiO2 (at frequencies less than 1 MHz) 
and WO3 (at frequencies less than 24 MHz) particles in the area between microelectrodes.  
 
Figure 5.3: DEP spectrum for WO3 and SiO2 particles, the crossover frequencies are shown 
by the vectors. 
The curved DEP microelectrode was used as it was established capable of producing evenly 
distributed electric field gradients which resulted in the formation of dense particle 
narrowbands along the center of the microfluidic channel [1, 2]. The DEP microelectrode 
array in Platform 2 was actually embedded between the SU-8 and KMPR layers as described 
in section 3.5.2 of chapter 3. This was because it was thought that placing the electrodes 
beneath the waveguide core layer would generate an electric field gradient capable of 
trapping and bring the particles as close as possible to the surface of the waveguide. Also, 
since initially the design of the multi mode polymeric waveguide was raised rib, it was 
expected that concentrating the particles close to the surface would actually engulf the raised 
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rib with the particles hence maximizing the interaction of light in the waveguide with the 
particles.  
The simulations of the electric field gradients that follow are based on this DEP 
microelectrode configuration. The simulations were conducted with the help Dr Khashayar 
Khoshmanesh, from the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, RMIT University 
using the method that was described in section 4.3 of chapter 4. In order to comprehend the 
performance of the device, the DEP field generated by the curved microelectrodes in 
Platform 2 was simulated using the Fluent 6.2 software package (Fluent Inc, Lebanon, 
USA). Applying an AC signal of 15 Vp, the electric field reached a peak value of 
1.6×10
6
 V m
-1
 at the tip of microelectrodes, Figure 5.4A. The x, y and z axes reference lines 
shown in the bottom left of Figures 5.4A, 5.4B and 5.4C denote the three dimensional 
reference lines used while simulating the DEP fields. The z-axis for all three figures starts 
from the polymer surface.  
The spatial variation of the electric field induced a strong DEP force on the particles which 
could attract or repel them from the microelectrodes according to their polarization, as 
obtained from the DEP force equation (equation (2.10) of chapter 2) and depicted in 
Figure 5.4. The SiO2 and WO3 particles were attracted towards the microelectrodes at lower 
frequencies (Figure 5.4B), but were repelled from them at higher frequencies (Figure 5.4C). 
For example, at 500 kHz the SiO2 particles were attracted towards the microelectrode tips by 
a maximum force of 8.54×10
14
 N at z = 10 µm.  
With the introduction of flow in the microfluidic channel moving in the positive x-direction, 
the particles should experience a hydrodynamic drag force that propels them along the 
center of the microchannel. Under a specific combination of DEP and drag forces achieved 
using an AC signal of 15 Vp, a frequency of 500 kHz and a flow rate of 4 µl min
-1
 
(corresponding to an average velocity of 1.33 mm s
-1
), the particles were focused along the 
microchannel centerline and marched above the waveguide rib (Figure 5.4B). This flow rate 
was selected based on the requirement to achieve a dense stream of particles in the center of 
the microfluidic channel. It should be noted that the magnitude of force was normalized as 
FDEP.(r
3
×Re[fCM(ω)])
-1
 to make it independent from the radius of particles and the frequency 
of the applied field, and therefore can be used for both SiO2 and WO3 particles.  
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At 5 MHz the SiO2 particles were repelled from the microelectrode tips by a maximum force 
of 8.14×10
14
 N at z = 10 µm. The deflection of particles towards the sidewalls decreased 
under the effect of hydrodynamic drag force, but was enough to form a particle-free region 
around the waveguide rib (Figure 5.4C). The simulations of WO3 particles were conducted 
under similar conditions, however, the frequency of the applied field was set to 800 kHz and 
25 MHz to provide the appropriate combination of DEP and drag forces to position the 
particles at the desired locations along the microchannel. The magnitude of the normalized 
DEP force decreased substantially at higher heights along the microchannel, due to the 
weakening of the electric field (Figure 5.4D).  
 
Figure 5.4: Simulation results at the cross-section of the microchannel: (A) Contours of 
electric field at the surface of SU-8 layer (V m
-1
) (B) Vectors of the normalized positive 
DEP force FDEP (r
3
×Re[fCM(ω)])
-1
 (N m
-3
) at z = 10 µm for both SiO2 and WO3 particles 
(C) Vectors of the normalized negative DEP force (N m
-3
) at z = 10 µm (D) Variation of the 
magnitude of normalized DEP force (N m
-3
) at different heights of the microchannel. 
The details for the fabrication procedures for Platform 2 were presented in chapter 3. After 
the fabrication, the microfluidic channel was connected to a syringe pump (Harvard 
A              B 
 
 
 
C             D 
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Apparatus PHD 2000). The device was tested on an optical bench (Figures 5.5A and 5.5B) 
using a 635 nm Helium Neon laser (Model 105-1, Spectra Physics) which was lens-coupled 
to the polymer waveguide located between the DEP microelectrodes. The light exiting the 
optical waveguide was imaged onto an intensity mode profiler (Beamage CCD-12, Gentec 
EO). Each measurement was captured after 2 minutes of idle time to provide sufficient time 
to allow the samples to perfuse throughout the microchannel. Using the DEP force, particles 
were manipulated into forming a narrow band above the waveguide. The concentration of 
particles in this region can be adjusted by changing the frequency and the AC voltage 
amplitude applied to the microelectrodes (Rohde & Schwarz SMS signal generator with a 
frequency range of 0.1 to 250 MHz coupled to a home-made RF amplifier with a gain 
~25 dB) and the flow rate of the suspending fluid drawn by the syringe pump.  
In these experiments, the author kept the flow rate and the applied AC voltage magnitude 
constant at 4 μl min-1 and 15 Vp, respectively. This is because at such a low flow rate and 
high voltage amplitude, the suspended particles were able to respond to the applied DEP 
forces quite efficiently. On average, the author found that using these parameters, it took the 
suspended particles about 30 - 90 seconds to form dense concentrations of particles or to be 
completely repelled from the region between the microelectrodes. Higher flow rates and 
lower voltage amplitudes resulted in slower particle motions in response to the DEP field.   
By adjusting the frequency to either attract or repel the particles, the refractive index of the 
media above the rib waveguide was tuned to: (i) a refractive index close to that of DI water 
(n = 1.33) using frequencies, above the particles’ crossover frequency, to induce negative 
DEP force which repelled all particles to the sidewalls far from the optical waveguides, and 
(ii) theoretically a refractive index close to that of closely packed particles (~1.43 for SiO2 
and ~2.05 for WO3) in DI water using frequencies, below the particles’ crossover frequency, 
to induce positive DEP force, focusing the particles close to the optical waveguide. Before 
the experiments, isopropanol was flushed through the channel to remove surface 
contaminants from the microfluidic channel and the rib waveguide surface. This was 
followed by a mixture of 5 ml of DI water and 100 μl of Triton X-305 surfactant (Sigma 
Aldrich) which reduces the surface hydrophobicity of the waveguide/PDMS surface and to 
improve the homogenous distribution of the particles within the mixture. 
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Figure 5.5: Experimental setup: (A) Schematic (B) Photograph. 
5.4 Results and Discussions 
To establish a baseline, the author conducted the experiments initially without activating the 
DEP electrodes. Platform 2 was tested with four samples as the top cladding including (i) air 
(treated as the reference), and an infiltration of (ii) DI water, (iii) suspended SiO2 particles 
and (iv) suspended WO3 particles.  
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The author then activated the DEP electrodes to analyze the optical response of the system 
in the presence of DEP focused particles. The particles were trapped and repelled from the 
vicinity of the rib waveguide by the application of different DEP frequencies as they were 
expected to induce opposing DEP conditions as obtained from the Re[fCM(ω)] spectral 
simulation in Figure 5.3. 
5.4.1 Optical Response without DEP Force 
First, the author observed the output optical intensity profile with an air-filled microfluidic 
channel (Figure 5.6A). This was treated as the reference measurement for subsequent 
analysis. Subsequently, output intensity profiles were captured while the microfluidic 
channel was infiltrated with DI water (Figure 5.6B), and then particle suspensions of SiO2 
(Figure 5.6C) and WO3 (Figure 5.6D). Horizontal and vertical cross-hair markers were 
aligned to the peak intensity location of the reference for each output profile measurement. 
These intensity profile outlines, are presented in the bottom and left quadrants to indicate the 
intensity pattern as detected along the cross hairs (horizontal and vertical axis). In order to 
make a comparative analysis of the output intensity profiles obtained with different cladding 
materials, the author plotted two normalized intensity patterns along the horizontal 
(Figure 5.6E) and vertical (Figure 5.6F) axes.  
With the DI water cladding, the peak intensity was attenuated to 92 % (± 1%) of the 
reference level. When the SiO2 particle suspension was dispersed in the microchannel 
(without DEP force), the peak intensity remained at 92 % of the reference level. The 
refractive index increase of the liquid (nliq) with the introduction of 5% w/w of SiO2 can be 
calculated as nliq = 0.05 × 1.47 + 0.95 × 1.33 = 1.337, which is much smaller than that of 
SU-8 waveguide (nSU-8 = 1.592). This evidence supports the author’s prediction that the SiO2 
particles will have little effect on the optical waveguide properties.  
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Figure 5.6: Mode profiles for: (A) Air (B) DI water (C) SiO2 and (D) WO3, cladding 
materials under ‘no DEP force’ and normalized intensity plots along (E) Horizontal and 
(F) Vertical cross-hair markers.  
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Alternatively, when the WO3 particle suspension was dispersed in the microchannel (with no 
DEP force applied), the light intensity was reduced to 68 % (± 1%) of the reference level. In 
this case, the refractive index increase of the fluid with the introduction of 6% w/w of WO3 
was nliq  1.39, which was still far below the effective index range of the polymer 
waveguide. Therefore, it was unlikely that the refractive index increase, caused by the 
introduction of WO3 alone, would significantly increase the evanescent interaction of the 
light with the fluid.  
The refractive index contrast between the WO3 and the surrounding DI water would be 
n1 = 2.3  1.33 = 0.97, which is far greater than the index contrast of SiO2 and DI water 
(n2 = 1.47  1.33 = 0.14). The scattering caused by these particles would be proportional to 
this index contrast [11] and the inter particle spacing. It could thus be reasoned that the 
reduced transmission observed with WO3 could be due to increased scattering loss from 
these high index particles.  
Based on a particle density of 7.16 g ml
-1
 for WO3 (Sigma Aldrich datasheet) and 2.4g ml
-1
 
for SiO2 (Microspheres-Nanospheres datasheet), the volume-in-volume (v/v) concentration 
of WO3 and SiO2 particles are approximately 0.8 %  v/v and 2.1% v/v, respectively. These 
volume quantities are very low and hence do not have any significant effect on the DEP 
performance and conductivity of the media. 
5.4.2 Optical Response with DEP Force 
Next, an AC voltage was applied to the DEP microelectrodes to analyze the optical response 
of the system in the presence of DEP force. With SiO2 particles, the microelectrodes were 
energized at different frequencies of 500 kHz and 5 MHz. These frequencies were selected 
as they were expected to induce opposing DEP conditions on the suspended SiO2 particles. 
When the DEP electrodes were energized with an AC voltage of 15 Vp at 500 kHz, the SiO2 
particles were focused along the microchannel center and formed a dense narrow band 
adjacent to the waveguide rib (Figure 5.7A) in concurrence with the simulations.  
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Figure 5.7: Optical response using the SiO2 particles: (A) SiO2 microscopic observation 
under positive DEP (B) Intensity profile for SiO2 for DEP: 15 Vp and f = 500 kHz (C) SiO2 
microscopic observation under negative DEP (D) Intensity profile for SiO2 DEP: 15 Vp and 
f = 5 MHz (E) Horizontal and (F) Vertical normalized intensity plots. 
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Microscopic observations indicated that the focused SiO2 particles were moving at a height 
of 0 - 7.5 µm from the microchannel bottom surface adjacent to the rib. The focusing of 
particles was not disturbed by stochastic Brownian force, since the particles were not 
permanently trapped between the microelectrodes and instead were concentrated within a 
very short time (< 2 seconds) before being drifted by the hydrodynamic drag force. The 
associated optical intensity profile was captured (Figure 5.7B). Under the DEP focusing 
conditions for SiO2, the optical intensity was attenuated to 87 % (± 2 %) of the reference 
level (Figures 5.7E and 5.7F).   
This small attenuation was ascribed to the presence of a larger concentration of SiO2 
particles on the top of the rib-waveguide that marginally increases the scattering of the 
evanescent field above the waveguide. Apart from this marginal increase in attenuation, it is 
clear that the concentrated SiO2 particles cannot significantly influence the properties of the 
polymer waveguide. 
As the frequency was increased to 5 MHz with the same AC voltage amplitude, the SiO2 
particles were repelled from the center of the microchannel towards the sidewalls 
(Figure 5.7C). Conversely, when the particles were repelled from the waveguide surface 
(Figure 5.7D), the output intensity increased to 92 % (± 2 %) of the reference level, (Figures 
5.7E and 5.7F) equivalent to the case with DI water as expected.  
In the case of WO3 particle suspension, the microelectrodes were energized at 15 Vp with 
selected frequencies of 800 kHz and 25 MHz which were expected to induce a DEP force 
that would concentrate and disperse these particles respectively. As expected, at 800 kHz, 
the WO3 particles formed a narrow stream along the waveguide surface (Figure 5.8A). 
Similarly, the microscopic observations indicated that the focused WO3 particles were 
moving at a height of 0 - 5 µm from the microchannel bottom surface. The corresponding 
intensity profile was captured (Figure 5.8B). From this image it can be seen that the output 
intensity was reduced dramatically to 19 % (± 2 %) of the reference intensity level (Figures 
5.8E and 5.8F).  
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Figure 5.8: Optical response using the WO3 particles: (A) WO3 microscopic observation 
under positive DEP force (B) Intensity profile for WO3 for DEP: 15 Vp and f = 800 kHz (C) 
WO3 microscopic observation under negative DEP force (D) Intensity profile for WO3 DEP: 
15 Vp and f = 25 MHz (E) Horizontal and (F) Vertical normalized intensity plots.  
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This marked increase in attenuation cannot be attributed to a simple increase in the number 
of WO3 particles present at the surface, rather it is anticipated that the average refractive 
index of the medium above the optical waveguide has increased to a value close to that of 
the SU-8 core and thus the guided wave has become significantly more evanescent and thus 
interacts more strongly with the suspended particles. Hence there is a significant increase in 
scattering loss. The fact that there is still some power measured at the output indicates that 
the refractive index of the concentrated WO3 particles has not exceeded the core refractive 
index.  
Conversely, as the same AC voltage amplitude with a DEP frequency of 25 MHz was 
applied, the WO3 particles were repelled from the center of the microchannel (Figure 5.8C) 
leaving the evanescent region almost free from WO3 particles. The corresponding optical 
intensity profile was captured (Figure 5.8D) and it was observed that the intensity increased 
to 92 % of the reference level, equivalent to that measured for DI water indicating that the 
WO3 particles have been entirely removed from the surface of the waveguide.  
Figure 5.9 presents a schematic that describes the system’s operation. In order for light to be 
coupled into the DEP focused particles, the refractive index of the surrounding media must 
be higher than that of the SU-8 core, which is 1.592. Under the DEP focusing circumstances, 
this condition was met using highly packed WO3 particles (Figure 5.9A), as discussed in 
section 5.2. The presence of such an effect, which is confirmed by the measurements, 
suggests that the DEP system can efficiently bring these particles into close affinity with 
each other as well as close proximity to the evanescent region of the polymeric waveguide. 
However, in the case of the SiO2 particles (Figure 5.9B), light remains largely propagating 
in the polymeric waveguide with minimal intensity attenuation, as the average refractive 
index of the surrounding media composed of DEP focused SiO2 particles cannot exceed that 
of the waveguide core.  
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Figure 5.9: Schematic of the interaction of light with the DEP focused: (A) WO3 and 
(B) SiO2 particles. 
5.5 Summary 
Using Platform 2, which is made of an optical polymeric waveguide for coupling light in an 
out of the waveguide into microfluidics, the author managed to alleviate the problems faced 
by the direct coupling of light into the DEP focused particles, which was described in 
chapter 4. In particular, the scattering of light as a result of the accumulation of particles 
near the microfluidic reservoirs and the deflection of the optical beam as a result of the flow 
of particles into and out of the microfluidics, was no longer an issue as that light was 
coupled to the particles via the multi mode waveguide.  
In addition to addressing those issues, the author successfully used Platform 2 to 
demonstrate the coupling of light from the multi mode polymeric optical waveguide into the 
DEP focused particles. The author established that the change in particle concentrations in 
the media controls the transmission properties of the incident light. In particular, he showed 
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that by controlling the frequency of the applied DEP signal, and applying a negative DEP 
force, it was possible to repel the particles from the vicinity of the optical rib waveguide, 
resulting in unperturbed transmission. Conversely, by adjusting the frequency to produce a 
positive DEP force, it was possible to dynamically concentrate the particles near the 
waveguide surface and in the case of high refractive index WO3 particles, resulted in a 
significant reduction in optical transmission. The author believes that this was the first 
implementation of a tuneable optical waveguide using dielectrophoresis of particles in 
microfluidics. The outcomes of this chapter were presented in an article that was published 
in the Journal of Microfluidics and Nanofluidics [12]. 
Despite the accomplishments, the author realized the limitations of the current platform. In 
particular, the platform only allowed the propagation of multi mode, making it difficult to 
trace the behavior of the individual guided modes or extract information regarding the 
interaction of these modes with the suspended particles and the surrounding media.  
Additionally, modal dispersions and propagation losses in multi mode systems are generally 
high, which would impede the development of this platform into optofluidic sensors.  
In order to enhance the performance of the system, it was necessary to develop a single 
mode or near single mode platform. Such a platform would be capable of providing vital 
information such as the impact of the packed particles on the individual guided modes. 
Additionally, such a platform may be used as a template for accurate optofluidic 
waveguiding and sensing incorporating well controlled suspended nanoparticles. In response 
to these issues, the author devised Platform 3 which consists of a quasi single mode 
polymeric waveguide integrated in the microfluidic system, which is presented in chapter 6.  
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Chapter 6 
 
 
 
Coupling of Light from a Quasi Single Mode 
Waveguide into the Dielectrophoretically 
Focused Particles  
6.1 Introduction  
In chapter 5, the author introduced a multi mode polymeric waveguide into the microfluidic 
system and demonstrated the coupling of light into the DEP focused particles via the multi 
mode waveguide. However, as the previously developed platform is multi mode, it allows 
the propagation of numerous modes simultaneously in the waveguide. As a result, it is 
almost impossible to trace the behavior of individual modes, extract information or obtain 
definitive evidence regarding the interaction of the optical waves with the suspended 
particles or the media that surrounds the waveguide. Additionally, modal dispersions and 
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propagation losses are relatively higher in multi mode platforms [1], hence inhibiting the 
potential development of the system as an optofluidic sensor with low detection limits.  
In this chapter which forms the final experimental chapter of this PhD thesis, the author 
introduces a quasi single mode waveguide into the system. This platform offers relatively 
lower propagation loss and modal dispersions, in comparison to the multi mode platform, 
and since only a few modes are propagated, the behavior of the individual guided modes can 
be extracted and interpreted without any fuzziness [2, 3]. The author uses Platform 3 
(described in section 3.5.3 of chapter 3), which consists of a quasi single mode polymeric 
waveguide integrated with DEP microelectrodes in the microfluidic system. He will 
demonstrate the coupling of the guided modes from the quasi single mode waveguide into 
the packed concentrations of DEP focused particles that can practically form a resonant and 
anti-resonant particle packed layer. By varying the parameters of the applied DEP force, the 
author will demonstrate the manipulation of the particles into forming a dynamic closely 
packed homogeneous dielectric layer with a tuneable refractive index above the polymeric 
waveguide.  
6.2 Principles 
Tungsten trioxide (WO3), zinc oxide (ZnO) and silicon dioxide (SiO2) particles were used in 
the experiments and their motion was controlled using the DEP force. These particles were 
chosen for the experiments as they had higher (WO3 and ZnO) and lower (SiO2) refractive 
indices compared to the material used for the polymeric waveguide (which will be detailed 
in section 6.3). Additionally, these particles are easily suspendable in liquid and as 
established in chapter 5, WO3 and SiO2 particles could be forced into forming dense particle 
streams and then be repelled using the DEP forces quite efficiently. The author introduced 
ZnO as it has a refractive index between that of SiO2 and WO3 and therefore could 
potentially generate interesting optical responses for comparison. 
The depiction of the system’s operation showing the side and cross sectional views of the 
quasi single mode platform is presented in Figure 6.1. Quote notably, the difference between 
the quasi single mode waveguide used in this chapter and the multi mode platform 
previously used in chapter 5 is in their structure and dimensions. In particular, the multi 
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mode waveguide used in chapter 5 was a raised rib waveguide, while the quasi single mode 
waveguide used in this chapter is an inverted rib waveguide (Figures 6.1A and 6.1C). 
Additionally, the dimensions for the quasi single mode waveguide rib features were 
4.5 × 0.3 μm (w × h), while the dimensions for that of the multi mode waveguide was 
7 × 0.35 μm (w × h). The waveguide configuration and dimensions guaranteed the 
propagation of single mode in contrast to larger waveguides that allow the propagation of 
many modes simultaneously [4].  
Optical waves travel in a waveguide in distinct optical guided modes. A guided mode is a 
spatial distribution of optical energy that maintains the same transverse distribution and 
polarization at all locations along the waveguide axis [5, 6]. The distribution pattern depends 
on the variation in refractive indices that forms the waveguide core and its surroundings, the 
size and shape of the waveguide and the wavelength of the optical wave [7].  
In this chapter, the author uses transverse electric (TE) polarized light as it has the electric 
field aligned parallel to the waveguide surface and therefore experiences stronger optical 
confinement within the waveguide, has a lower propagation loss and it is easily observed. 
Transverse magnetic (TM) polarized light however, has the electric field aligned normal to 
the waveguide surface and therefore experiences stronger scattering by the indiscriminate 
presence of particles or changes in the waveguide’s upper media and has a larger 
propagation loss and thus was difficult to observe. 
The number of TE modes supported by a planar dielectric waveguide can be approximated 
using the following relation [6]:  
2d
M NA

  (6.1) 
where NA is the numerical aperture of the waveguide defined as: 
 2 21 2NA n n   (6.2) 
These equations can be used to crudely estimate the number of modes propagating in the rib 
waveguide of Platform 3. For instance, given that d = 2.5 μm, λ = 635 nm, n1 = nSU-8 = 1.592, 
n2 = nKMPR = 1.566, then NA = 0.287 and M ~ 3 indicating the waveguide is quasi single 
mode such that it propagates three TE polarized modes. 
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It is known that light propagating through the polymeric waveguide has evanescent fields 
radiating from the waveguides’ surface that decay exponentially into the surrounding 
media [8]. As a result, these fields allow the optical waves, which consist of the guided 
modes to interact with the media surrounding it. Figures 6.1B and 6.1D present schematics 
of the fundamental guided mode in a single mode waveguide that has a liquid upper 
cladding containing suspended particles. According to the theory of total internal reflection 
[4], the fundamental mode remains confined in the waveguide core provided that nwaveguide > 
nmedia, in which nwaveguide and nmedia are refractive indices of the waveguide and its 
surroundings, respectively (Figure 6.1B).  
However, when particles are packed together such that the refractive index of the particle 
packed stream, npacked-particles, is larger than that of the waveguide (npacked-particles > nwaveguide), 
the fundamental mode is coupled out of the waveguide into the packed stream of particles 
(Figure 6.1D). The guided modes of the optical waves strongly interact with the particles 
packed near the waveguide surface, almost becoming confined within them. As a result, any 
small change in the physical or chemical properties of the area near or around the particles 
strongly affects the modal behaviour. Higher order modes propagating in the waveguide can 
also interact with the particles in a similar fashion.  
 
Figure 6.1: Cross sectional and side view of the system’s operational schematic: (A) Cross 
sectional and (B) Side view showing particles randomly dispersed in a microfluidic channel. 
The fundamental mode remains confined in an optical waveguide when nwaveguide > nmedia 
(C) Cross sectional and (D) Side view showing particles tightly packed close to the quasi 
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single mode waveguide. The fundamental mode is coupled into the stream of packed 
particles nwaveguide < npacked-particles. 
Samples of the particle suspensions were placed on glass slides and dehydrated. The samples 
were then viewed using an FEI Nova SEM. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) image 
of the ZnO and SiO2 particles are presented in Figure 6.2A and 6.2B, respectively. The SEM 
image of the 80 nm WO3 particles was already presented in Figure 5.2 of chapter 5. 
 
Figure 6.2: SEM image of the particles: (A) ZnO particles (Ø50 nm)  
(B) SiO2 particles (Ø72 nm). 
The real part of the Claussius-Mossoti factor (Re[fCM(ω)]) was calculated for these particles 
to explore the DEP behaviors of the particles, which allowed the determination of 
appropriate DEP applied frequencies for manipulating the particles’ motion during the 
experiments. The Re[fCM(ω)] for WO3 has been presented in chapter 5 but is included here 
for reference. In these experiments, the particles were suspended in deionized (DI) water and 
so the conductivity of the suspending media after the addition of the Triton X-305 surfactant 
(Sigma Aldrich) was taken as 0.2 mS m
-1
 and the relative permittivity was taken as 77.6 
[9-11]. The diameters for the WO3, ZnO and SiO2 particles used in the experiments are 80, 
50 and 72 nm, respectively. The conductivities of the particles were taken to be 100.25, 
49 and 5.6 mS m
-1
 for WO3, ZnO and SiO2 particles, respectively [12-14]. The relative 
permittivities of the particles were taken as 80, 8.6 and 4.5 for the WO3, ZnO and SiO2 
particles, respectively [10, 11, 14, 15]. Using these values, the Re[fCM(ω)] for the particles 
was calculated and plotted in Figure 6.3. It was observed that all the particles analyzed 
experience a transition from positive to negative DEP behavior about the cross over 
 A            B   
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frequency. The numerically calculated crossover frequencies for the WO3, ZnO and SiO2 
particles are 24, 8.5, and 1.6 MHz, respectively. 
 
Figure 6.3: Re[fCM(ω)] for the particles used in the experiments. Variations of Re[fCM(ω)] for 
the WO3 (Ø80 nm), ZnO (Ø50 nm) and SiO2 (Ø72 nm) particles dispersed in DI water. 
In chapter 5, the author described a method for approximating the refractive index of the 
reconfigurable particle packed media using the atomic packing factor (APF) [16]. In this 
chapter, the author extends this method by introducing a posterior approach which allows 
for estimating the range of refractive indices required to achieve the coupling of the guided 
modes into the particle media.  
The minimum refractive index of the media in the region above the waveguide core occurs 
when suspended particles are completely repelled, leaving only DI water (n = 1.33) in this 
region. Conversely, the maximum possible refractive index is obtained when particles are 
closely packed. Therefore, the maximum refractive index of the media above the waveguide 
core, nmax can be approximated using:  
nmax = pfparticle х nparticle + pfsuspending-media х nsuspending-media (6.3) 
where pfparticle and pfsuspending-media are the packing fractions of the particle and the suspending 
media, respectively, and nparticle and nsuspending-media are the refractive indices of the particle 
material and suspending media, respectively. Given that nparticle = 2.3 for WO3 and that 
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pfparticle = 0.74, pfsuspending-media = 0.26 and nsuspending-media = 1.33, the maximum refractive index 
of closely packed WO3 particles is, according to equation (6.1) ~2.04. 
The range of refractive indices required to achieve the coupling of the guided modes (the 
posterior approach) can be estimated as follows. If the refractive index of the waveguide, 
nwaveguide, is known, given that the coupling of light occurs when the refractive index of the 
upper cladding media is equal to or greater than the waveguide core, the packing fraction of 
the focused particles and the suspending media, pfparticle, and the pfsuspending-media, can be 
estimated using the following relation: 
pfparticle х nparticle + pfsuspending-media х nsuspending-media ≥ nwaveguide (6.4) 
When focused particles are packed, the space between them is occupied by the suspending 
media, such that pfsuspending-media = 1  pfparticle. Assuming that nwaveguide = 1.592 (which is the 
refractive index of the SU-8 waveguide core), the minimum packing fraction of particles for 
the coupling of light according to equation (6.4) is 27 %. This means that the theoretical 
range of packing fractions of WO3 particles above the waveguide that allows the coupling of 
light to occur is: 0.27 < pfparticle  < 0.74. Applying the minimum packing fraction into 
equation (6.2), the minimum refractive index of the media, nmin that induces the coupling of 
light from the waveguide is nmin = 1.59. Therefore, when light couples out of the waveguide 
into the packed particles, the refractive index of the upper cladding media actually ranges 
according to: 1.59 (nmin) < nmedia < 2.04 (nmax). 
The refractive indices for the ZnO and SiO2 particles (nparticle) are 2.0 and 1.47, respectively. 
According to equation (6.3), the maximum refractive indices (nmax) of the media above the 
waveguide core when these particles are closely packed are 1.83 (ZnO) and 1.43 (SiO2). 
Therefore, under maximum packing conditions, the densely packed ZnO mesoparticles are 
capable of coupling light from the rib waveguide, while SiO2 particles may not be. Using 
equation (6.4), the refractive index of the media formed by the packed ZnO particles in order 
for light to couple out of the rib waveguide ranges according to: 
1.59 (nmin) < nmedia < 1.83 (nmax). 
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6.3 Methods and Simulations 
Platform 3 was used for the experiments and it was placed on an optical micro-positioner 
stage while a focusing lens was used to direct visible light (λ = 635 nm) from a polarized 
Helium Neon laser source (Model 105-1, Spectra Physics) into the rib waveguide core. The 
waveguide core and cladding of Platform 3 was composed of curable photoresist polymers 
known as SU-8 (Microchem, n = 1.592) and KMPR (Microchem, n = 1.566), respectively. 
Details of the platform structure are provided in section 3.5.3 of chapter 3.  
The outlet reservoir was connected to a syringe operated by a syringe pump (Harvard 
Apparatus PHD 2000), while the microfluidic inlet was connected to the suspended particle 
beaker. The suspended particles were sucked out from the microfluidic outlet reservoirs 
while applying a range of AC voltages and frequencies (Rohde & Schwarz SMS signal 
generator with a frequency range of 0.1 to 250 MHz coupled to a home-made RF amplifier 
with a gain ~25 dB), which were capable of manipulating the particles under DEP forces. 
The intensity profile of the waveguide output is captured by a charged couple device (CCD) 
camera via a focusing lens (Figure 6.4). 
 
Figure 6.4: Device experimental setup. 
The WO3, ZnO and SiO2 particles used in these experiments were suspended in DI water 
with a weight-in-weight (w/w) concentration of 0.5 %. This low concentration was chosen as 
the author intended to demonstrate that it is possible to reach high levels of particle packing 
using DEP manipulation forces alone. Triton X-305 (Sigma Aldrich) surfactant was added to 
the particle suspensions to prevent particle agglomeration. The quasi single mode waveguide 
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core was photolithographically aligned at the center of the curve shaped microelectrodes 
which were separated by the 20 μm gap at the tips (see Figure 6.5 and inset). 
 
Figure 6.5: Microscopic image of DEP microelectrodes and the rib waveguide shown in the 
center (inset). 
The curved DEP microelectrodes generated the DEP force required to focus or repel the 
suspended particles from the region close to the waveguide surface. The DEP field for the 
current platform was simulated to comprehend the performance of the system using 
Fluent 6.2 software package (Fluent Inc, Lebanon, USA) based on the model described in 
section 4.3 of chapter 4. The simulations were conducted with the help of the author’s 
collaborator Dr Khashayar Khoshmanesh from the School of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering, RMIT University.  
Simulations showed that applying an alternating current (AC) voltage of 15 Vp, the electric 
field reaches a peak value of 1.6×10
6
 V m
-1
 at the tip of microelectrodes and smoothly 
decreases along the microelectrode structure (Figure 6.6). Applying frequencies less than the 
crossover frequency, induces positive DEP response and pushes the particles toward the 
center of the microelectrode pairs.  
According to the observations, at low to medium flow rates (0.5 to 2.5 µl min
-1
), the 
particles have enough time to immobilize between the opposite microelectrodes. However at 
medium to high flow rates (3 to 4.5 µl min
-1
), although the particles are descended to lower 
heights they will be dragged by flow before immobilization. In this condition, the 
microelectrode pairs act as discrete funnels due to their symmetric shape and focus the 
passing particles along the centerline of the microchannel. The aforementioned conditions 
20 μm 
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were obtained by applying a flow rate of 4 µl min
-1
 (corresponding to an average velocity of 
1.66 mm s
-1
) and DEP voltage amplitude of 15 Vp. 
 
Figure 6.6: Electric field simulation of the DEP microelectrodes showing the contours of 
electric field (V m
-1
) at the bottom surface of DEP system obtained by numerical 
simulations. 
Subsequently, the author conducted the waveguide modal simulations of guided modes in 
the quasi single mode waveguide for TE polarizations of the coupled laser source. These 
simulations were conducted with the help of the author’s collaborator, Dr. Thach Nguyen 
from the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, RMIT University. The simulations 
were conducted assuming that the upper cladding of the waveguide was DI water and that 
the region above the waveguide was devoid of particles. The guided modes were simulated 
for TE polarizations using the rib waveguide dimensions as detailed in section 3.5.3 of 
chapter 3 and wavelength of incident light taken as λ = 635 nm.  
A fully vectorial mode matching technique [17] was employed to calculate the transverse 
electric (TE) modal characteristics of the guided modes of the polymeric waveguide 
assuming a DI water upper cladding media. In the mode matching simulations, the 
computational window was fully open in the lateral direction. Therefore, the mode matching 
simulation accurately modelled waveguide modes with lateral leakage [18, 19]. Figure 6.7 
shows the electric field distributions of the major components of the TE guided modes, 
which are composed of the fundamental, TE00 (Figure 6.7A), first order, TE10 (Figure 6.7B) 
and second order, TE20 (Figure 6.7C) modes. The calculated propagation losses given are 
shown. The simulations indicated that the rib waveguide is quasi single mode such that the 
fundamental, TE00 mode propagates with negligible loss, while the first order, TE10, and 
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second order, TE20 modes, have a loss of 0.65 and 29.3 dB cm
-1
, respectively. Due to the 
high propagation loss of the TE20 mode, the author anticipated that the TE20 and higher order 
modes would not be observed in the experimental measurements. 
 
Figure 6.7: Waveguide modes for the quasi single mode waveguide: (A) TE00 mode 
(B) TE10 mode (C) TE20 mode. 
Using an appropriate combination of DEP and hydrodynamic forces, the author was able to 
vary the concentration of particles above the waveguide core, which effectively tuned the 
refractive index of the upper cladding media. The intensity of concentration or repulsion was 
controlled by changing the amplitude of the applied DEP signal. The action is schematically 
demonstrated in Figures 6.8A - 6.8B. Figure 6.8A shows the device with suspended particles 
in the absence of DEP forces and Figure 6.8B shows the device when particles are closely 
packed by the positive DEP force, flowing near the rib waveguides.  
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Figure 6.8: Platform operational schematic: (A) Schematic of the optofluidic device with 
suspended particles in the absence of DEP forces; and (B) particles closely packed near the 
waveguide surface due to positive DEP forces. 
The author then carried out simulations to comprehend the variations of particle 
concentrations between the DEP microelectrodes in the microfluidic channel. Dr. Khashayar 
Khoshmanesh from the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, RMIT University, 
helped in conducting these simulations as follows. The density of focused particles between 
the microelectrodes was correlated to the │DEP-y│, where DEP-y is the DEP force along 
the y-axis. Figure 6.9 shows the dimensionless contours of │DEP-y│ at different planes 
along the microfluidic channel x-axis. It indicates the formation of packed particle regions 
along the inner edge of microelectrodes. At the vicinity of the tips, the dense particle regions 
merge to form a packed particle stream along the microchannel centerline. The configuration 
of the packed particle stream after the tips depends on the balance of the DEP force, which 
holds the particles and the hydrodynamic drag force which drags them. The results indicate 
that the microelectrodes act as a funnel and closely pack the particles in the region between 
the microelectrode pairs and the resulting particle packing concentrations in close vicinity of 
the waveguide surface are as indicated in Figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.9: The variations of 2
y E  correlated with the variations of particle concentration 
distribution between the microelectrodes. 
6.4 Results and Discussions 
The author tested the platform by applying a range of DEP signals, while observing the 
intensity profile distribution at the waveguide output. In the experiments involving the WO3 
particles, the DEP frequencies of 5, 10, 20 and 30 MHz were applied. For the ZnO particles, 
the DEP frequencies of 1.5, 3, 8 and 13 MHz were applied and in the case of SiO2 particles, 
the DEP frequencies of 800 kHz, 1.6 and 2.4 MHz were applied. For these three particle 
types, the DEP voltage was varied from 5 to 15 Vp. The author selected these combinations 
of DEP voltage magnitudes and frequencies as they were found to create a stream of packed 
particles with well-defined interfaces along the centerline of the microchannel (under 
positive DEP force) and pushing the particles toward the sidewalls (under negative DEP 
force).  
The liquid flow rate was set to 4 µl min
-1
 as it was suggested appropriate by the simulations 
in section 6.3 (Figure 6.6). Additionally, this flow rate was selected because applying higher 
flow rates (~8 µl min
-1
), some particles remained along the centerline and at the same time 
were levitated to higher heights under the negative DEP force. This is because while at 
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lower flow rates, the DEP force is the major force affecting the particles’ motion, at such 
higher flow rates, hydrodynamic drag forces become increasingly dominant.  
6.4.1 WO3 particles 
The author began the experiments by applying a constant DEP voltage amplitude of 15 Vp, 
while varying the frequency from 30 MHz to 10 MHz (Figures 6.10A-6.10C). At 30 MHz, 
particles were repelled from the center of the microchannel (Figure 6.10A) under negative 
DEP forces. As the frequency was decreased to 20 MHz, a weak positive DEP trapping 
force caused the particles to concentrate, forming a stream of packed particles above the 
quasi single mode waveguide core (Figure 6.10B).  
The author observed and recorded the widths of the packed particle stream at various 
locations between the DEP microelectrodes and marked it in the images. These widths have 
an approximate error in measurement of ± 20 % and they provide an indication of the 
particle assembly conditions such as the geometry of the packed particle streams. The widths 
of the particle streams have an error. As the DEP frequency was decreased, the trapping 
DEP force became stronger, resulting in a densely packed concentration of particles at 
10 MHz (Figure 6.10C). We observed the mode intensity profile change from a single lobe 
(Figure 6.10D) to two lobes separated vertically by a distinct null (Figure 6.10E) at 20 MHz. 
The intensity of the transmitted light reduced as we decreased frequency to 10 MHz 
(Figure 6.10F). The author believes that this can be attributed to the increase in the refractive 
index due to the formation of the particle packed layer above the polymeric waveguide.  
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Figure 6.10: Particle formation conditions and intensity profiles with variation of DEP 
frequency: (A) WO3 particles repelled from the center at 15 Vp and f = 30 MHz; (B) WO3 
particles form a particle packed stream at 15 Vp and f = 20 MHz; (C) WO3 particles are 
densely packed at 15 Vp and f = 10 MHz; (D) TE mode intensity profile at DEP: 15 Vp and 
f = 30 MHz; (E) at DEP: 15 Vp and f = 20 MHz; and (F) at DEP: 15 Vp and f = 10 MHz.  
The author then decided to increase the packing density to assure stronger coupling of the 
guided modes into the particle dense media by conducting a second series of experiments. 
At the constant frequency of 5 MHz (optimal trapping frequency for WO3), the DEP voltage 
amplitude was increased from 0 to 15 Vp in increments of 5 Vp (Figures 6.11A-6.11F), while 
observing the changes in the mode intensity profile at the waveguide output. The mode 
intensity profile observed exhibited two lobes (Figure 6.11D). At 10 and 15 Vp, the mode 
intensity profile remained unvarying, but the transmitted intensity was reduced 
(Figures 6.11E and 6.11F). 
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Figure 6.11: Particle formation conditions and intensity profiles with variation of DEP 
amplitude: (A) WO3 particles packed in the center at 5 Vp and f = 5 MHz; (B) At 10 Vp and 
f = 5 MHz; (C) At 15 Vp and f = 5 MHz; (D) Waveguide TE mode profile at DEP: 5 Vp and 
f = 5 MHz (E) At DEP: 10 Vp and f = 5 MHz; and (F) At DEP: 15 Vp and f = 5 MHz.  
By reducing the frequency from 30 MHz to 10 MHz at 15 Vp, the author effectively varied 
the suspended particle packing density near the polymeric waveguide and observed a 
transition of guided modes. The transitioning of modes is explained by obtaining the modal 
simulations for various particle packing conditions, which represent different media 
refractive index values as the upper cladding. To model the TE field distribution accurately, 
it was necessary for the author to know the density distribution of particles as a function of 
height above the polymeric waveguide surface.  
Dr Khashayar Khoshmanesh, from the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 
RMIT University assisted the author in simulating the particle density distributions. The 
density of particles in any y direction was assumed to be proportional to the intensity of the 
DEP-y force (Figure 6.9) at that point and accordingly, the particle density distribution 
function presented in Figure 6.12 was obtained. At x = 350 m (Figure 6.12A), maximum 
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trapping occurs causing the formation of a particle packed stream, when combined with 
hydrodynamic forces. From models of the DEP field (Figure 6.9) and particle density 
distribution of Figure 6.12B, the refractive index profile vertically across the waveguide core 
was calculated as depicted in Figure 6.13. 
 
Figure 6.12: Calculation of the particle density distribution correlating the density of 
particles to the distribution of the DEP-y field: (A) DEP electrode single sided symmetry 
diagram; (B) DEP field intensity distribution at various x locations. 
The refractive index profiles were calculated for nmax1 = 1.595 and nmax2 = 1.65 to obtain the 
variation of particle packing density with height in the microfluidic channel. The media 
refractive index profiles indicate that the density of the WO3 particle packed stream was 
highest at the waveguide surface and reduces almost linearly with increasing height in the 
microfluidic channel. 
Using the calculated refractive index profiles (Figure 6.13A), the corresponding guided 
modes of the quasi single mode polymeric waveguide structure was calculated. The author’s 
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collaborator, Dr Thach Nguyen, from the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 
RMIT University helped the author in producing these calculations. Dr. Nguyen developed a 
transfer matrix method software package based on [20] which was used to simulate the 
guided mode distributions.  
From the waveguide mode field profiles, the field intensity ratio of light guided in the region 
of packed particles relative to the total mode power was evaluated. Figure 6.13B shows the 
field intensity ratio of light guided in the region of packed particles relative to the total mode 
power as a function of the maximum refractive index, nmax. It is interesting to note that as the 
density and thus refractive index of the suspended particles increase, the fraction of the TE00 
mode in the suspended particles increases progressively as the mode becomes evanescent, 
eventually propagating entirely within a particle waveguiding layer, which is formed by the 
particle suspension. Conversely, the fraction of the first order TE10 mode interacting with the 
particles experiences an anti-resonance, becoming isolated from the suspended particles at a 
particular concentration.  
 
Figure 6.13: Refractive index profile and mode power ratio: (A) Refractive index profile as a 
function of microfluidic channel height. The shaded area represents the range of possible 
media refractive index profiles within the nominal nmax values; (B) Ratio of optical mode 
power in WO3 particle dense media to the total power.  
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The waveguide modal simulations for various particle packed stream refractive indices were 
simulated with the help of Dr Nguyen and is presented in Figures 6.14A - 6.14C. The shaded 
region denotes the lateral boundaries of the polymeric waveguide core and the red and blue 
plots show the electric field distribution of the TE00 and TE10 order modes, respectively. 
These simulations are used to explain the observations in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. At low 
particle packing densities, where the maximum refractive index of the particle packed 
stream, nmax = 1.595 near the polymeric waveguide, the transmission of both TE00 and TE10 
modes were observed however, TE00 was dominant (Figure 6.14A). It was observed that the 
modes were highly evanescent and a fraction of the TE00 and TE10 modal power was 
coupled into the resonant particle packed layer above the waveguide.  
As the particle packing was increased, the TE00 mode becomes more strongly coupled into 
the resonant particle packed layer and was either scattered or guided away from the polymer 
waveguide by the particles (the latter occurs when the flow of particles departs from the axis 
of the waveguide as particles flow out of the microfluidic channel – Figure 6.14D). At a 
particular particle packing density, the TE10 mode, which may also be launched at the input, 
was mostly isolated from the particle packed layer due the anti-resonance observed in 
Figure 6.13B. The anti-resonance of the TE10 mode is explained by simulating nmax = 1.617. 
When such conditions prevail, a major fraction of the TE00 mode propagates in the particle 
packed layer while the TE10 mode propagates largely in the polymeric waveguide 
(Figure 6.14B). When the particle stream was separated from the waveguide near the 
waveguide output, the TE10 mode proceeded to the output where it was observed 
(Figure 6.14E).  
The modal distribution was simulated for nmax = 1.65 to ascertain the modal behaviour when 
the density of particles was increased further (Figure 6.14C). It was observed that the 
interaction of both the TE00 and the TE10 modes with the suspended particles increased and 
thus the intensity of light remaining in the polymer waveguide decreased (Figure 6.14C) and 
was eventually coupled into the particle packed stream (Figure 6.14F).  
These predictions and explanations matched the experimental observations as follows. In 
Figure 6.10D, the TE00 mode was dominant as the particles are repelled from the waveguide 
surface such that nwaveguide < npacked-particles. Figures 6.10E and 6.11D show that the TE00 mode 
was coupled into the particle packed layer while the TE10 mode transitioned from higher to 
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lower loss (as shown in Figure 6.13B). The observations show that at certain particle 
packing concentrations, the DEP focused particles act as a homogenous high refractive 
index layer that supports the anti-resonance. The gradual intensity decline of the TE10 mode, 
without further modal transitions when the particle packing density was increased 
(Figures 6.10F and 6.11E - 6.11F)  agrees with the simulations, as the TE00 mode was 
coupled out of the waveguide prior to the TE10 mode due to the anti-resonance 
(Figure 6.13B). 
  
Figure 6.14: Modal simulations with varying packed particle stream refractive indices: 
(A) Waveguide modal profile when nmax = 1.595; (B) nmax = 1.617; and (C) nmax = 1.65. 
(D) TE00 mode is coupled into the particle packed layer as the particle stream begins to form 
a high index resonant layer. (E) At a particular particle packing density, the TE10 mode is 
anti-resonant with the particle packed layer; (F) As particle packing density increases, both 
the TE00 and TE10 modes are completely coupled into resonant particle packed layers. 
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6.4.2 ZnO particles 
The ZnO particles (Sigma Aldrich, nZnO = 2.0) experienced a transition from negative to 
positive DEP behavior as the frequency was decreased from 13 to 3 MHz (in agreement with 
the simulations presented in Figure 6.3). The author first conducted the experiments by 
keeping the applied DEP voltage magnitude constant at 15 Vp while varying the frequency. 
The ZnO particles were repelled from the center by applying a 13 MHz frequency at 15 Vp 
(Figure 6.15A) and the corresponding mode intensity profile showing a single lobe was 
observed (Figure 6.15D). The frequency of the AC signal was then reduced to 8 MHz. The 
DEP repelling forces became weak as particles began to move towards the center of the 
microchannel leaving a narrow void strip between the microelectrode pairs (Figure 6.15B). 
The corresponding mode intensity profile observed was a single lobe with reduced intensity 
compared to the previous case (Figure 6.15E). This change was attributed to the increase in 
the media refractive index above the waveguide core which caused the waveguide to 
become increasingly evanescent. As the DEP frequency was further reduced to 3 MHz, a 
stream of packed ZnO particles was formed at the microchannel center (Figure 6.15C). The 
corresponding mode intensity profile was the single lobe with the intensity significantly 
reduced (Figure 6.15F).  
Interestingly, the author observed lateral leakage of the guided mode which could be 
attributed to the agglomeration of ZnO particles close to the waveguide surface and in the 
regions near the DEP microelectrode surface. This agglomeration of ZnO particles may have 
caused the formation of a media of higher refractive index than the polymeric waveguide at 
indiscriminate locations in the microfluidic channel. These media may have induced the 
coupling the guided modes into these media.  
The author then decided to increase the packing density of the particles and to induce 
stronger coupling of light into the particle concentration by conducting the second series of 
experiments using the ZnO particles. By keeping the frequency constant at 1.5 MHz, the 
DEP voltage magnitude was varied from 0 to 15 Vp at 5 V increments 
(Figure 6.15G - 6.15L). At 5 Vp, a weak positive DEP force trapped the ZnO particles in the 
center of the microfluidic channel (Figure 6.15G) causing the intensity of the mode to be 
reduced (Figure 6.15J). As the DEP voltage was increased, the particle packing density in 
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the center was increased (Figure 6.15H) which caused further reductions in the intensity of 
the guided mode (Figure 6.15K). When the DEP voltage magnitude applied was 15 Vp, the 
ZnO particles formed a distinct narrowband of packed particles (Figure 6.15K) while the 
intensity of the mode was significantly reduced (Figure 6.15L). 
The observations from the ZnO experiments indicated that the guided mode was gradually 
coupled into the particle dense media as evidenced by Figures 6.15E - 6.15F. However, the 
transitioning of the guided modes was not observed in the ZnO experiments. The author 
attributes this to: (i) Problems forming dense particle streams with smooth and distinct 
boundaries (as evidenced from the DEP images) (ii) Refractive index of ZnO is lower 
(nZnO = 2.0) compared to WO3 (nWO3 = 2.3), hence a really dense concentration of ZnO 
would be required to induce the formation of resonant or anti-resonant layers of ZnO 
particles which can selectively couple or isolate the guided modes (iii) ZnO particles tended 
to agglomerate close to the DEP microelectrode/waveguide core surface even after the DEP 
force was switched off, which makes the refractive index profile of the media formed in the 
fluidics uneven.  
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Figure 6.15: ZnO particles and intensity profiles with variation of DEP frequency and AC 
voltages: (A) ZnO particles flowing at 4 µl min
-1
 were repelled from the center at 15 Vp and 
f = 13 MHz; (B) ZnO particles flowing at 4 µl min
-1
 were weakly repelled at 15 Vp and f = 
8 MHz; (C) ZnO particles were packed at 15 Vp and f = 3 MHz; (D) TE mode intensity 
profile at DEP: 15 Vp and f = 13 MHz; (E) at DEP: 15 Vp and f = 8 MHz; and (F) at 
DEP: 15 Vp and f = 3 MHz. (G) ZnO particles trapped in the center at 5 Vp and f = 1.5 MHz; 
(H) at 10 Vp and f = 1.5 MHz; (I) and at 15 Vp and f = 1.5 MHz; (J) Waveguide TE mode 
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profile at DEP: 5 Vp and f = 1.5 MHz (K) at DEP: 10 Vp and f = 1.5 MHz; and (L) at DEP: 
15 Vp and f = 1.5 MHz. 
6.4.3 SiO2 particles 
The suspended SiO2 particles (Microspheres Nanospheres, nSiO2 = 1.47) were tested using 
the various DEP parameters that either focused or repelled the particles from the regions 
near the waveguide surface in the microfluidics. The SiO2 particles experienced a transition 
from negative to positive DEP behavior as the applied DEP frequency was decreased from 
2.4 MHz to 800 kHz (in agreement with the simulations presented in Figure 6.3).  
First, the experiments were conducted by keeping the DEP voltage magnitude constant at 
15 Vp while varying the DEP frequencies. At the DEP voltage magnitude of 15 Vp and 
frequency of 2.4 MHz, the SiO2 particles flowed through the microfluidic channel with a 
weak repelling force which kept the particles from flowing to the microchannel center 
(Figure 6.16A). When the frequency was reduced to 1.6 MHz, the SiO2 particles began to 
form a particle stream above the waveguide core (Figure 6.16B) and when the frequency 
was further reduced to 800 kHz, a dense particle stream was formed (Figure 6.16C). The 
mode intensity profiles corresponding to the particle concentrations formed by the applied 
DEP forces are presented in Figures 6.16D, 6.16E and 6.16F.  
The SiO2 particles did not induce the coupling or transitioning of the guided modes in the 
quasi single mode waveguide. Hence, the application of stronger positive DEP forces (at a 
constant frequency) was not conducted. However, it is interesting to note that in the case of 
the strong particle focusing at 15 Vp and frequency of 800 kHz (Figure 6.16C), the intensity 
of the guided mode was slightly reduced (Figure 6.16F). The author attributes this to the 
waveguide becoming increasingly evanescent due to the presence of highly concentrated 
SiO2 particles which may have increased the media refractive index above the index of the 
polymeric waveguide, but not sufficiently high to induce significant coupling of the guided 
modes. The phenomena observed in the experiments therefore match the expected outcome 
that SiO2 particles are not capable of coupling the guided modes from the quasi single mode 
waveguide as presented in section 6.2.  
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Figure 6.16: SiO2 particles and intensity profiles with variation of DEP frequency and AC 
voltages: (A) SiO2 particles flowing at 4 µl min
-1
 were repelled from the center at 15 Vp and 
f = 2.4 MHz; (B) SiO2 particles were packed at 15 Vp and f = 1.6 MHz; (C) SiO2 particles 
were densely packed at 15 Vp and f = 800 kHz; (D) TE mode intensity profile at DEP: 15 Vp 
and f = 2.4 MHz; (E) at DEP: 15 Vp and f = 1.6 MHz; and (F) at DEP: 15 Vp and f = 800 
kHz.  
6.5  Summary 
The author addressed the issues concerning the previously developed multi mode platform, 
described in chapter 5, by employing the quasi single mode system in Platform 3. Platform 3 
exhibits significant advantages in comparison. It is now possible to observe distinct modes 
and modal behaviours, which was previously unnoticeable using the multi mode platform. In 
particular, the author distinctly demonstrated the control of optical waves that is dynamic as 
it was induced by the presence of resonant layers of tuneable particles, which were 
controlled using a combination of DEP and hydrodynamic forces.  
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Additionally, the analysis of the waveguide output revealed valuable information regarding 
the behaviour of guided modes. It was shown that the DEP controlled suspended particles 
were capable of dynamically manipulating the modal guiding properties of the optical 
waveguide by forming resonant and anti-resonant layers of the particles in the microfluidics. 
Specific waveguide modes can be strongly coupled or alternatively isolated from the particle 
suspension, as the density and thickness of the particle packed layer is adjusted. Such 
behaviour potentially provides the ability to discriminate between different concentrations 
and densities of packed particle layers, which were previously not possible using multi mode 
platforms. Moreover, the observation of modal transitions enhances the system’s selectivity 
and sensitivity as the transition of guided modes due to the anti-resonance which was 
triggered by the presence of particles with very specific particle densities close to the 
waveguide surface.  
The outcomes of this chapter were published in the Journal of Electrophoresis [21]. In the 
next chapter, the author presents the summary of his PhD thesis and the future works related 
to his PhD research project.  
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Chapter 7 
 
 
 
Conclusion and future works 
7.1 Concluding remarks 
The author began his PhD journey with the vision of establishing three dimensional (3D) 
optical objects in liquid and to investigate their functionality. The vision was realized using 
well controlled suspended particles. The author demonstrated that these suspended particles 
could be brought close to each other, while still remained unbounded. Hence the particles 
could be dynamically morphed into forming 3D objects using a range of applied forces. In 
this thesis, the location and motion of the particles were controlled using the 
dielectrophoretic (DEP) force. Using this force, particles were focused and repelled from 
regions of interest within the microfluidics, forming media having distinct physical, 
especially optical properties. The author sought to develop an optofluidic system 
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incorporating suspended particles which could exhibit waveguiding properties and have the 
ability to couple light into densely focused particles.  
In order to achieve this objective, the author conducted the research in three stages. In the 
first stage, he demonstrated the direct coupling of light into a packed concentration of DEP 
focused particles. Subsequently, in the second stage, the author demonstrated the coupling of 
light from a multi mode polymeric waveguide into the dielectrophoretically focused 
particles. Finally, in the third stage of the PhD research project, the author implemented a 
quasi single mode and demonstrated the coupling and isolation of individual guided modes 
into the DEP focused particles.  
The major findings in each stage of this PhD research project are summarized as follows: 
7.1.1 Stage 1 
 In the first stage of the research, the author demonstrated the manipulation of 230 and 
450 nm diameter silicon dioxide (SiO2) particles using the DEP forces. He successfully 
demonstrated the control of these particles into forming 3D suspended objects in liquid by 
tuning the DEP force and flow rate parameters. The local concentrations and positions of 
the particles were varied using a range of suitable applied DEP parameters.  
 The author had the insight that the dense particle streams consisting of the DEP focused 
SiO2 particles possessed a refractive index profile resembling that of an optical 
waveguide. Hence, he coupled visible light (λ = 635 nm) into the dense particle stream to 
observe whether the particles exhibited scattering or waveguiding properties. 
Interestingly, the transmission of light was guided by the dense concentration of 230 nm 
particles but was scattered by the 450 nm particles. The author established that scattering 
of light was dominant for the larger sized particles due to the scattering induced by the 
particle size and effective volumes occupied by the inter particle spacing, when the 
particles were closely packed under the DEP force. Conversely, the DEP focused 
concentration of 230 nm particles promoted the transmission of light as it was established 
that their size and inter particle spacing (when they were closely packed) were much 
smaller compared to the wavelength of incident light.  
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 To the best of the author’s knowledge, this was the first demonstration of a dynamically 
formed “optical waveguide” formed using dielectrophoretically packed particles in 
microfluidics. 
7.1.2 Stage 2 
 In this stage of the PhD research project, the author demonstrated the coupling of light 
into the DEP focused particles via a multi mode polymeric waveguide. The platform used 
addressed the limitations of Platform 1 used in the preceding stage of research such as the 
scattering of light due to the accumulation and flow of non-focused particles. These 
limitations presented opportunities to further enhance the performance of the system by 
developing this second platform. 
 Tungsten trioxide (WO3) and SiO2 particles of 80 and 450 nm diameters, respectively, 
were used. By applying DEP signals of varying intensities and frequencies, the author 
established packed concentrations of particles in close vicinity of the waveguide surface, 
significantly altering the optical properties in this region. In particular, light was coupled 
from the multi mode polymeric waveguide into the media formed by the DEP focused 
WO3 particles. Conversely, light remained largely confined within the polymeric 
waveguide when the media was shaped by the DEP focused SiO2 particles.  
 This was the first implementation of a tuneable optical waveguide based on dynamically 
controlled particles in microfluidics. 
7.1.3 Stage 3 
 In the final stage of this PhD research project, the author implemented a quasi single 
mode polymeric waveguide and demonstrated the coupling of light into the DEP focused 
particles. The platforms’ performance was a significant enhancement compared to that of 
the preceding multi mode platform that was developed in stage 2, which allow the 
propagation of numerous modes simultaneously. 
 The author conducted investigations using the WO3, zinc oxide (ZnO) and SiO2 particles 
of 80, 50 and 72 nm diameters, respectively. It was established that under certain DEP 
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focusing conditions of the WO3 particles, which resulted in the formation of a media 
having specific concentrations of particles above the polymeric waveguide, the 
fundamental mode was strongly coupled to the particle dense media while the first order 
mode remained largely isolated. This was attributed to the formation of a resonant and 
anti-resonant layer of packed particles in the microfluidics induced by the DEP forces. 
 The author demonstrated the dynamic manipulation of the guided modes of the polymeric 
waveguide using the DEP focused particles. Additionally, the conditions for establishing 
the resonant and anti-resonant layers of packed particles using the DEP forces were 
presented.  
 This was the first demonstration of manipulating the guided modes of a quasi single mode 
polymeric waveguide using suspended particles. Additionally, this was the first 
demonstration of developing a re-configurable layer of packed particles using the DEP 
force with resonant and anti-resonant properties. 
In conclusion, the author’s research project has resulted in accomplishments which bring a 
new body of knowledge to the field of optofluidics incorporating suspended particles. The 
outcomes of his PhD research project were published in prestigious peer reviewed scientific 
journals and proceedings of international conferences. A complete list of publications by the 
author is as follows: 
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7.2 Recommendations for future work 
Despite the accomplishments attained in this PhD research project, the author feels that there 
are numerous opportunities for continuing his research and recommends the following as the 
future work: 
 The evolution of microfabrication methods could realize much more advanced and 
accurate particle manipulation platforms: in particular, more sophisticated electrodes 
(such as 3D or travelling wave DEP electrodes) for creating well controlled DEP 
generated electric field gradients. Such electric field gradients could be utilized to provide 
improved access and control of particles down to the individual level, yielding interesting 
optical responses. The likelihood of particles agglomerating close to the microfluidic 
channel surfaces would also decrease since 3D microelectrodes can levitate and focus the 
particles in the center of the microchannel [1] as opposed to the authors’ platforms which 
focus the particles close to the microchannel floor. 
 Other actively applied forces such as acoustic [2-4], optical [5-7] or magnetic [8-10] as 
well as elements for thermal fields as described in chapter 2 can be employed in 
combination with the DEP force to provide accurate particle positioning and control 
which is key to achieving the desired concentration and placement of particles relative to 
the optical waveguides. DEP forces manipulate particles by virtue of their permittivity 
and conductivity. Conversely, using acoustic, optical and magnetic manipulations, 
particles can be manipulated depending on other parameters such as particle elasticity, 
volume and magnetic susceptibility. 
 Introducing biological particles for investigating and expanding the existing experimental 
platforms’ biosensing capabilities could provide the future researcher with the ability of 
conducting rapid and complicated assays, and developing single particle sensors 
controlled by DEP and/or actively applied particle manipulation forces. 
 In order to develop the experimental platforms into a robust optofluidic sensor, the 
sensitivity and selectivity needs to be enhanced so that it is capable of detecting and 
distinguishing particles of different concentrations, physical and chemical properties. This 
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could be achieved by exploring the precise impact of the DEP focused particles on the 
radiation, scattering and phase velocity of the guided modes [11].  
 Analysis of SERS-active particles under microfluidic flow which are focused by DEP and 
other actively applied forces could yield interesting responses. For instance, the coupling 
of optical signals as demonstrated by the author, which indicates the presence of optical 
fields in the DEP focused particle dense media could result in the amplification of SERS 
signals, producing highly sensitive Raman sensing platforms [12]. 
 Examination of waveguiding and scattering properties of individual or clusters of closely 
packed particles over a wider wavelength range, using a supercontinuum laser source [13] 
and utilizing different particle candidates with distinct optical confinement, surface 
chemistry, and refractive index properties could yield promising results for developing 
the experimental platform into an advanced optofluidic sensor. 
 Investigate the feasibility of using metallic particles that exhibit surface plasmon 
resonance activity [14] when excited with a resonant optical source. These particles could 
be brought close together using actively applied forces and owing to the fact that they 
have a greater capacity for confining optical waves via plasmon resonance, the optical 
response of the system due to the presence of such particles integrated with organic or 
inorganic particle entities could be explored. Such investigations could yield interesting 
results, realizing sensitive and dynamic plasmonic optofluidic platforms, which are both 
tuneable and reconfigurable.   
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